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Adaptace systémů rozpoznávání řeči na vy-
brané reálné podmínky nasazení

Abstrakt

Tato habilitační práce se zabývá problematikou adaptace systémů
rozpoznávání řeči na vybrané reálné podmínky nasazení. Je kon-
cipována jako sborník celkem dvanácti článků, které se touto prob-
lematikou zabývají. Jde o publikace, jejichž jsem hlavním au-
torem nebo spoluatorem, a které vznikly v rámci několika navazu-
jících výzkumných projektů. Na řešení těchto projektů jsem se
podílel jak v roli člena výzkumného týmu, tak i v roli řešitele nebo
spoluřešitele.

Publikace zařazené do tohoto sborníku lze rozdělit podle té-
matu do tří hlavních skupin. Jejich společným jmenovatelem je
snaha přizpůsobit daný rozpoznávací systém novým podmínkám či
konkrétnímu faktoru, který významným způsobem ovlivňuje jeho
funkci či přesnost.

První skupina článků se zabývá úlohou neřízené adaptace na
mluvčího, kdy systém přizpůsobuje svoje parametry specifickým
hlasovým charakteristikám dané mluvící osoby. Druhá část práce
se pak věnuje problematice identifikace neřečových událostí na vs-
tupu do systému a související úloze rozpoznávání řeči s hlukem
(a zejména hudbou) na pozadí. Konečně třetí část práce se zabývá
přístupy, které umožňují přepis audio signálu obsahujícího prom-
luvy ve více než v jednom jazyce. Jde o metody adaptace existu-
jícího rozpoznávacího systému na nový jazyk a metody identifikace
jazyka z audio signálu.

Obě zmíněné identifikační úlohy jsou přitom vyšetřovány zejména
v náročném a méně probádaném režimu zpracování po jednotlivých
rámcích vstupního signálu, který je jako jediný vhodný pro on-line
nasazení, např. pro streamovaná data.

Klíčová slova: automatické rozpoznávání řeči, on-line zpracov-
ání streamovaných dat, adaptace na mluvčího, detekce řeč/neřeč,
rozpoznávání řeči s hudbou na pozadí, identifikace jazyka
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Adaptation of speech recognition systems
to selected real-world deployment condi-
tions

Abstract

This habilitation thesis deals with adaptation of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems to selected real-world deployment con-
ditions. It is presented in the form of a collection of twelve articles
dealing with this task; I am the main author or a co-author of these
articles. They were published during my work on several consecu-
tive research projects. I have participated in the solution of them
as a member of the research team as well as the investigator or a
co-investigator.

These articles can be divided into three main groups according to
their topics. They have in common the effort to adapt a particular
ASR system to a specific factor or deployment condition that affects
its function or accuracy.

The first group of articles is focused on an unsupervised speaker
adaptation task, where the ASR system adapts its parameters to
the specific voice characteristics of one particular speaker. The sec-
ond part deals with a) methods allowing the system to identify
non-speech events on the input, and b) the related task of recog-
nition of speech with non-speech events, particularly music, in the
background. Finally, the third part is devoted to the methods
that allow the transcription of an audio signal containing multilin-
gual utterances. It includes a) approaches for adapting the existing
recognition system to a new language and b) methods for identifi-
cation of the language from the audio signal.

The two mentioned identification tasks are in particular investi-
gated under the demanding and less explored frame-wise scenario,
which is the only one suitable for processing of on-line data streams.

Keywords: automatic speech recognition, on-line processing of
streamed data, speaker adaptation, speech/non-speech detection,
language identification
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1 Introduction

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are currently the subject of intensive
scientific research in the field of machine learning. Depending on the requirements
of the target application, they can process the input data in a batch or in a frame-
wise mode. In the former case, there are no strict requirements for the speed of
transcription. The recognition can thus be performed off-line and even within sev-
eral recognition passes. This type of processing is, for example, used in systems for
transcription and/or indexing of large audio archives. The latter method of recog-
nition is the only possibility for processing of streamed data. The critical factor
here is that the ASR system must be able to process the data in real time and often
also with just a small delay (latency). Frame-wise applications include, for example,
voice aids for physically disabled persons, dictation software or a platform for 24/7
monitoring of TV/R broadcasts.

The choice of speech recognition systems made in the previous paragraph is
not random. On the contrary, these are examples of real and genuinely deployed
applications. Their basis, in terms of speech recognition, was created within the
Laboratory of computer speech processing at TUL. I have also been involved in the
development of all these types of systems within our team during my entire career
so far. I have been focusing mainly on methods or modules that allow these systems
to cope with various real-world operating conditions. These conditions include, e.g.,
speakers with different voice characteristics, non-speech event or multilingual input
data, and negatively affect the accuracy of these systems.

This habilitation thesis takes the form of a collection of 12 selected articles deal-
ing with the above-introduced topic. Their common factor is the effort to adapt
the given recognition system to a selected aspect of its real deployment. I partici-
pated in the creation of these articles as the main author or co-author in the period
from 2011 to 2021. Three of the articles have been published in scientific journals
(Radioengineering, Speech Communication and Computer Speech and Language).
Eight other papers appeared in proceedings of two major conferences, Interspeech
and ICASSP, and the last article was published in proceedings of the TSD confer-
ence. The main author or co-author of several of these conference papers is my
former PhD student Lukáš Matějů, who has successfully completed his PhD studies
recently (in 2020). Another of the co-authors is my current PhD student, František
Kynych, who is now in the first year of his studies.
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1.1 Main parts of this work
All articles included in this thesis are divided into three main groups according to
their topics. Each of them represents one task, in the solution of which I gradually
participated in various consecutive research projects.

The first task deals with adaptation of a speech recognition system to a specific
speaker. It is referred to as speaker adaptation (SA) and it was the subject of my
post-doctoral GAČR project from 2011 to 2013. The outputs of this research have
found practical application in the above-mentioned systems for disabled persons, in
systems for dictation into a computer (2010–2021), in the system for transcription
and indexing of the Czech Radio archive (developed within the NAKI project, 2011–
2014), and also in the system for transcription of audiovisual recordings of lectures
(TAČR project LeTran, 2011–2014). Speaker adaptation methods have, in all these
applications, helped to increase the recognition accuracy for speakers whose voice
characteristics differ from those of the speakers in the training database of the ASR
system. In addition, voice aids for disabled persons are often used by people with
non-standard pronunciation, for whom the adaptation ability of the system is even
more important.

The second part of this thesis is devoted to adaptation to non-speech events. I
solved this task as a member of the research team within the project TAČR Multili-
media from 2015 to 2017. Since 2018, I have been dealing with it as a co-investigator
of the follow-up TAČR project DeepSpot, 2018–2021. One of the common topics for
both these projects is the frame-wise (on-line) transcription of TV/R streams. This
type of data often contains a large amount of non-speech segments, such as music,
or speech segments distorted by music and other noises in the background.

The solution of this problem can be performed in two-steps. First, it is nec-
essary to completely filter out the non-speech segments by using a speech activity
detection (SAD) module before the transcription process is started. The use of the
SAD module as a continuous filter on the input of an ASR system then not only
prevents meaningless transcription of non-speech parts, but also reduces the overall
computational demands. The reason is that speech transcription is, by an order of
magnitude, computationally more demanding than speech detection. However, it is
clear that after SAD-based filtering, the audio signal can still contain some parts
with a high level of noise in the background. One of the reasons is that speech ut-
terances in TV/R shows are sometimes deliberately tinted with music. This thesis
thus also contains articles devoted to the problem of the transcription of speech with
music in the background.

The third group of articles deals with approaches that allow ASR systems to
cope with the language variability of input data. For example, when transcribing
various Czech and Slovak TV/R programs, the given program or audio stream often
contains utterances in both these languages. This is especially true for programs
such as interviews or talk shows, where the guest of the show and the presenter
do not have to speak the same language. A similar phenomenon of mixing related
languages   does not occur only in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. It also appears
in the states of the former Yugoslavia or the Soviet Union and, for example, in the
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Scandinavian countries. The main Scandinavian languages, i.e., Swedish, Norwegian
and Danish, are – at least to some extent – mutually intelligible, and it often happens
that, for example, a Swedish-speaking person may appear in a Norwegian television
program, etc. This issue is therefore valid in the DeepSpot project (focused on Slavic
languages) as well as the international NordTrans project, of which I am also a co-
investigator and which in particular focuses on transcription of speech in Norwegian
and Swedish.

The articles devoted to language variability, that are included in this thesis,
address two sub-tasks. Only the solution of both of them allows the ASR system
to process data containing utterances in multiple languages. The first sub-task
concerns building an ASR system for a new language as efficiently as possible, i.e.,
by adapting an ASR system that already exists for a similar language or a group
of similar languages. The second sub-task deals with language identification (LID)
from acoustic data. Two different operating modes are considered here: batch as
well as more difficult and unexplored frame-wise (on-line) processing. Based on the
results of this detection, proper language-specific components of the ASR system
can then be employed for speech recognition.

1.2 Other related works and articles not included in
this thesis

In addition to the three tasks mentioned so far, I have also worked on other problems
related to the topic of this habilitation thesis in recent years. Papers dealing with
these additional topics often have a practically oriented content and I decided not
to include them in this thesis. Yet, they are worth a brief mention.

One of such adaptation tasks is a proper transcription of new and, at the same
time, semantically important words that constantly appear in the media. These
words typically include the names of newly medialized persons (namely politicians),
emerging companies, geographic locations, or professional terms related to breaking
events, etc. As a part of the DeepSpot project, we proposed a working solution of
this problem, described in [1]. It consists in fully automating the scheme of daily
updates of the lexicon and subsequently adapting the language model of the ASR
system. I implemented this approach into a software tool, which includes a number
of partial processes and operations, and which has been practically deployed for
several languages and several years alongside the entire platform for monitoring of
TV/R broadcasts.

Another publication [2] dealt with an exactly opposite problem. As part of the
NAKI project, which focused on the automatic transcription and indexing of the
Czech Radio archive since 1920, it was necessary to adapt the recognition system
(especially its dictionary and language model) towards the language of the past
historical periods.
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2 Adaptation of ASR systems to selected
deployment conditions

2.1 Basic components of ASR systems
In general, ASR systems [3] consume an audio signal on the input and produce a
corresponding sequence of text labels on the output. The input signal is processed by
a parameterization module, which performs its segmentation into frames and then
calculates a vector of features for every frame. The output labels may represent,
e.g., letters or words (the latter case is considered in this thesis) from the lexicon L
of the system.

Formally, this problem can be formulated as

Ŵ = argmax
W∈L∗

p(W |X) (2.1)

where Ŵ = {w1, ..., wN} is the output sequence of N words, X = {x1, ..., xT} is
the sequence of input feature vectors of length T , p(W |X) is the posterior probability
of W given X, and L∗ is the set of all possible sequences that can be constructed
from the words in the lexicon L.

There exist two main ASR system architectures that allow to estimate Ŵ ac-
cording to 2.1. The systems that directly estimates the posterior probability by
mapping X into ŵ are called as end-to-end [4, 5]. They are usually represented by
a selected type of deep neural network (DNN).

The second type of ASR systems that are included in the subject of this work
utilize Bayes’ theorem. In this case, eq. 2.1 can be rewritten as

Ŵ = argmax
W∈L∗

p(X|W )p(W )

p(X)

= argmax
W∈L∗

p(X|W )p(W )
(2.2)

where p(X) is the marginal probability of observing X, p(W ) is the prior prob-
ability of W , and p(X|W ) is the likelihood of X given W .

In many cases, this type of architecture utilizes hidden Markov models (HMMs)
under the hood. The HMM-based architecture comprises three independent parts:
the acoustic, pronunciation and language models. All of them are language depen-
dent. Their brief descriptions are as follows:
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The acoustic model (AM) provides mapping between feature vectors and the
corresponding sequence of phonemes. The pronunciation model is used to construct
a lexicon, which maps phonemes to individual words from the lexicon. Finally, the
language model (LM) represents probability distribution over sequences of words.

In fact, the HMM mechanism itself is utilized only within AM. In this case,
eq. 2.2 can be rewritten as

Ŵ = argmax
W∈L∗

p(X|W )p(W )

= argmax
W∈L∗

p(X,W )

= argmax
W∈L∗

p(X,S,W )

(2.3)

where S = {St ∈ {1, .., J}|t = 1, ..., T} is the HMM state sequence and J is the
number of states of the HMM model. Eq. 2.3 can be further expressed as

Ŵ = argmax
W∈L∗

∑
S

p(X,S,W )

= argmax
W∈L∗

∑
S

p(X|S,W )p(S|W )p(W ))
(2.4)

By using conditional independent hypothesis, p(X|S,W ) can be approximated
as p(X|S,W ) ≈ p(X|S). After that, eq 2.4 becomes

Ŵ = argmax
W∈L∗

∑
S

p(X|S)p(S|W )p(W )) (2.5)

where the term p(X|S) represents the above-mentioned acoustic model, the
p(S|W ) stands for the pronunciation model (which is encoded in the lexicon), and
p(W ) corresponds to the language model.

The HMM model assumes observation independence (i.e., observations at any
time only depend on the hidden state at that time). By using this fact and the
probability chain rule, P (X|S) can be decomposed as:

p(X|S) =
∏
T

p(xt|x1, .., xt−1, S)

≈
∏
T

p(xt|st)
(2.6)

Similar to p(W |X), there exist two different AM architectures to calculate the
likelihood p(xt|st). The first utilizes Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). The re-
sulting topology is then called GMM-HMM. Since 2012–2013, the state-of-the-art
architectures have been using DNNs. The resulting DNN-HMM topology [6] calcu-
lates p(xt|st) by using the posterior probability p(st|xt) and prior probability p(st)
according to
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p(xt|st) ∝
p(st|xt)

p(st)
(2.7)

The ASR systems described so far must comprise one more important module,
the decoder. This is the core component that decodes the optimal Ŵ over all possible
solutions L∗ given all the three models.

Most of today’s decoders allow for frame-wise processing, i.e., they are able to
operate in real-time and over streams of frames. This capability diminishes the
differences between on-line processing of streamed data and off-line processing of
recordings because the off-line data can also be streamed to the input of the frame-
wise system. The only difference is that an off-line recording can be split into N
parts, which may then be transcribed separately. The results can then be available
in the N − times shorter time.

2.2 Additional modules allowing practical deployment
As mentioned in the first chapter, each deployed ASR system must cope with a
large variability of the input data, which may decrease its recognition accuracy.
One possible solution to this problem is to complement the ASR system with ad-
ditional components. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 2.1, where these compo-
nents (described in red) comprise the SA module, the LID module, the SAD module
(the speech/non-speech detector) and the training module employing the adaptation
techniques. Each of these modules helps the ASR system to suppress the selected
source or sources of the input data variability.

Acoustic
model

Lexicon
+ LM

LID
module

SAD
module

speech

Unsupervised 
SA module

transcripts
+

audio

decoder

Training module employing
adaptation techniques

Figure 2.1: Principal scheme of practical deployment of an ASR system. The core
decoder module is complemented by additional modules (described in red), which
are the subject of this thesis and, at the same time, allow the ASR system to cope
with different sources of the input data variability. Of course, the real use of each
of the modules depends on the nature of the target application.
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2.2.1 Unsupervised speaker adaptation module
The unsupervised SA module is connected on the output of the ASR system and
consumes the sequences of recognized words. In fact, it is a feedback connection,
because the output of this module updates the parameters of the AM that is used for
recognition. We can see that this module utilizes not only the recognized sequence
of words, but also the input speech data.

The depicted adaptation scheme is called unsupervised, because the transcrip-
tions of the speech data are not checked by a human annotator. The unsupervised
SA task can be expressed as

θ̂ = argmax
θ∈θ∗

p(θ|X, Ŵ ) (2.8)

where θ̂ represents the resulting set of parameters of the acoustic model that are
adapted to the particular speaker, θ∗ is the set of all possible values of these pa-
rameters and p(θ|X, Ŵ ) is the posterior probability of θ given the decoded sequence
Ŵ and the feature sequence X; the latter represents the speech belonging to the
particular speaker only.

From the practical point-of-view, the unsupervised SA mode is more complicated
than the supervised one. The reason is that the unsupervised SA module has to
cope with various additional problems, among which the most important one is that
Ŵ may contain wrong words. In a system transcribing multi-speaker audio data,
such as TV/R programs, another issue is ensuring the main assumption in 2.8, i.e.,
that SA must be performed on a single-speaker basis only.

From the processing point of view, unsupervised SA can be performed on-line
(during transcription) as well as off-line (before transcription). The first article
included in this thesis proposes an incremental SA approach suitable in the former
mode. The target application is a single speaker system for transcription of lectures.
The remaining three articles deal with the more conventional off-line task. However,
the target ASR system processes multi-speaker recordings in this case. The proposed
adaptation scheme thus incorporates a speaker diarization module, which forms the
input to the SA module. It segments the transcribed data into speaker homogeneous
parts and performs clustering of these single-speaker segments in order to increase
the amount of available adaptation data for each speaker.

2.2.2 Speech/non speech detection module
The SAD modules considered in this thesis operate on the frame-wise basis only.
The reasons are twofold. First, this way of processing corresponds to the nature of
the task so that it is also suitable for batch (off-line) mode. Second, it is the only
suitable option for live processing of broadcast streams.

A frame-wise SAD module works as a filter – it consumes the input feature
vectors frame-by-frame and passes out only the feature vectors containing speech.
The speech frames are then utilized in all subsequent modules, i.e., in the LID
module, in the decoder and also in the SA module – see Fig. 2.1. That means
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that the accuracy of the SAD module is a critical factor, because it influences the
performance of all other components.

From the mathematical point of view, the frame-wise speech/non speech detec-
tion may be formulated as a binary classification problem

ĉt = argmax
ct∈{speech,non−speech}

p(ct|xt−m, ..., xt, ...xt+m) (2.9)

where ĉt is the output label at time t and p(ct|xt−m, ..., xt, ...xt+m) is the posterior
probability of ct given the partial sequence of feature vectors xt−m, ..., xt, ...xt+m of
length M = 2m + 1. The SAD approaches included in this thesis (see Sect. 4.1)
employ discriminative DNN-based models to estimate this posterior probability di-
rectly, i.e., without the use of Bayes’ theorem. The parameter M then represents
the context’s size that the DNN utilizes over its input. The higher the value of m
is, the higher latency the SAD module has. In other words, the SAD module a
non-causal system is for m > 0 – the output label is determined using m feature
vectors following the current frame at time t.

However, practical experience shows that the frame-wise SAD module can not
make the decision on the level of individual feature vectors alone. In other words,
the resulting sequence Ĉ of labels for all the input vectors can not simply be created
by concatenating individual labels ct over time. The reason follows from the fact
that the label at each time t depends not only on the values of several surrounding
frames, but also on the several previous labels.

When the wrong assumption of unlimited time independence of labels is used,
the classifier tends to oscillate with a high frequency between the two classes for some
non-stationary parts of the input data. At the same time, it may output correct
labels for some other, longer parts containing stationary signal (such as long lasting
speech segments with a low level of the background noise). Under such scenarios,
the overall accuracy achieved on the frame level may be high, but, unfortunately, the
SAD module may not be practically usable as it is not possible to send an oscillating
output signal to the subsequent modules.

Therefore, the performance of the SAD module must also be evaluated in terms
of the change point detection. Moreover, a confusion matrix must be used in this
case because a proper SAD module must achieve a high value of the recall as well
as a high value of the precision.

In practice, all these facts lead to a solution when the output from the classifier
operating over individual frames must be smoothed. The solution we adopt for this
purpose relies on a decoder based on a weighted finite state transducer (WFST). The
role of the WFST-based decoder is then similar to the decoder in an ASR system:
it produces an optimal output sequence of labels from all possible sequences.

The task may then be reformulated as:

Ĉ = argmax
C∈C∗

p(C|X) (2.10)

where Ĉ is a decoded sequence of speech/non-speech labels, C∗ is the set of all
possible sequences of labels and X is the sequence of all input contexts of width
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M . The total latency of the SAD module is then given by m, usually 0.5s, plus the
latency of the decoder, usually around 1.5s.

2.2.3 Language identification module
Spoken language identification is the task of correctly determining the language
spoken in a speech utterance [7]. The goal of the LID module in Fig 2.1 is thus to
provide the decoder with information of which language-specific components should
be used for speech decoding.

The LID module can be utilized for batch processing and well as within frame-
wise processing of streamed data. The articles included in this thesis only solve
both of these tasks from the acoustic modeling point of view. We do not utilize any
phonotactics information.

The frame-wise LID task is unexplored in the literature. However, it can be
formulated in a way similar to frame-wise SAD. The main difference is that the
number of output classes may be higher than two and that these classes are much
more difficult to distinguish (particularly for languages that are related to each
other, such as Slavic languages).

Therefore, our solution of this task takes advantage of similar components as the
scheme we use for frame-wise SAD. It utilizes a binary or multi-class DNN-based
language classier whose output is smoothed by a WFST-based decoder (more details
are provided in Sec. 5.2. The frame-wise LID module then must also be evaluated
in terms of language-change point detection accuracy.

In a batch processing (off-line) mode, it is supposed that all the input data is
monolingual. In other words, the LID module outputs only one language label. This
label can also easily be determined by using a DNN-based frame-wise classifier. In
this case, its output is not smoothed by any decoder. The global label is simply
calculated by averaging the probability vectors obtained for each frame of the input
data. The language with the maximum average probability then corresponds to the
output label.

2.2.4 Training module employing adaptation techniques
All of the previous three modules operate during the deployment phase of the given
ASR system. On the contrary, the training module utilizes adaptation techniques
within the training period, which always precedes practical deployment. As men-
tioned above in Sec.1.2, an example of the adaptation employed in the training
phase is the process of daily updates of the lexicon and of the language model.
However, the articles included in this thesis employ the adaptation in training for
three additional main purposes.

Speaker-adaptive training

The first purpose is the so-called speaker-adaptive training (SAT). The goal of this
technique is in general to optimize a set of speaker dependent parameters together
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with a set of speaker independent (SI) parameters in order to remove speaker vari-
ation. In the deployment phase, the model created in SAT yields, after adaptation
to a particular speaker, a better level of performance than the model created by
adapting the conventional speaker independent model.

The SAT scheme can be performed using various SA methods. However, from
the points of view regarding practical and computations demands, it is advantageous
to use, e.g., constrained maximum likelihood linear regression over feature vectors
(fMLLR) [8]. The reason is that, in this case, it is necessary to compute and store
just one transformation matrix for each training speaker.

In the first step of the fMLLR-based SAT, the fMLLR transformation is esti-
mated for each speaker occurring in the training database. After that, the set of
speaker specific transformations is used for accumulating training statistics over all
available training data. In this phase, the training data is split into single-speaker
chunks that are processed after applying the corresponding speaker-specific trans-
formations. Finally, the collected training statistics are utilized for estimation of
the new SI model with reduced speaker variation.

Multi-condition training

The second purpose is the adaptation of the AM for recognition of distorted speech.
In the training phase, this type of adaptation can be performed by multi-condition
training. In this framework, all considered distorted speech signals are included
in the training set, i.e., the model incorporates knowledge on all of the possible
interference types. Considering environmental noise, this multi-condition training
was reported to obtain high performance in [9]. Besides additive noise, this technique
was also demonstrated to be beneficial for reverberated speech in [10]. Sec.4.2
includes two articles dealing with utilization of multi-condition training (and some
other techniques) for recognition of speech with background music. However, we
also used this framework for robust recognition of conversational telephone speech
in [11].

Adaptation to a new language

The third purpose is adaptation of an existing modular ASR system to a new lan-
guage. In this scenario, we need to create the above-mentioned language-dependent
modules: a pronunciation model (encoded in a lexicon), a language model, and an
acoustic model. Preparing the first two components is the simpler part of the work
since we can utilize large amounts of texts that are publicly available on the Inter-
net. The best sources are web-pages of major newspapers and broadcasters. For
most languages, it is not difficult to collect a corpus with several gigabytes of texts,
make a list of words occurring in them, create a lexicon from the most frequent ones,
and compute the corresponding LM. For the pronunciation model, we need to learn
the basic rules that describe relationships between orthographic and phonetic forms
of words and compile a grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) transducer. The rule-based
(canonical) pronunciations usually work well in the initial development phase and
later they can be augmented by variants that occur in real speech recordings.
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Preparing the AM is a more complicated task. A good AM needs to be trained
on spoken data that cover thousands of speakers, various topics, different acous-
tic conditions and at least several tens (or better, hundreds) of hours of speech.
Moreover, all recordings must be annotated on the acoustic-phonetic level, i.e., as
sequences of phonemes and noises. This annotation can be done automatically if we
know the orthographic transcriptions. It is possible to purchase speech databases
suitable for AM training for many languages (e.g. Globalphone [12]), but they are
often too small, relatively expensive or contain utterances from environments that
do not correspond to the target application. Hiring hundreds of native speakers that
would record a large amount of speech is an alternative, but its cost is also high.

Therefore, Sec. 5.1 in this thesis describes an approach we have developed in
order to minimize the above-described issues and costs by automating the process of
collection, phonetic transcription and AM training for new languages. Out method
employs AMs existing for other (related) languages and takes advantage of the public
Internet sources containing real talks recorded in authentic environments.
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3 Unsupervised speaker adaptation task

This part of the thesis includes four articles dealing with unsupervised speaker adap-
tation methods. All of them were published within my postdoctoral GAČR project
(2011–2013), which was focused on speaker adaptation methods in speech recogni-
tion systems.

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, the architecture of AMs employed by the state-of-the-
art speech recognition systems has changed since that time. The main difference
is that the generative GMM topology has been replaced by discriminative models
based on DNNs [13]. These models are significantly more robust and also more
difficult to adapt (they belong to the class of discriminative models). Nevertheless,
some of the techniques proposed or investigated within the four articles, such as the
previously mentioned SAT, can also be employed within DNN training [14, 15].

3.1 On-line incremental unsupervised SA
In the first Interspeech paper [16], an unsupervised incremental speaker adaptation
approach is proposed. This method is evaluated within a single-speaker system for
lecture transcription. The aim is to adapt the AM of this system for each input
lecture during its transcription (the process of adaptation on 10 minutes of data
takes only a few seconds).

The proposed adaptation process runs as follows: The ASR module stores the
processed feature vectors and phonetic forms of recognized words. When the amount
of collected data is increased by a defined value (e.g., each ten minutes), a two-phase
adaptation procedure is started. In its first-phase, the last updated model, all avail-
able feature vectors, and the corresponding phonetic transcriptions are employed to
calculate the accumulators needed for estimating fMLLR. After that, the updated
fMLLR matrix and feature vectors with the corresponding phonetic transcripts are
employed to accumulate statistics for model-based adaptation of the mean vectors.
The resulting model with adapted parameters and fMLLR matrix is then employed
for decoding and in the subre-sequent iteration of the adaptation.

The SI model is trained discriminatively using 300 hours of speech recordings
belonging to 3,940 male and 2,030 female speakers. The features are 13-dimensional
MFCCs with ∆ and ∆∆. A square HLDA matrix is employed for decorrelation of
the feature space. The used sampling frequency is 16 kHz.

The method is evaluated on a test set compiled from 17 hours of lecture record-
ings. Their average duration is 1.4 hours. By using incremental adaptation with a
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step of 10 minutes during each lecture, the word error rate (WER) of the baseline
speaker independent (SI) system is significantly reduced from 29.8% to 22.5%.

In addition to incremental SA, the ASR system optimized for lecture transcrip-
tion also utilizes domain specific languages models. These LMs are created for
lectures on two topics, economics and informatics, by linear interpolation of several
sub-models to minimize the perplexity of the mixed model on a development set.
They yield a WER value that is absolutely by 1% lower than the general LM. Note
that the mentioned sub-models are estimated from various corpora including theses,
newspaper articles, transcriptions of lectures, web discussions, etc.

3.2 Unsupervised SA for off-line transcription
The next three contributions are focused on unsupervised speaker adaptation for
off-line transcription.

Two-step unsupervised feature-based SA

The first Interspeech paper [17] deals with unsupervised feature-based speaker adap-
tation techniques. The investigated methods include vocal tract length normaliza-
tion (VTLN) [18, 19] and fMLLR. Both of these methods are evaluated separately
and combined together not only in the speech recognition process, but also for build-
ing the normalized acoustic model within the SAT scheme.

The resulting approach is performed in two-steps: in the first one, VTLN and
the corresponding normalized SI model (created within VTLN-based SAT) are em-
ployed for speech transcriptions of each input utterance. The resulting phonetic
transcription is then employed in the second step, which relies on estimation of the
global fMLLR transform. The second recognition pass is then performed using this
transformation and the SI model created within the fMLLR-based SAT.

The SI acoustic model used is based on the tied-state context dependent HMMs
of Czech phonemes and several types of noises. It contains 3,062 physical states with
up to 32 components per state – the total number of Gaussians is approximately
98k. The feature vector is composed of 39 MFCC parameters (13 static coefficients
and their first and second derivatives). The sampling frequency is 16 kHz. The
training speech database is compiled from 120 hours of speech recordings belonging
to 1,128 male and 755 female speakers.

Experimental evaluation is performed on several types of TV/R recordings, e.g.
broadcast news, talk-shows, parliament speeches, etc. Their total length is 10.9
hours and they contain 94,321 words. All these recordings are manually segmented
into 3,083 parts belonging mostly to a single speaker. Their average length is 12.7
seconds.

The obtained results show that the two-step approach yields an additional de-
crease in WER over VTLN as well as over fMLLR. While VTLN reduces WER of
the baseline SI system from 17.8% to 16.6 % and CMLLR to 15.2 % , the two-pass
adaptation combining VTLN and fMLLR decreases WER to 14.7 %. This value
corresponds to a relative reduction over the baseline SI model by 17.6 %.
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Note that the next advantage of the proposed SA method is that it allows for
more accurate pruning of hypotheses during the speech recognition. The real-time
factor of the ASR system is 1.13 for the baseline SI system, 1.03 for the system
employing VTLN and just 0.97 when VTLN is followed by fMLLR.

Incorporation of the speaker diarization module

The second paper, published also in Interspeech proceedings [20], studies close in-
corporation of automatic speaker diarization with unsupervised SA approaches. It
provides the motivation for utilization of speech transcripts in the diarization process
and analyzes the effect it yields in terms of diarization performance or computational
cost. For a better insight, the limit performance is evaluated by substituting most
of the components of the automatic system by the oracle ones.

The resulting diarization approach is proposed to be performed in several con-
secutive steps. The first one is the speech transcription. In this phase, we make
use of the information about word boundaries and also take advantage of classifi-
cation of various non-speech events as provided by the ASR system. This allows
the diarization system to neglect various noises produced by speakers (breathing,
various hesitation sounds, cough, lip-smack, etc.) that carry no speaker-specific
information and thus interfere with the representation of clusters. Within the sec-
ond step, speaker change-points are detected. In this case, the information about
the start position of transcript elements is used as the constraining condition for
the choice of change-point candidates. After speaker segmentation, the process of
speaker clustering is carried out using the two-stage method described in [21].

Experimental results presented in [20] show that the utilization of speech tran-
scripts in the diarization process yields improvement in both segmentation and clus-
tering performance. From the SA point of view, the performance achieved using the
proposed diarization techniques was close to the performance achieved by systems
using the oracle components.

Speaker-adaptive speech recognition for large spoken archives

Finally, given all the findings from the previous two works, a new speaker-adaptive
speech recognition scheme is proposed in article [22], which was published in the
Speech Communication Journal. In this paper, the scheme is developed within a
series of consecutive experiments. The resulting final form is depicted in Fig. 3.2.

The method is based on integration of automatic speaker diarization and adap-
tation methods and is designed to achieve a low real-time factor of the entire adapta-
tion process. It thus employs just two decoding passes, where the first one is carried
out using the lexicon with a reduced number of items (to the level of 20,000 words).
Moreover, the transcripts from the first pass serve not only for adaptation, but also
as the input to the above-described two-stage speaker diarization module. The out-
put of diarization is then utilized for a cluster-based unsupervised SA approach,
which can be described as follows:

At first, given the transcripts from the first SI decoding pass, the global fMLLR
is employed to estimate the transform for every speaker detected by the diarization
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module. In this step, the appropriate gender dependent (GD) model is used as initial
for fMLLR instead of the SI model. Both GD models and speaker-specific transforms
are then used in the second decoding pass, where each transform is applied to all
feature vectors belonging to the corresponding speaker. When the amount of the
adaptation data assigned to a given speaker is below the threshold required for the
estimation of the transformation matrix, only the appropriate GD model is used
for the decoding. Moreover, the GD models are created within the SAT scheme to
further improve the recognition accuracy.

The architecture of the GD models is based on the tied-state context dependent
HMMs of Czech phonemes and several types of non-speech events. This model
contains 4k physical states with up to 32 Gaussian components per state (i.e., 120k
components in total). It is trained using 300 h of speech recordings sampled at 16
kHz. The features are again 13-dimensional MFCCs with ∆ and ∆∆.

The experimental evaluation of the proposed methods is performed on 26 TV/R
recordings of daily news, talk shows, political debates and regional news reports.
Their total length amounts to 846 minutes. On this data-set, the resulting SA
method yields a reduction in WER from 22.24% to 18.85% over the SI system.

Finally, it should also be noted that the whole unsupervised SA scheme was
deployed in practice within our project NAKI, 2011–2014, whose goal was to tran-
scribe and made public for browsing 100,000 hours of recordings covering 90 years
of broadcasting of the Czech Radio.
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Speaker
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Figure 3.1: The scheme of the speaker-adaptive ASR approach for improved tran-
scription of large spoken archives as published in [22].
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Abstract

This paper describes a client-server system developed to en-

able hearing impaired persons to participate in lectures by pro-

viding real-time displayed transcripts. The core of this system is

formed by an ASR module running on a recognition server and

processing the input audio-video stream. This engine utilizes a

large lexicon, topic-specific language models mixed properly

from various sources (e.g. transcripts of spontaneous utter-

ances, theses, web discussions) and unsupervised incremental

speaker adaptation methods to cope with spontaneous lecture

speech in highly inflective Czech language. The raw output of

the ASR module is converted into a more readable form using

a developed post-processing module based on finite state trans-

ducers. The resulting formated text (i.e. containing punctuation

marks, digit strings, etc) is then displayed on the screen of each

client device (e.g. notebook or tablet) in the lecture room.

Index Terms: real-time lecture transcription, applications for

handicapped persons, applications in learning

1. Introduction

Automatic transcription and processing of spoken lectures has

attracted a lot of attention recently. For example, several com-

plex solutions [1, 2] have been developed to improve the qual-

ity and accessibility of higher education by allowing students to

browse the content of (academic) lectures over Internet.

These systems utilize ASR technology to create automatic

transcription of input lecture recordings. These are usually pro-

cessed off-line in several recognition passes [3, 4] in order to

achieve the best possible recognition accuracy. The created

time-aligned transcripts are then indexed and users can search

in them using specialized web interfaces from the comfort of

their homes. It has also been shown, that on-line video lecture

recordings have positive impact on student performance [5].

There is one group of handicapped people, hard hearing im-

paired or deaf students, for whom the existence of web lecture

browsers is very important. Unfortunately, although the pre-

viously mentioned systems enable students with hearing diffi-

culties access to the content of lecture recordings, they still do

not give them the opportunity to participate in live lectures in

university classrooms.

The solution of this problem consists in simultaneous au-

tomatic conversion of spoken lectures into text. This text can

then be displayed on a large screen at front of the classroom or

utilized for creating subtitles that can be streamed together with

the given audio-video data to student laptops or tablets.

Significant effort for real-time lecture processing is being

conducted within the Liberated Learning Consortium [6] that

includes universities and companies from all around the world.

Their solution utilizes IBM ViaScribe [7] and its available for

U.S. English, Chinese Mandarin, Spanish, and Arabic. Several

other languages are under development.

In this paper, we present our system that can be employed

for real-time transcription of lectures in inflective Czech lan-

guage. Its core is formed by an ASR module developed origi-

nally for a dictation system that is available on the Czech and

Slovak market. We also describe the process of building a lan-

guage model (LM) that can be utilized by this engine for lec-

tures. After that, we present unsupervised incremental speaker

adaptation approach that we employ to improve recognition ac-

curacy without the need of supervised speaker enrollment. This

method and the created LMs are then evaluated on 18 hours of

Czech lectures on economics a informatics. Finally, we describe

our post-processing module.

2. System architecture

The principal scheme of our system is depicted in Fig. 1. The

given lecture is captured and streamed over the HTTP protocol

using the VLC player1. The video and audio is encoded using

the H.2642 and the MP33 codec respectively and encapsulated

in the MP4 container.

Stream server

Client

Postproc.

Subtitle

buffer

ASR

Delay

Figure 1: Scheme of the real-time lecture transcription system.

1www.videolan.org/vlc/
2We use the FFmpeg (http://ffmpeg.org/).
3We use the Lame encoder (http://lame.sourceforge.net/)
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The ASR module processes the data stream and produces

subtitles that are post-processed and then stored in a subtitle

buffer. That means that subtitles are not muxed into the broad-

casted stream but they are provided on demand as driven by

the javascript logic at the client side. The symbol Θ in Fig. 1

denotes the recognition pruning threshold that is changed adap-

tively according to the actual value of the decoding delay to en-

sure that the ASR module operates in real-time. The total delay

caused by streaming, recognition and post-processing is around

5 seconds.

3. Optimization of the ASR module for
lectures

When developing a new ASR system for lecture transcription

or optimizing an existing one, one has to deal with several diffi-

culties [8]. These include namely high degree of spontaneity in

lecture speech or various acoustic conditions in lecture rooms.

In the following two subsections, we address some of these is-

sues from the language and acoustic modeling point of view.

3.1. Language modeling

There are several main reasons, why the task of building a

proper LM for lectures is very challenging. Firstly, the most lec-

tures contain technical and specialized words that are not com-

mon in spontaneous speech while specialized texts lack many

words with high occurrence in spontaneous lectures. The next

reason is that lecture speech contains a lot of spontaneous ef-

fects like filler or partial words and word contractions or re-

ductions. Finally, there is a lack of lecture transcripts or text

data that would cover the previously mentioned type of speech.

Within this work, we try to solve these difficulties by building

LMs that are optimized for one selected target domain (i.e. lec-

tures on economics and informatics in our case).

For this purpose, we acquired two development text cor-

pora. The first one contains verbatim transcripts of 10 lectures

on economics (83k words), while the second one contains 6 lec-

tures on informatics (38k words). We also collected a large

training text database (see Tab. 1). It includes corpora that a)

have at least small degree of spontaneity (e.g. broadcast news

or verbatim lecture transcripts on various topics) or that b) con-

tain specialized words and phrases from the target domain (e.g.

newspaper articles on economics or informatics). After text pre-

processing, we utilize this database not only for training of LMs

but also for creation of a lexicon suitable for lectures. All these

steps are described below in more detail.

3.1.1. Text preprocessing

The preprocessing module deletes formating tags, normalizes

characters (e.g. – to -), expands abbreviations, normalizes words

(e.g. museum to muzeum), replaces digits by their spelling, re-

moves punctuations and converts the text into lower case.

3.1.2. Lexicon selection

Our existing word repository for broadcast news transcription

contains 1200k of items including common Czech words, for-

eign names, shortcuts, etc. It has been created during several re-

cent years. Because Czech is highly inflective language, we had

to employ tools for automatic inflection in the creation process.

Despite of its size, we found the repository to be insufficient

with respect to the task of lectures transcription. Therefore, we

had to further extend it.

For this purpose, we found more than 6420k of new dis-

tinct tokens in all preprocessed text corpora. Obviously, it was

not possible to process all of them manually. Hence, we created

a list sorted according to their frequency of occurrence and we

processed manually just first several thousands of tokens. After

that, we used a) Slovak and English spell-checkers to filter out

words in these languages as our text corpora are mostly contam-

inated by these and b) black lists created in recent years to filter

out typical typing errors. In total, we processed manually more

than 150k of the most frequent resulting tokens and we added

by about 70k of new words or new non-standard pronunciation

forms to the initial repository.

Finally, we created the general 504k lexicon for lectures.

This is formed by 500k entries from the extended repository

(chosen according to their frequency of occurrence in all avail-

able corpora) and 4k of Czech most frequent collocations.

3.1.3. Estimation of domain-specific LMs

Firstly, we built temporal LMs for all individual training text

corpora (summarized in Tab. 1) using the 504k lexicon. After

that, we performed two linear interpolations of these models.

The weights for these interpolations were calculated so as to

minimize the perplexity of the mixed model on the given devel-

opment set using the SRILM toolkit [9].

Results obtained using created models are presented in sec-

tion 4.1 and resulting weights for individual temporal models

are summarized in Tab. 1. Values in this table show that verba-

tim lecture transcripts play very important role in both domain-

specific LMs. Also texts from monitoring of broadcast news

and thesis seems to be very useful while weights of remaining

corpora are usually limited to several percent (namely for the

model specialized on economics).

Table 1: Training text corpora and their weights in domain-

specific language models.

type of the corpus
size weight in LM for

[MB] informatics economics

thesis 4600 0.21 0.12

web discussions 2400 0.08 0.03

monitoring and transcripts

broadcast programs 1700 0.12 0.48

articles

economics 250 - 0.03

computers 210 0.07 -

verbatim transcripts

telephone talks 3 0.03 0.05

lectures 4 0.45 0.21

radio debates 5 0.04 0.08

3.2. Acoustic modeling

Our ASR system uses an acoustic model based on tied-state

context dependent HMMs of Czech phonemes and several types

of non-speech events. Within this paper, this model contained

4k of physical states with up to 32 Gaussian components per

state (i.e. 120k of components in total). The model was trained

discriminatively using 300 hours of speech recordings belong-

ing to 3940 male and 2030 female speakers. The features were

13-dimensional MFCCs with ∆ and ∆∆. We used square

HLDA matrix for decorrelation of the feature space. The used

sampling frequency was 16 kHz.
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3.2.1. Unsupervised incremental speaker adaptation approach

Our adaptation approach (evaluated in sec. 4.2) is performed

for each input lecture as unsupervised and in an incremental

mode so that the given lecturer is not asked to read any text and

the system adapts its parameters gradually during recognition.

We utilize global CMLLR transformation of feature vectors that

is followed by model-based adaptation of mean vectors using

combination of MLLR and MAP.

The adaptation process runs as follows: The ASR mod-

ule stores the processed feature vectors (not transformed by

CMLLR) and phonetic forms of recognized words. When the

amount of collected data increases by a defined value (e.g. each

ten minutes), the following two-phase adaptation procedure is

started. In the first-phase, the last updated model, all available

untransformed feature vectors, corresponding phonetic tran-

scriptions and the Baum-Welch algorithm are employed to cal-

culate accumulators needed for estimation of global CMLLR.

After that, the model with updated CMLLR and all untrans-

formed feature vectors with corresponding phonetic transcripts

are employed again for the second phase of the Baum-Welch al-

gorithm. The resulting new accumulators then serves for model-

based adaptation of mean vectors using MLLR with a binary re-

gression tree that is followed by MAP. The resulting model with

updated CMLLR and with adapted parameters is then employed

for decoding and in the next iteration of adaptation.

4. Experimental evaluation

For evaluation purposes, we collected several lectures on eco-

nomics and informatics from e-learning archives of several

Czech universities (see Tab. 2). They were recorded in sev-

eral recent years, in different quality and using clip-on micro-

phone. They are not included in the training text database, were

narrated by different lecturers and are on different topics than

lectures from the development sets.

Table 2: Lectures chosen for experimental evaluation

Domain # of lectures # of words length [hours]

economics 10 81436 13.1

informatics 7 73545 11.1

total 17 154981 24.2

4.1. Evaluation of language models

The first experiment was performed using the general LM for

lectures that was estimated for the 504k lexicon using all train-

ing corpora from Tab. 1. Then, we used the two domain-specific

LMs created by mixing as described in section 3.1.3. All the

obtained results in terms of Word Error Rate (WER) and per-

plexity are summarized in Tab. 3. They show that specialized

LMs yielded better results than the general LM.

Table 3: WER [%] obtained using the general and domain-

specific LMs

Domain OOV
general LM specialized LMs

WER perpl. WER perpl.

informatics 3.9 36.8 4649 35.7 3061

economics 3.3 25.8 12327 24.5 7648

total 3.6 31.0 - 29.8 -

Unfortunately, although the domain-specific LMs had much

lower perplexity than the general model, they yielded WER

lower just by 1.2 % absolutely. We believe that this results can

further be improved by transcription of other lectures, because

they have big weight in domain-specific LMs (see Tab. 1).

4.2. Evaluation of speaker adaptation

The evaluation of incremental SA was performed for each input

lecture using the corresponding domain-specific LM. The first

experiment (see Tab. 4) shows WER reached after a) using one-

phase CMLLR or MLLR+MAP based adaptation and b) two-

phase adaptation utilizing combination of all these methods. In

all cases, new iteration of adaptation was performed each time,

when the amount of transcribed data increased by ten minutes.

Table 4: Results obtained using various incremental speaker

adaptation approaches with the domain-specific LMs

Adapt. method
WER [%] for

economics inform. total

One-phase adaptation

CMLLR 21.3 30.3 25.6

MLLR+MAP 20 29 24.2

Two-phase adaptation

CMLLR + MLLR + MAP 19.2 26.2 22.5

The results show that CMLLR as well as MLLR+MAP led

to significant improvement of WER over the baseline SI system

and that the combination of all these methods yielded additional

reduction of WER. In total, WER of the SI model declined after

SA from 29.8% to 22.5% (by 24% relatively).

Unfortunately, the disadvantage of the two-stage adaptation

is its computational complexity as it is necessary to process all

available adaptation data twice in each iteration. In the next ex-

periment (see Tab. 5), we thus present results obtained when just

several iterations of adaptation were performed and the rest part

of each lecture was then transcribed using the model created in

the last iteration. The iteration step was again 10 minutes.

Table 5: WER [%] after various number of iterations using

combination of CMLLR with MLLR+MAP

Domain
# of iterations (used amount of data [min])

1 (10) 2 (20) 3 (30) 6 (60) 9-12 (all)

informatics 30.5 29.0 27.9 27.1 26.2

economics 21.4 21.0 20.5 19.7 19.2

total 25.7 24.8 24.0 23.2 22.5

These results show that significant reduction of WER over

the SI system is reached when just 10 minutes of data is used

for adaptation and that WER then converges slowly to the best

possible value with increasing number of iterations.

In our practical implementation, we thus perform adapta-

tion if the amount of data reaches values of 5, 15 and 60 min-

utes. For further acceleration of the adaptation process, our im-

plementation of the Baum-Welch algorithm utilizes pruning and

the accumulated data are processed per blocks with fixed length

of 30 seconds. Moreover, adaptation data are split into four

parts and processed separately by a second computer that does

not perform speech decoding. The two-phase adaptation on 10

minutes of data then takes 15 seconds (measured using 4 cores

of a machine with Intel Core i7-2600K@3.4GHz).
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5. Text post-processing module

It has been shown that the output from the recognizer is very

difficult to read and comprehend for hearing impaired per-

sons [10]. For this reason, we have developed a post-processing

module (utilized also in our dictation system) that converts the

recognized text into a more readable form containing formated

digit strings, units, punctuation, etc.

To represent relations between the recognized text and the

desired post-processed output, we use weighted Finite State

Transducer (FST) models, namely we utilize the OpenFst li-

brary4. It allows to build FSTs from probabilistic n-gram mod-

els (e.g. for automatic punctuation, uppercasing) as well as from

hand-written context dependent rewrite rules (e.g. for format-

ing of numbers) and combine them together using common FST

operations like composition, concatenation, etc. For compil-

ing of hand-written grammars into FSTs, we employ the tool

OpenGrm Thrax5. It supports for assigning sub-grammars into

variables that can be then utilized in other grammars using FTS

operations to produce the final transduction model.

For example, one can define grammar units converting

words like ’meters per second’ into ’m/s’ and grammar numbers

producing digit strings from their read form. Concatenation of

numbers with units then creates a new grammar that rewrites

defined units only when preceded by numbers.

There is a problem that composition of all desired mod-

els/rules together produces large models - typically 1GB+ in

the OpenFst format (i.e. 30M of states and 60M arcs). That is

why we divided all of them into several layers that are applied

sequentially during decoding and have clearly defined purpose

(e.g.uppercasing). Moreover, this approach also makes the post-

processing module very flexible as the final user can easily turn

on/off individual layers without computationally intensive FST

composition. The layers used for lectures are summarized with

several examples of their input and rewritten output in Tab. 6.

The post-processing is performed using on-the-fly compo-

sition of the transduction and the input model of unknown size

that is possible since the input text is considered to be a linear-

topology, unweighted, epsilon-free acceptor. After each com-

position step, the shortest-path (considering tropical semiring)

determined in the resulting model is compared with all other

alternative hypotheses. When a common path is found among

these hypotheses (i.e. with the same output), the corresponding

concatenated output labels are marked as the final fixed output.

Since the rest of the best path is not sure, it is denoted as a tem-

porary output (i.e. it can further be changed). Note that due

to the multi-layer architecture, the temporary output from one

layer is expected to be the regular input to the next layer.

Table 6: Post-processing layers and examples of their input and

rewritten output (translated into English)

Layer Input : Rewritten output

numbers ’thousand three’ : ’1003’

and dates ’third October’ : ’3. October’

units ’2 kilometers per hour’ : ’2 km/h’

uppercasing ’river hot’ : ’river Hot’

titles
’He is a professor’ : ’He is a professor’

’professor Jan’ : ’Prof. Jan’

auto-punctuation ’yes but I’ : ’yes, but I’

4http://www.openfst.org/twiki/bin/view/FST/WebHome
5http://www.openfst.org/twiki/bin/view/GRM/Thrax

Therefore the decoder contains support for stepping-back

in the composition process. Moreover, advanced garbage-

collection of the resulting model was developed to get small

and constant memory footprint for very long texts.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we described our system developed for real-time

transcription of Czech spoken lectures. Its ASR and post-

processing modules can also be adopted for lecture transcription

in other languages. We plan to utilize them at least for similar

Slavic languages like Slovak or Polish.

The complete system is now being tested by several tar-

get users. The first experiences have shown that the reached

WER is suitable but not satisfactory. This motivates us to collect

more spontaneous data for acoustic as well as language model

training. We have obtained very positive response to the post-

processing output. Hence we plan to further improve it. A new

layer should provide formatting of simple math terms and equa-

tions.
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Abstract

This paper deals with unsupervised feature-based speaker adap-

tation techniques. The goal is to design an optimal adaptation

approach for improving the recognition accuracy of a LVCSR

system developed for automatic transcription of large archives

of spoken Czech (e.g. the archive of the parliament talks, histor-

ical archives of Czech broadcast stations, etc.) For this purpose,

several modifications of VTLN and CMLLR techniques were

investigated and combined together. Our study focuses on the

application of the adaptation methods in the recognition pro-

cess as well as in building a normalized acoustic model within

the speaker adaptive training scheme. The methods were evalu-

ated experimentally on a large amount of various data (with total

number 93k words). The resulting two-step adaptation scheme

yields a significant WER reduction from 17.8 % to 14.8 %.

Index Terms: unsupervised speaker adaptation, VTLN, CM-

LLR, SAT, spoken data transcription

1. Introduction

Large archives of spoken data are one of the challenging ap-

plication areas for speech processing technology. They require

complex solutions where speech recognition is combined with

data indexation and information retrieval techniques. The sys-

tems of this type have been applied, for example, to enable ac-

cess to national spoken language archives [1] or for collections

of historical testimonies [2].

We have been working on the automatic transcription task

since 2005 and some of the developed tools have been already

deployed for broadcast data mining [3]. One of our current

projects aims at processing the archive of historical and con-

temporary recordings of the Czech Radio. This archive cov-

ers almost 90 years of broadcasting (since 1923) and contains

hundreds of thousands spoken documents, from which a large

portion should be transcribed.

The standard procedure for automatic transcription of an

audio document runs as follows: At first, the signal is param-

eterized and then segmented into speech and non-speech parts

(e.g. long silence or music). The speech segments pass into the

module searching for changes in signal character, which can be

speaker turns and/or changes in the signal band-with (e.g. tele-

phone talks). The found change points are used for splitting the

speech into individual utterances, which are transcribed using

the given acoustic and language models.

The aim of this work was to develop an efficient speaker

adaptation (SA) approach that could be utilized for improv-

ing of the transcription accuracy the above mentioned single-

speaker utterances. From the SA point of view, the task is chal-

lenging, namely because a) the length of individual utterances

varies in the range from a few to tens or even hundreds of sec-

onds, b) there is no a priori information on the speakers occur-

ring in the archive documents, and c) the adaptation has to be

performed as unsupervised. On the other hand, usually it is not

necessary to perform the transcription in real time. It runs off-

line so that adaptation can be accomplished in several passes.

There exist two main groups of techniques that can be em-

ployed for this kind of adaptation. The methods belonging

to the first group, e.g. MLLR or Speaker Selection Training

(SST) [4], are sometimes called as model-based. They utilize

the transcription of the input utterance and/or statistics collected

during training together with the speaker recognition module

to update the model parameters. Within this paper, we have

adopted the second group of so called feature-based techniques.

These can be used for adapting the feature vectors without

changing parameters of the model, which can be very large par-

ticularly for triphones. Their next advantage is the possibility

of easy application for building the normalized acoustic model

within Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) [5] scheme.

This paper is structured as follows: the next section de-

scribes the basic principles of SA methods that were adopted

within this paper. The section 3 and 4 deals with their ex-

perimental evaluation and the resulting two-step adaptation ap-

proach is described and evaluated in the section 5.

2. Review of Used Feature-Based SA
Techniques

2.1. VTLN

The aim of the Vocal Tract Length Normalization (VTLN)

method [6] is to compensate for different lengths of the vocal

tract of individual speakers. This is accomplished by warping

the frequency axis during signal parameterization. For MFCC

parameters, this warping is applied to the magnitude spectrum

before the mel frequency scaling is performed. It has been

shown [7], that the piece-wise linear warping function is suit-

able in most situations. This function is represented by one

parameter, the warping factor α, and it is modified at the up-

per boundary frequency f0 as the linear warping would lead to

some filters being placed outside the frequency range.

In practice, Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) has

to be used to find the optimal value of α, because there does

not exist any ”universal” speaker to which the spectra could be

normalized. The resulting equation has the form

α̂ = arg max
α

P (X|T, λ) (1)

whereXαis the warped speech signal with corresponding word

transcription T and λ is the acoustic model used to estimate α̂.
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2.1.1. VTLN during training

Better results after VTLN based adaptation can be obtained,

when the same kind of warping is also applied during the train-

ing procedure. Each warped (normalized) testing utteranceX
α̂

can then be recognized with a normalized model λSAT , which

is trained on the warped data.

This process of normalized model training belongs to the

group of SAT techniques and it is usually performed in one or

several iterations [6] as follows:

1. An initial acoustic model λ0 is estimated on all available

non-normalized data belonging to R training speakers.

2. All these training data are divided into R speaker spe-

cific sub-sets. Each sub-set then contains just the data

belonging to one training speaker.

3. The warping factor α̂ is found for each speaker r using

his/her acoustic dataXr with known transcriptionTr as

α̂r = arg max
α

P (Xα

r |Tr, λ0) (2)

4. A new normalized acoustic model λSAT is estimated on

all available training acoustic data, which are normalized

for each speaker r using the found optimal warping fac-

tor α̂r .

2.1.2. Unsupervised VTLN + SAT

During unsupervised adaptation mode, the word transcription of

adaptation data is not known. The classical way how to perform

adaptation in this situation is to employ a two-pass recognition

approach: in the first pass, automatic word transcription T̂ of

the data is created using the given speech recognizer and non-

normalized speaker independent acoustic model. After that, the

warping factor can be estimated as

α̂ = arg max
α

P
(

X
α|T̂, λSAT

)

(3)

In the second pass, the testing utterance is normalized with the

found warping factor α̂ and speech recognition is performed

with the normalized acoustic model λSAT .

The main disadvantage of this approach is the required

computation time, which is necessary for the two recognition

passes. Recently, two main approaches have been proposed

to solve this problem. Both of them utilize Gaussian Mixture

Models (GMMs).

In the first one, one GMM is estimated during SAT in a sim-

ilar way as the model λSAT for speech recognition: at first, all

available training acoustic data for each speaker are normalized

using the corresponding optimal warping factor α̂r and then,

one normalized GMM ΩNORM is created using standard ML

training on these warped data. During the recognition phase,

each utterance is normalized with all possible values of α and

the optimal value α̂ is selected as

α̂ = arg max
α

P (Xα|ΩNORM ) (4)

In the second case [7], the warping factor is determined for

all training speakers and all data with the same warping factor

are pooled. One GMM Ω
α

NON−NORM is then trained on the

corresponding set of non-normalized acoustic data and it repre-

sents the distribution of non-normalized feature vectors of the

given warping factor in the acoustic space. During testing, the

optimal warping factor α̂ has to be selected as

α̂ = arg max
α

P (X|Ωα

NON−NORM ) (5)

2.2. CMLLR

The aim of the Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Re-

gression (CMLLR) method [8] is to reduce the mismatch be-

tween an initial acoustic model and the target speaker.

The transformation is constrained as the transformation ma-

trix applied for adaptation of means has to be the same as the

one used for adaptation of variances. Therefore the adaptation

can also be performed in the feature space.

The adapted feature vector ô can be expressed as

ô = Wξ (6)

where W is the extended transformation matrix, ξ =
[

ω o1 o2 . . . on

]

⊤
is the extended vector of features,

n is the dimension of data and ω represents an offset.

The matrixW has to be calculated in an iterative process,

where the likelihood of adaptation data with known transcrip-

tion is maximized [8]. In the unsupervised mode, this transcrip-

tion has to be created using the speech recognizer at first.

The advantage of CMLLR is that it can be applied directly

in the feature space. When multiple transformations are used, it

is only necessary to include Jacobian of each transformation in

the likelihood calculation.

2.2.1. SAT using CMLLR

Another advantage of feature-based transformation is that it can

be implemented more easily during SAT than unconstrained

MLLR, which updates model parameters.

At first, CMLLR transformation is estimated for each

speaker occurring in the training database. After that, these

speaker specific transformations and equation (6) are used for

calculating training statistics over all training data. Finally,

these collected statistics and standard formulae are utilized for

estimating the new model parameters in the same way as during

standard maximum likelihood training.

3. Experimental Setup

All experiments were performed on several types of spo-

ken archives, e.g. broadcast news prepared within the Euro-

pean COST278 project [9], radio news, talk-shows, parliament

speeches, etc. These recordings contained not only the clean

speech but also a lot of spontaneous utterances. Their total

length was 10.9 hours and they contained 94,321 words. All

these recordings were segmented manually into 3083 parts be-

longing mostly to a single speaker. The length of these segments

varied in the range from several to several tens of seconds. The

average length was 12.7 seconds.

For recognition, we employed our own ASR system op-

erating with lexicon containing 315,105 items with multiple

pronunciations. The language model was based on smoothed

bigrams estimated on a corpus compiled from Czech (mainly

newspaper) texts.

The used SI acoustic model was based on tied-state con-

text dependent HMMs of Czech phonemes and several types of

noises. It contained 3,062 physical states with up to 32 com-

ponents per state - the total number of Gaussians was approxi-

mately 98k. The feature vector was composed of 39 MFCC pa-

rameters (13 static coefficients and their first and second deriva-

tives). The sampling frequency was 16 kHz.

The training speech database was compiled from 120 hours

of speech recordings belonging to 1128 male and 755 female

speakers.
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4. Evaluation of Individual Methods

4.1. VTLN in training

We used the piece-wise linear warping function with the upper

boundary frequency f0 = 7 kHz. The warping factors α̂r were

estimated for every training speaker in one iteration of the ap-

proach described in the section 2.1.1. Within this process, a grid

search was performed with the step 0.02 in the range from 0.8

to 1.2. We employed the single Gaussian model, because it has

been shown [6] that the models with higher number of compo-

nents per state are almost able to capture all the different warp-

ing factors for all training speakers. The resulting histogram

over all scale factors for all training speakers is shown in Fig. 1.

Finally, one normalized GMMΩNORM and the set of non-

normalized GMMs Ωα

NON−NORM were trained using the val-

ues of α̂r and normalized/non-normalized acoustic data.
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Figure 1: Warping factors for all training speakers

4.2. Unsupervised VTLN in testing

The first performed experiment (Tab. 1) compares different ap-

proaches for warp factor estimation. The optimal value of the

warping factor was calculated for each testing utterance a) ac-

cording to (3) using the recognized phonetic transcription, b)

according to (4) with one normalized GMM and c) according to

(5) using the set of non-normalized GMMs.

All GMMs had 128 Gaussian components and the recogni-

tion with found α̂ was performed with the normalized SI model

created in complete retraining procedure on all warped training

recordings. The baseline WER of the SI model was 17.8 %.

Table 1: Comparison of Different Approaches for Warp Factor

Estimation during unsupervised VTLN

Used approach for α̂ estimation WER [%]

according to (3) using recognized transcription 16.3

one normalized GMM 16.9

the set of non-normalized GMMs 16.7

We can see from results of this experiment that although

the best WER was achieved in the first case, the most suitable

approach for practical application is the third one, because the

calculation of α̂ with the set of non-normalized GMMs is much

faster than speech decoding with the baseline SI model.

The aim of the next experiment (see Tab. 2) is to investi-

gate which model should be used for speech recognition with

the given determined optimal warping factor. For this purpose,

we employed a) the normalized model created in complete re-

training procedure on all warped data as in the previous case, b)

normalized model created by retraining of the baseline model

just in 5 iterations and c) the baseline non-normalized SI model.

Table 2: Using different types of normalized models for recog-

nition with the determined warping factor

The type of the model WER [%]

normalized in complete training 16.7

normalized in 5 iterations of retraining 16.6

baseline non-normalized SI 17.5

The results show that the use of the normalized model cre-

ated in SAT is very important. There was not any significant im-

provement of results when the baseline non-normalized model

was applied. The second result is that it is not necessary to train

the normalized model during complete training procedure - it is

possible just to retrain the baseline model in a few iterations.

The overall result of both the previous experiments is that

unsupervised VTLN and SAT can reduce WER significantly

from 17.8 % to 16.6 % - by 7 % relatively.

4.3. Unsupervised CMLLR

At first, CMLLR was evaluated without SAT. The aim was to

investigate which kind of CMLLR is the best one for our task,

where the amount of adaptation data is limited (12.7 seconds in

average for our testing database).

We used the baseline SI model as prior for adaptation and

also for transcription of each utterance in the first speech recog-

nition pass. We evaluated CMLLR with two different regres-

sion trees, CMLLR utilizing two static classes, CMLLR with

one global transform and CMLLR with two different block-

diagonal transforms. The results are presented in Tab. 3.

They show that due to the short average length of utter-

ances, the best WER was obtained using only one global trans-

formation. The number of estimated parameters was too high

for CMLLR with more than one class and too low for the block-

diagonal and diagonal transforms. The adapted model was not

estimated properly in all these cases.

Table 3: Results for unsupervised adaptation using different

types of CMLLR

Used kind of CMLLR WER [%]

8 classes + regression tree 17.1

4 classes + regression tree 16.6

2 static classes (phones / noises + silence) 16.2

one global transform for all units (39x39) 16.0

global block-diagonal (3x13x13 param.) 16.4

global diagonal (39x1x1 param.) 18.2

4.4. Unsupervised CMLLR + SAT

The next experimental evaluation was focused on CMLLR and

SAT. The best approach for CMLLR according to previous re-

sults (i.e. one global transform) was utilized within training in

two different ways. In the first one, CMLLR transformations

were estimated for each training speaker using the baseline SI

model. These transformations were then utilized for retraining

this model in 5 iterations. In the latter case, SAT was performed

near in the same way, only CMLLR transformations were up-

dated between every two training iterations.

The obtained results showed only slight differences be-

tween the two approaches. The first approach achieved WER

of 15.4 %, the latter one 15.2 %. The more important result is

that CMLLR based SAT yielded significant additional decrease
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in WER over the previous experiments, where the best obtained

WER was 16.0 %.

The final WER 15.2 % corresponds to relative reduction

over the baseline SI model by 15 %. This is two times bet-

ter value than the best relative decrease in WER achieved by

VTLN (see the section 4.2). On the other hand, CMLLR based

adaptation is much more computationally intensive than VTLN

- it is necessary to perform one more speech recognition pass.

5. Resulting Two-Step Adaptation
Approach

The performed experiments showed that unsupervised VTLN

as well as CMLLR reduces WER significantly. Therefore our

next idea was to investigate, if it is possible to further improve

the results by combining the best two previous approaches.

The resulting two-step approach for recognition utilizes all

the previous findings and it is performed as follows: in the

first step, VTLN and the corresponding normalized SI model

are employed to create the phonetic transcription of the testing

utterance. In the second step, global CMLLR transform is esti-

mated. Finally, the second recognition pass is performed using

this transform and the model created in CMLLR based SAT.

The described approach was evaluated using several smaller

lexicons in the first recognition pass (see Tab. 4). The aim

was to reduce the high computation time required for two-pass

decoding with the full 315k lexicon. The real time (RT) factor

was measured using one core of an Intel Core i7 920 processor.

Table 4: Evaluation of the two-step adaptation approach.

the first speech recognition pass with SAT and VTLN

lexicon’s size 30k 40k 50k 100k 150k 315k

OOV [%] 7.9 6.1 5.1 2.6 1.8 1.0

RT factor 0.56 0.58 0.59 0.76 0.83 1.03

WER [%] 27.0 24.1 21.0 18.7 17.7 16.6

the second pass with SAT, CMLLR and 315k lexicon

WER [%] 15.6 15.2 14.8 14.7 14.7 14.7

The results show that the two-step approach yielded addi-

tional decrease in WER over VTLN as well as CMLLR. With

the 315k lexicon, VTLN reduced WER to 16.6 %, CMLLR

to 15.2 % (see the previous experiment) and two pass adap-

tation combining VTLN and CMLLR to 14.7 %. This value

corresponds to relative reduction over the baseline SI model by

17.6 %. The adaptation also improved pruning. The RT factor

was 1.13 for the baseline SI system, 1.03 for VTLN (see Tab.

4) and 0.97 for combination of VTLN and CMLLR.

The next important result is that it is possible to reduce

the computation time in the first recognition pass. For exam-

ple, when we employed the reduced 50k lexicon, the recogni-

tion took only 59 % of real time and although the WER was

21 %, the corresponding phonetic transcription was still accu-

rate enough for estimating the CMLLR transform. The final

WER after the second recognition pass (14.8 %) was near the

same as the one achieved with the 315k lexicon (14.7 %).

The reason is that Czech is an inflective language with many

words forms, which often differ in only one or several char-

acters in the prefix, suffix or word ending. Therefore during

recognition with the limited lexicon, the missing word is of-

ten replaced or even entirely composed from several similar or

short words: the increase in WER by 4.4 % for the 50k lexicon

corresponds to increase in phoneme error rate only by 1.8 %.

The last performed experiment (Tab. 5) shows the detail

results of the complete two-step approach (with the 50k lexi-

con in the first pass) for various speech archives. We can see

that WER was reduced in all cases and that its biggest relative

reduction was achieved for the parliament recordings. The rea-

sons are twofold. Firstly, the average length of the utterances

was 50 seconds so that CMLLR transforms could be estimated

properly. Secondly, the baseline WER was the lowest one, be-

cause we employed the general newspaper LM, which was not

tuned for the parliament domain.

Table 5: Final results for different spoken archives

radio

news

talk-

shows

TV

news

parliament

speeches

# of words 16590 17461 38255 22014

SI WER [%] 17.3 18.2 14.6 23.4

SA WER [%] 13.8 15.6 12.7 18.5

rel. reduction

of WER [%]
20.2 14.3 13.0 21.0

6. Conclusion

In this paper, several unsupervised feature-based SA techniques

were investigated and evaluated experimentally for transcription

of various speech archives including radio and TV news, talk-

shows and parliament speeches. The resulting two-step adapta-

tion approach yielded significant decrease in WER for all these

data. It should also be noted that all the experiments were per-

formed for manually created speech segments and that an auto-

matic segmentation algorithm is employed in practice.
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Abstract

In this paper we study a close incorporation of speaker diariza-

tion with speaker adaptive speech recognition in our broadcast

transcription system. We provide our motivation for utilization

of speech transcripts in the diarization process and analyze the

effect it yields in terms of diarization performance or computa-

tional cost. Further, speaker adaptation performed according to

various scenarios of speaker segmentation and diarization of an

audio stream is evaluated. For better insight, the limit perfor-

mance is evaluated substituting most of the components of the

system by the oracle ones.

Index Terms: Speaker diarization, i-vectors, speaker adapta-

tion, CMLLR, broadcast transcription

1. Introduction

Unsupervised speaker adaptation is considered a standard part

of most of complex speech recognition systems, e.g. those

developed by various sites participating in the EARS, GALE,

AMI, CHIL programs and others. Usually speaker adaptation

techniques require a knowledge of a preliminary transcript of

the adaptation data and hence multiple recognition passes are

performed. Further, a knowledge about attribution of tempo-

ral segments of a continuous stream to appropriate originating

speakers is required. Speaker diarization is hence a useful pre-

processing step with respect to speaker adaptation as it aims to

determine the number of speakers as well as their occurrence in

the given audio stream [1, 2].

On the other side, speech recognition could be a useful

preprocessing step for speaker diarization [3]. In this paper

we aim to analyze the effect that a knowledge of speech tran-

scripts yields to the speaker diarization process and the effect

speaker diarization in return yields to speaker adaptive (SA)

speech recognition. To gain better insight, various components

of the system are substituted by oracle components. By which

we refer to utilization of human-produced reference annotations

(both speaker segmentation and speech transcripts) instead of

automatic outputs provided by the components.

In our system, we make use of information about word

boundaries and we also take advantage of classification of var-

ious non-speech events as provided by our automatic speech

recognition (ASR) system. This allows the diarization system to

neglect various noises produced by speakers (breathing, various

hesitation sounds, cough, lip-smack, etc.) that carry no speaker-

specific information (considering representation of the signal by

cepstral features) and thus harm the representation of clusters.

Moreover, distribution of the cepstral features corresponding to

these sounds differs notably from the distribution correspond-

ing to speech regions and hence a false change-point is often

detected due to high values of segmentation test statistics. How-

ever, at the same time, these sounds should not break the con-

tinuity of segments uttered by a single speaker and should thus

not be simply dismissed. Although linguistic information con-

tained in transcripts could provide further cues for discrimina-

tion between speakers [4], we avoid its use as it would make the

speaker diarization system language dependent. To show how

the transcripts are treated, in the next section we present a detail

description of our speaker diarization system.

2. Speaker diarization system

The traditional framework of a speaker diarization system con-

sists of three basic modules [5] that perform tasks of speech

activity detection (SAD), speaker change-point detection and

speaker clustering. In our system, availability of speech tran-

scripts allows us to completely dismiss the output of the stan-

dard SAD module (e.g. energy or model based).

2.1. Utilization of speech transcripts

The non-speech events are categorized into two classes depend-

ing on whether they were produced by speakers (breathing, var-

ious hesitation sounds, cough, lip-smack, etc.) or they are artifi-

cial (e.g. music, background noise). Let us denote these classes

Ch and Cn respectively. In addition, all lexicon entries (words)

are comprised in the class Cs. Further, let p = {p1, . . . , pM} be

a sequence of times corresponding to start position of transcrip-

tion elements wi (i = 1, . . . ,M ) in a transcript produced by

the ASR module. For a stream represented by a sequence of T

feature vectors, we then introduce two binary sequences ah(t)
and an(t) where t = 1, . . . , T . Values of ah(t) and an(t) are

given as

ah(t) =

{

1 if wi ∈ {Cs, Ch}

0 otherwise
and an(t) =

{

1 if wi ∈ Cs

0 otherwise

(1)

where pi ≤ t < pi+1 and i = 1, . . . ,M .

Let us highlight that we do not use the information about

speech activity (as determined by the classification of transcript

elements) to split the signal but all frames (accompanied by the

ah(t) and an(t) values) of the stream are passed to the speaker

segmentation step. Hence, the speaker homogeneous segments

interleaved by non-speech intervals are not broken regardless

of the kind and duration of these intervals. Smoothing of short

speech or non-speech intervals that break the fluency of the out-

put is postponed at the end of the diarization process.

The fact that the diarization process does not rely on lexical

content of transcripts brings the advantage of lower dependency

on language of the ASR module.
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2.2. Speaker segmentation

Let O = {o1, . . . ,oT } be a sequence of d-dimensional feature

vectors (frames) representing an audio stream. The sequence

is traversed by a sliding variable-length window and a frame

within the window is claimed to be a change-point based upon

a test of hypotheses. Hypotheses testing requires derivation of

proper test statistics. We use the test statistic derived based on

the maximum likelihood approach [6] defined as

Λ(t) = α
√

n log |Σ| − n1 log |Σ1| − n2 log |Σ2| − β (2)

where n1 and n2 denote the number of effective frames in the

left and right partition of the analyzed window as split by a hy-

pothesized change-point at the time t, Σ1 and Σ2 are full co-

variance matrices corresponding to these partitions and Σ is a

full covariance matrix of all effective frames in the analyzed

window. Finally, the remaining terms in (2) are defined as1

α = (2 log log n)1/2, (3)

β = 2 log log n+ d log log log n− log Γ(d). (4)

The information about the start position of transcript el-

ements is used as the constraining condition for choice of

change-point candidates. Hence a single change-point candi-

date within the analysis window is found according to the equa-

tion

t̂ = argmax
d<t<n−d

R(t), t ∈ p. (5)

Let us remark that as we are using automatic transcripts, this

does not mean that a change-point cannot be detected within a

word actually uttered by a speaker, but the chance of such de-

tection is significantly decreased. When Λ(t̂) exceeds a given

decision threshold θ, the change-point at the time t̂ is confirmed.

The decision threshold is set so as to prefer over-segmentation

to miss of change-points (the threshold is lower than the opti-

mal threshold found by the training algorithm described in [6]).

This is preferable as false detections may be eliminated in the

clustering stage while missed change-points are unrecoverable.

The covariance matrix (see eq. (2)) for a partition of the

stream ranging from the time t1 to t2 is computed based on the

first-and second-order statistics as follows

Σ =
1

n
∆S −

1

n2
∆F (∆F )T (6)

where n =
∑t2

t=t1
an(t), ∆F =

∑t2
t=t1

an(t)ot and ∆S =
∑t2

t=t1
an(t)oto

T
t . In practice, efficient computation of the

∆F and ∆S is achieved by differentiation of first-and second-

order statistics iteratively accumulated in a circular buffer [6].

2.3. Speaker clustering

Our clustering module uses bottom-up clustering. More specif-

ically, we employ the two-stage clustering scenario described

in [7]. At the first pre-clustering stage, the similarity of clusters

is measured via the standard criterion based on the Bayesian In-

formation Criterion (BIC) difference. At the second stage, clus-

ters are represented by i-vectors and their similarity is measured

by their cosine distance [8].

In the i-vector concept, a simple factor analysis model is

employed to extract a fixed-and low-dimensional representation

of a segment of variable length in the total variability space

(TVS) [8]. A projection from a sequence of feature vectors

1where Γ(.) is the gamma function, i.e. Γ(n) = (n− 1)!.

O = {o1, . . .oTs
} representing an audio segment to TVS is

provided by computation of a Maximum A Posterior (MAP)

point estimate of the so called i-vector x based on the zero-and

first-order sufficient statistics gathered employing a Gaussian

Mixture Model (GMM) as follows [9]:

x =

(

I +

C
∑

c=1

NcT
T
c Σ

−1
c T c

)

−1 C
∑

c=1

T
T
c Σ

−1
c F̃ c(mc) (7)

where T is a low-rank rectangular matrix representing the total

variability space which can be decomposed into T c blocks so

that T =
[

T T
1 . . .T T

C

]T
, mc and Σc are a mean vector and

a diagonal covariance matrix corresponding to the c-th compo-

nent of the GMM (having C components in total) respectively.

Finally, the zero-and (centralized) first-order statistics are com-

puted respectively as follows

Nc =

Ts
∑

t

γc(t)an(t) (8)

F̃ c =

Ts
∑

t

γc(t)an(t)(ot −mc) (9)

where γc(t) is the posterior probability of the event that feature

vector ot is accounted for by the c-th component of the GMM.

This way of treatment of transcripts thus results in a form of a

frame level purification [10].

Having the i-vector representation of segments (or clusters)

g1 and g2 by i-vectors x1 and x2 respectively, we can assess

their similarity simply using the cosine distance as

d(g1, g2) =
xT

1 x2

‖x1‖ ‖x2‖
. (10)

The higher the cosine distance is, the more likely both segments

originate from the same speaker. In the clustering process, the

two clusters with the highest cosine distance score are merged

together and if a maximum value of the score for any pair of

clusters drops under a given threshold, the stopping condition

of the process is met.

Because Eq. (10) can be applied only for a pair of i-vectors,

the i-vector representing a certain cluster is simply computed as

an average of all i-vectors corresponding to the initial segments

assigned to the given cluster so far [11]. The Linear Discrim-

inant Analysis (LDA) is employed to cope with the nuisance

intra-speaker variability.

2.4. Diarization output smoothing

The aim of the smoothing is to discard either short speech or

non-speech intervals that harm the fluency of the output as high

granularity of the output is very obtrusive to users.

While the segmentation and clustering modules use an(t)
values to distinguish between the speech and non-speech

frames, here ah(t) values are taken into account. Speech and

non-speech segments shorter than 0.25 s and 1.0 s respectively

are discarded (in the order as listed).

3. Speech recognition system

We use our Czech LVCSR system to obtain speech transcripts.

The core of the system is formed by one-pass speech decoder

performing time-synchronous Viterbi search. The acoustic

model was discriminatively trained using the Minimum Phone
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Error (MPE) criteria on a database containing 300 hours (from

3940 male and 2030 female speakers) of broadcast and close-

talk microphone recordings. The model consists of tied-state

context dependent HMMs of Czech phonemes and several types

of non-speech events. It contains 4k of physical states with up

to 32 components per state so that the total number of Gaussian

components is approximately 120k.

The lexicon of the system contains 315k items, many of

which have multiple pronunciations. The language model is

based on bigrams estimated on a 10 GB corpus compiled

from Czech (mainly newspaper) texts. We apply the modified

Kneser-Ney discounting method for smoothing of the model.

3.1. Speaker adaptation

We use the Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regres-

sion (CMLLR) for speaker adaptation. The method computes

a feature transformation that aims to reduce the mismatch be-

tween an initial acoustic model and the adaptation data. Esti-

mation of adaptation parameters consists of an iterative process

where the likelihood of the adaptation data is being maximized

with respect to a given preliminary transcription (which is the

result of the first recognition pass). We apply only global CM-

LLR transformation for all Gaussians of the acoustic model.

The non-speech events, as determined by the first recognition

pass (taking into account values an), are left out from the

adaptation data. During the second recognition pass, adapted

speaker-specific models are applied according to the smoothed

diarization output. Segments attributed to any speaker are rec-

ognized with the initial speaker independent model.

4. Experiments and results

4.1. Datasets

Experiments were carried out using two test sets. The first set

was created based on the COST278 multilingual pan-European

broadcast news database. This set was used in order to demon-

strate the effect of utilization of speech transcripts within the

speaker diarization process even in the case of language mis-

match of the ASR system. The second set was composed of

recordings of Czech broadcast programs only. Training and de-

velopment of the diarization system was common for both test

sets and it was done using the held out part of the COST278

database. Utilization of the training data and development data

followed the setup described in [7].

The COST278 test data comprised of 5 languages: Belgian

Dutch, Czech, Hungarian, Slovak and Slovenian. The set con-

sisted of 15 TV news shows of length in the range from 4 to 53

minutes (6.3 hours in total). The number of speakers in these

shows varies in wide range from 2 up to 78.

The Czech test set consisted of 16 shows of length in the

range from 4 to 51 minutes (4.3 hours in total). These record-

ings encompass both TV and radio programs. The number of

speakers in these shows varies in range from 2 up to 55. In con-

trast to the first test set, the second set contains not just news

but also interviews and thus more recordings contain less than

5 speakers in this case.

4.2. Evaluation metrics

Performance of diarization systems is usually evaluated by the

Diarization Error Rate (DER). The DER can be decomposed

as DER = SPKE + FA + MISS, where the SPKE, FA and MISS

represent the speaker, speech false alarm and missed speech

error rates respectively. A forgiveness region of 0.25 s (both +

and -) was not scored around each boundary.

We also evaluate our system in terms of standard measures

used to assess the segmentation performance. For their assess-

ment, change-points detected by the system must be coupled

with the reference ones first. A couple is constituted iff the de-

tected change-point is the closest to the reference one and vice

versa and, in addition, if the distance between them is smaller

than 1 second. Then the recall, the precision and the F-rate

measures are calculated respectively as

R =
H

H +D
, P =

H

H + I
and F =

2RP

R+ P
(11)

where H , I , D denote the number of coupled, inserted and

deleted change-points respectively.

Additionally, in order to highlight the effect of utilization

of speech transcripts to improve the accuracy of positions of

detected speaker turns, we assess the ratio of change-points that

were detected within the intervals corresponding to the words

uttered by speakers. We denote this ratio as the word-breakage

(WB) rate. A forgiveness region of only 20 ms around the word

boundaries was used in this case.

Finally, speech recognition performance is evaluated in

terms of the word-error-rate (WER).

4.3. Diarization system setup

The diarization system operates with feature vectors formed by

12 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). The univer-

sal background GMM with 256 Gaussians was employed for

extraction of sufficient statistics. We used 400-dimensional i-

vectors and the LDA dimensional reduction to 200.

The UBM was trained using the data from 1007 speakers

(2530 segments, 11.5 hours). The total variability space was

estimated using a subset of the UBM training data resulting

from the condition of minimal length of a segment of 3 seconds.

This resulted in 2050 segments (10.2 hours) from 909 speakers.

The LDA projection matrix was estimated using the data from

speakers for which at least three segments of minimal length of

3 seconds are available, in total 1528 segments (7.5 hours) from

280 speakers were used.

4.4. Results

Tabs. 1 and 2 present achieved results in terms of both speaker

segmentation and diarization performance. The system that

makes no use of transcripts employs a SAD module that com-

bines an energy and model (GMM) based detection. We point

out that the segmentation measures were evaluated at the end of

the diarization process (after the clustering stage). We conclude

that utilization of speech transcripts in the diarization process

yields improvement of both segmentation and clustering perfor-

mance measures as determined by the higher F-rate and lower

DER respectively. We can also conclude that incorporation of

information about word boundaries yields remarkable reduction

of the WB rate. Moreover, reduction of the number of change-

point candidates leads to lower computational cost2 of the seg-

mentation process as recognized by the real-time (RT) factor3

in the Tab. 1. In our experiments, the knowledge of oracle tran-

scripts yields further slight improvement of the segmentation

2Please note that as the application of speaker adaptive recognition
requires two speech recognition passes, the first recognition pass pre-
ceding the diarization process does not yield any extra burden.

3Measured on a machine with Intel Core i7@2.66GHz.
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Table 1: Segmentation and diarization performance for the multilingual COST278 test set. The WB rate was evaluated only for the

Czech part of the set.

Change-point detection Diarization

Transcripts R [%] P [%] F [%] WB [%] × RT MISS [%] FA [%] SPKE [%] DER [%] × RT

no 87.5 53.8 66.6 49.9 0.14 1.8 0.6 11.5 13.9 0.05

yes 80.1 74.6 77.2 6.5 0.02 2.4 0.7 8.4 11.5 0.04

Table 2: Segmentation and diarization performance for the Czech test set.

Change-point detection Diarization

Transcripts R [%] P [%] F [%] WB [%] MISS [%] FA [%] SPKE [%] DER [%]

no 83.2 52.8 64.6 42.3 2.9 3.2 15.6 21.7

yes 78.4 73.1 75.7 10.5 3.3 3.0 13.2 19.5

oracle 80.2 76.0 78.0 0.0 4.0 2.7 13.3 20.0

oracle oracle 4.0 0.0 10.2 14.2

Table 3: Results of the SA system for the Czech part of the

COST278 test set. The SI system achieved WER of 14.46 %

Segmentation Clustering WER [%] rel. impr. [%]

fixed-blocks - 14.27 1.3

baseline - 13.82 4.4

ASR-based - 13.73 5.0

oracle - 13.62 5.8

baseline baseline 13.26 8.3

ASR-based ASR-based 13.49 6.7

oracle oracle 13.12 9.3

Table 4: Results of the SA system for the Czech test set. The SI

system achieved WER of 24.41 %

Segmentation Clustering WER [%] rel. impr. [%]

fixed-blocks - 23.32 4.5

baseline - 23.12 5.3

ASR-based - 22.69 7.0

oracle - 22.44 8.1

baseline baseline 22.07 9.6

ASR-based ASR-based 22.08 9.5

oracle oracle 22.01 9.8

performance but the overall diarization performance is not af-

fected by this knowledge. Finally, Tab. 2 provides results for

the case of true speaker change-points available to the system.

Tabs. 3 and 4 summarize the speech recognition perfor-

mance of the SA systems. First, adaptation for speaker homo-

geneous segments found by the speaker change-point detection

was evaluated and compared with the adaptation performed for

fixed-length blocks (results for blocks containing 5 minutes of

speech are reported here). Next, adaptation for clusters defined

by the diarization output was assessed. As expected, the lat-

ter scenario yields better results. In both scenarios, the per-

formance achieved using automatic segmentation or diarization

techniques was close to the performance achieved by systems

using the oracle components.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have studied the effect of utilization of au-

tomatic transcripts within the speaker diarization task as well

as utilization of the speaker diarization output with respect to

the speaker adaptive speech recognition. We conclude that uti-

lization of the transcripts in the diarization process yields im-

provement in terms of both speaker segmentation and overall di-

arization performance. Further, it reduces computational cost of

the segmentation process. As expected, we have demonstrated

that utilization of the diarization output for the speaker adapta-

tion outperforms adaptation performed for fixed-length blocks

as well as adaptation for speaker homogeneous segments as

identified by the speaker change-point detection. If the speech

recognition accuracy is of the only interest, it is not important

whether the automatic transcripts are taken into account during

the diarization process or not. However, the main reason for

utilization of transcripts is improvement of the quality of the

diarization output.
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Abstract

This paper deals with speaker-adaptive speech recognition for large spoken archives. The goal is to improve the recognition accuracy
of an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system that is being deployed for transcription of a large archive of Czech radio. This archive
represents a significant part of Czech cultural heritage, as it contains recordings covering 90 years of broadcasting. A large portion of
these documents (100,000 h) is to be transcribed and made public for browsing. To improve the transcription results, an efficient
speaker-adaptive scheme is proposed. The scheme is based on integration of speaker diarization and adaptation methods and is designed
to achieve a low Real-Time Factor (RTF) of the entire adaptation process, because the archive’s size is enormous. It thus employs just
two decoding passes, where the first one is carried out using the lexicon with a reduced number of items. Moreover, the transcripts from
the first pass serve not only for adaptation, but also as the input to the speaker diarization module, which employs two-stage clustering.
The output of diarization is then utilized for a cluster-based unsupervised Speaker Adaptation (SA) approach that also utilizes informa-
tion based on the gender of each individual speaker. Presented experimental results on various types of programs show that our adap-
tation scheme yields a significant Word Error Rate (WER) reduction from 22.24% to 18.85% over the Speaker Independent (SI) system
while operating at a reasonable RTF.
� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Automatic processing of large-scale spoken archives has
attracted a lot of attention during the last decade. There
has been a growing interest in the development of efficient
methods enabling transcription and search of audio or
audio-video data. Nowadays, this interesting and wide
application area includes systems for transcription, index-
ing and retrieval of various sources.

For example, several solutions (such as Glass et al.,
2007) have been developed to improve the quality and
accessibility of higher education by allowing students to

browse the content of (academic) lectures over Internet.
Another application is the Global Autonomous Language
Exploitation (GALE) program. Its main goal is to distill
information from publicly available broadcast sources in
multiple languages, and to make it accessible to English
speakers. In the USA, a system called SpeechFind (Hansen
et al., 2005) was developed to enable automatic processing,
indexing and browsing of the National Gallery of the Spo-
ken Word. Similarly in Europe, an initiative named CHoral
aims to provide public access to Dutch oral history collec-
tions (Ordelman et al., 2006). The goal of the MALACH
project is to enable access to multilingual oral history
archives preserving the stories of survivors and witnesses
of the Holocaust (Byrne et al., 2004).

We have been working on the automatic transcription
task since 2005. In 2006, we presented the first Large
Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR)
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system for automatic online monitoring of Czech broad-
cast news (Nouza et al., 2006). Later, a more advanced sys-
tem was applied for the full-text search of a collection of
Czech broadcast programs (Nouza et al., 2010). One of
our current projects aims at processing, indexing and
accessing data collected in a large Czech Radio archive
which embodies an important part of Czech cultural heri-
tage (Nouza et al., 2012). This archive contains more than
200,000 individual recordings covering broadcasting in the
Czech Republic and former Czechoslovakia since 1923. A
large portion of this archive (100,000 h) should be tran-
scribed with the best possible accuracy and then indexed
to enable search.

For automatic transcription, we employ our own recog-
nition engine designed to cope with highly inflective Czech
language. Its lexicon has to contain more than 550,000
(550k) entries to assure an out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate
lower than 2% for most of the recordings. In this work,
we propose an offline speaker-adaptive scheme to improve
the transcription accuracy of our ASR system for the large
spoken archive we mentioned above. In contrast to most
existing concepts, our scheme is designed with high regard
for the resulting RTF of the entire adaptation process. We
try to achieve a low RTF value because the amount of data
for processing is very high in our case and, as mentioned,
the system has to operate with a large lexicon.

This paper is organized as follows: the next section pro-
vides an overview of related work. The entire scheme of our
speech processing framework is then presented in Section 3.
Section 4 details the speech decoding engine employed
within this work from language and acoustic modeling
point of view. An integral part of our framework is a
speaker diarization module which is described in Section 5
along with the way of its integration within the framework.
Section 6 deals with the development of an unsupervised
speaker adaptation approach which utilizes the output
from the speaker diarization module. The last Section 7
then concludes this paper.

2. Related work

The state-of-the-art systems for processing of spoken
archives employ a core ASR system that converts an input
spoken document to its text form. This task is obviously
challenging as the used engine has to deal with a lot of var-
ious difficulties (e.g., spontaneous speech, high speaker var-
iability, limited resources of data for language modeling,
etc.).

In most of these systems, such as those developed by
various sites participating in the EARS, GALE, AMI
and other programs, the unsupervised SA module is con-
sidered a standard component. The reason is that it should
allow for improving recognition accuracy with respect to
individual speakers occurring in the given document. Usu-
ally, speaker adaptation techniques (Shinoda, 2005) require
knowledge of attribution of temporal segments in a contin-
uous stream to appropriate originating speakers. Within

this process, speaker diarization (Moattar and Homayoun-
pour, 2012) is hence a useful preprocessing step for speaker
adaptation as it aims to determine the number of speakers
as well as their occurrence in time within the given audio
stream (Gauvain et al., 1998). Two basic principles exist
for performing speaker diarization with respect to speaker
adaptation.

The first concept utilizes online speaker clustering. It is
suitable mainly for real-time transcription systems as it
allows speech segments with corresponding speaker labels
to be used almost immediately for speech recognition. This
leads to only a small time delay between the speech and rec-
ognizer’s output. The output from online speaker diariza-
tion can then be used for incremental speaker adaptation
as in Liu et al. (2005). Breslin et al. (2011) studied a close
integration of speaker adaptation and clustering based on
utilization of adaptation parameters for representation of
speakers within a clustering process. More specifically,
the same statistics accumulated for given speech segments
were used for both speaker clustering and adaptation.

The second way of integrating of speaker diarization
and adaptation techniques relies on offline processing and
the assumption that all data is available to the system.
Speaker diarization is usually performed within this con-
cept before adaptation and it is also a preliminary step
for speech recognition (Chu et al., 2009; Hain et al.,
2012). The traditional framework of an offline speaker
diarization system consists of three basic modules that per-
form tasks of speech activity detection (SAD), speaker
change-point detection and speaker clustering. The result-
ing diarization output then serves as the input for cluster-
based batch speaker adaptation.

It should also to be noted that most speaker adaptation
techniques utilize knowledge of a preliminary transcript of
the data. Hence when SA methods are employed, the rec-
ognition process is usually carried out at least in two
decoding passes, where the first one serves to create the
transcripts automatically. Multi-pass transcription can also
be employed for Language Model (LM) rescoring to fur-
ther improve recognition results. For example in Chu
et al. (2008), a word hypothesis lattice generated in the first
decoding pass is rescored using a larger LM or an LM
adapted to the output from the first pass.

Most systems for offline transcription also combine a
large number of different recognition systems to achieve
WER that is better than results yielded by any of the indi-
vidual systems (Hain et al., 2012; Matsoukas et al., 2006;
Chu et al., 2009). These should produce complementary
output created, e.g., by employing different LMs, speaker
adaptation scenarios, features or acoustic model training
schemes.

Generally, multiple recognition outputs can be com-
bined sequentially or in parallel. The former option is
called cross-adaptation. Here, the output of one pass is
employed to adapt models of another system. The latter
option can be carried out using several different strategies.
The ones whose use is most widespread rely on the
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Recognizer Output Voting Error Reduction (ROVER)
method (Fiscus, 1997) or Confusion Network Combina-
tion (CNC) (Mangu et al., 2000). For example, the
AMIDA system (Hain et al., 2012) for transcription of
meetings takes particular advantage of cross-adaptation,
while the latter (parallel-combination) approach is used
in the SRI-ICSI system (Stolcke et al., 2007) for meeting
and lecture recognition. However, the disadvantage of
ROVER, CNC and related approaches is that they can vio-
late the word order of the original inputs. To overcome this
limitation, a method based on direct combination of multi-
ple lattices is proposed in Chu et al. (2009). This approach
produces a time-coherent final hypothesis, which may, for
example, be more appropriate for post-ASR sentence
segmentation.

All the previously mentioned approaches for system
combination can be employed within various architectures.
It is possible, for example, to obtain ROVER output from
multiple independent systems, which is then used to adapt
the same or different set of systems (Matsoukas et al.,
2006). The resulting RTF of the whole offline transcription
process can then easily reach values of 10 or even more
(Matsoukas et al., 2006; Stolcke et al., 2007).

3. Proposed speaker-adaptive scheme

The scheme of our speaker-adaptive approach extends
the scheme that we presented in Silovsky et al. (2012)
and it is depicted in Fig. 1. In contrast to most solutions
described in the previous section, our framework is
designed with a high regard for the resulting real-time fac-
tor. Therefore, we employ only two decoding passes and
the output from the first SI pass is used not only for adap-
tation as usual but also for speaker diarization. Moreover
in Section 6.7, we show that the biggest reduction of the
adaptation computation time can be reached by reducing
the number of items in the lexicon during the first decoding
pass. The presented results prove that this reduction can be
performed without the loss of final recognition accuracy in
the second decoding pass and without a negative effect on
results of speaker diarization.

Availability of transcripts for diarization allows us to
completely dismiss the output of the standard SAD module

(e.g., energy- or model-based) and speed up the diarization
process. This means that we make use of information about
word boundaries and we also take advantage of classifica-
tion of various non-speech events as done by our ASR sys-
tem. This also allows us to neglect various noises produced
by speakers (breathing, various hesitation sounds, cough,
lip-smack, etc.) that carry no speaker-specific information
and thus harm the representation of clusters. To show
how the transcripts are treated, we present a detailed
description of our speaker diarization system in Section 5.

As aforementioned, the transcripts used for diarization
then also serve for cluster-based speaker adaptation. Along
the speaker diarization output, our speaker diarization
engine provides gender classification of the identified
speaker as a by-product. Hence, our adaptation approach
employs information about the detected gender of each
speaker to facilitate choice of an initial Gender Dependent
(GD) model for adaptation. Benefits of this strategy are
proven on a large development set in Section 6. The study
presented within this section is focused on evaluation of
various scenarios relying on different levels of speaker diar-
ization output in combination with different adaptation
scenarios.

4. Employed recognition engine

We use our own ASR system to obtain speech tran-
scripts. The core of the engine is formed by a one-pass
speech decoder performing time-synchronous Viterbi
search.

The system uses an SI acoustic model based on tied-state
context dependent HMMs of Czech phonemes and several
types of non-speech events (e.g., breathing, various hesita-
tion sounds, cough, lip-smack, etc.). This model contains
4k physical states with up to 32 Gaussian components
per state (i.e., 120k components in total). It was trained
using 300 h of speech recordings. The features are 13-
dimensional MFCCs with D and DD. The sampling fre-
quency used is 16 kHz.

The linguistic part of the system consists of a lexicon
and a language model. In the basic configuration, the full
lexicon contains 550k entries (word forms and multi-word
collocations) that were observed most frequently in a 10

Fig. 1. The scheme of the proposed speaker adaptive ASR approach for improved transcription of large spoken archives.
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GB large corpus covering newspaper texts and broadcast
program transcripts. Some of the lexical entries have multi-
ple pronunciation variants. Their total number is 580k.

The employed LM is based on N-grams. For practical
reasons (mainly with respect to the very large vocabulary
size), the system uses bigrams. In the training word corpus,
159 million unique word-pairs (1062 million in total)
belonging to the items in the 550k lexicon were observed.
However, 20 percent of all ”word-pairs” actually include
sequences containing three or more words, as the lexicon
contains 4k multi-word collocations. The unseen bigrams
are backed-off by the Kneser-Ney smoothing technique
(Kneser and Ney, 1995).

5. Speaker diarization module

Our speaker diarization scenario follows a standard
framework consisting of three consecutive steps. These
are (a) voice activity detection, (b) speaker turn detection
and (c) speaker clustering.

While voice activity detection is often considered as
mature, the shift of interest from controlled and clean
conditions to real-life and more diverse environments
and application domains (Ng et al., 2012) reveals that this
is still an open field for further research efforts. In our
experience, ASR transcripts provide better cues to judge
voice activity compared to other techniques, e.g., those
based on Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). Appar-
ently, the computational cost of obtaining an ASR
transcript exceeds the cost of most other SAD techniques.
However, since we are dealing with multi-pass speaker-
adaptive scenario, we have ASR transcripts at our
disposal at no extra cost after the first recognition pass.
Hence, we rely on these transcripts in our speaker diariza-
tion framework.

Once speech activity is resolved, speaker turn detection
is performed. Given the representation of a stream by a
sequence of feature vectors (frames), the sequence is tra-
versed by a sliding variable-length window. A frame
within the window is proclaimed to be a speaker
change-point if a model selection criterion favors the
model representing the two parts of the window, as
separated by the investigated frame, by two individual dis-
tributions over the model representing all data with the
aid of a single distribution.

Speaker clustering then aims to group together speaker-
homogeneous segments presumed from the same speaker.
We employ a two-stage bottom-up clustering scenario pre-
sented in Silovsky and Prazak (2012). At the first clustering
stage, the similarity of clusters is measured via the standard
criterion based on the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) difference (Chen and Gopalakrishnan, 1998). In the
second stage, clusters are represented by i-vectors and their
similarity is measured by their cosine similarity (Dehak
et al., 2011). Finally, smoothing is applied to diarization
output as will be described later.

5.1. Utilization of speech transcripts

Speech transcripts are utilized in two different ways.
First, as mentioned above, they provide robust discrimina-
tion between speech and non-speech frames. Second,
knowledge of transcripts allows us to refine speaker turn
detection as well as reduce its computational cost. This is
achieved by using information about start positions of
transcription elements as a constraining condition for
choice of change-point candidates.

In Silovsky et al. (2012) we demonstrated that utilization
of ASR transcripts yielded improvement of speaker turn
detection performance in terms of the F-rate relatively by
16% (from 66.6% to 77.2%). At the same time, the RTF
associated with speaker segmentation was reduced from
0.14 to 0.02. Further, quality of diarization output was
assessed by the ratio of speaker change-points that were
detected inside regions corresponding to elements of refer-

ence (true) transcription and not at their boundaries (with a
tolerance region of 20 ms). This rate was reduced from
44.9% to 6.5%.

Let us emphasize that we do not use the information
about speech activity to split the signal into speech and
non-speech segments, nor do we apply any smoothing to
the speech activity detection output. Instead, all frames
representing the stream are passed to the subsequent pro-
cessing steps accompanied by the corresponding speech
activity labels. Hence, the speaker homogeneous segments
interleaved by non-speech intervals are not broken regard-
less of duration of these intervals. Smoothing of short
speech or non-speech intervals that harm fluency of the
output is postponed at the end of diarization process.

Non-speech events modeled by our acoustic model can
be categorized into two classes depending on whether they
were produced by speakers (breathing, various hesitation
sounds, cough, lip-smack, etc.) or they are artificial (e.g.,
music, background noise). Within speaker segmentation
and clustering, both types are treated equally as they are
both supposed to carry no, or just a little, speaker-charac-
teristic information and thus harm a representation of
speakers. However, differentiation of non-speech events is
beneficial for diarization output smoothing, since non-
speech events produced by speakers are not supposed to
break speaker homogeneous segments into multiple ones.
Hence, non-speech events originated by speakers are con-
sidered as parts of speech for the purposes of output
smoothing.

5.2. Speaker segmentation

The sequence is traversed by a sliding variable-length
window and a frame within the window is claimed to be
a change-point if the test statistic value exceeds a given
threshold. In our system we use the test statistic based on
the maximum likelihood approach (Zdansky, 2006) defined
as
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KðtÞ ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N log jRj � N 1 log jR1j � N 2 log jR2j

p
� b ð1Þ

where N 1 and N 2 denote the number of frames in the left
and right partitions of the analyzed window as split by a
hypothesized change-point at time t;R1 and R2 are full
covariance matrices corresponding to these partitions and
R is the full covariance matrix of all N ¼ N 1 þ N 2 frames
in the analyzed window. In all cases, these partitions are
considered to be formed only from frames labeled as
speech.

Finally, the remaining terms in (1) are defined as

a ¼ ð2 log log NÞ1=2
; ð2Þ

b ¼ 2 log log N þ d log log log N � log CðdÞ: ð3Þ

where d is the dimension of feature vectors and Cð:Þ is the
gamma function.1

The information about the start positions of transcript
elements is used as a constraining condition for choice of
change-point candidates. Having p ¼ fp1; . . . ; pMg a
sequence of times corresponding to these start positions,
a single change-point candidate within the analyzed win-
dow spanned from time t0 is found according to equation

t̂ ¼ argmax
t0<t<t0þN

KðtÞ; t 2 p: ð4Þ

Use of automatic transcripts does not ensure that a change-
point cannot be detected within a word actually uttered by
a speaker, but the chance of such detection is significantly
reduced. When Kð̂tÞ exceeds a given decision threshold, the
change-point at time t̂ is confirmed. The decisive threshold
is set so as to prefer over-segmentation as opposed to miss-
ing change-points. It is achieved by setting the threshold
below the optimal threshold found using the training algo-
rithm described in Zdansky (2006). This is preferable be-
cause false detections may be eliminated in the clustering
stage, while missed change-points are unrecoverable.

If no change-point is detected within the current analysis
window, the window is expanded by one transcript ele-
ment. Once the length of the analyzed window reaches
the maximum length (determined by a given duration),
the start position of the window is shifted forward. On
the contrary, if a change-point is detected, its location t̂ is
stored and the partition between the start of the analyzed
window and the location t̂ is searched for another speaker
turn. If there is no turn in the partition, a new window
encompassing two transcript elements is initialized, starting
at time t̂.

5.3. Speaker clustering

Scheme of our two-stage bottom-up clustering scenario
is depicted in Fig. 2. At the first stage, the similarity of clus-
ters is measured via the standard criterion based on the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) difference. This
stage is intended to pre-cluster the segments with goal of

reducing of the number of very short segments. At the sec-
ond stage, clusters are represented by i-vectors and their
similarity is measured by their cosine distance.

The BIC-based criterion compares BIC statistics of clus-
ters g1 and g2 with the BIC statistic of a cluster g formed by
merging of clusters g1 and g2. We apply a local BIC mea-
sure which is defined as (Chen and Gopalakrishnan, 1998)

DBICðg1; g2Þ ¼ N log Rj j � N 1 log R1j j � N 2 log R2j j � aP

ð5Þ
where N is the number of frames, R is the full covariance
matrix (only speech frames are taken into account) of the
data, a is a penalty weight, and finally, P is the penalty

P ¼ 1

2
d þ 1

2
dðd þ 1Þ

� �
log N ð6Þ

where d is the dimension of feature vectors. In the cluster-
ing process, two clusters with the lowest2 mutual DBIC va-
lue are merged together. If a minimal distance between any
pair of clusters is higher than a certain threshold (zero in
our case), the stopping criterion is met and the remaining
clusters are passed to the second clustering stage. Keeping
the decision threshold fixed, the switch-point between the
first and second stages is controlled by the BIC penalty
weight a. A smaller penalty weight invokes less compensa-
tion for bigger clusters and thus leads to an earlier switch
between stages.

In the i-vector concept, a simple factor analysis model is
employed to extract a fixed-and low-dimensional represen-
tation of a segment of variable length N in a total variabil-

ity space (Dehak et al., 2011). A projection from a sequence
of feature vectors O ¼ fo1; . . . oNg representing an audio
segment to an i-vector space is provided by computation
of a Maximum A Posterior (MAP) point estimate of an
i-vector x based on the zero- and first-order sufficient statis-
tics gathered employing a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) as follows (Kenny et al., 2008)

x ¼ Iþ
XC

c¼1

NcT
T
c R�1

c Tc

 !�1XC

c¼1

TT
c R�1

c
~FcðmcÞ ð7Þ

where T is a low-rank rectangular matrix representing the
total variability space which can be decomposed into Tc

blocks so that T ¼ TT
1 . . . TT

C

� �T
, mc and Rc is a mean vector

and a diagonal covariance matrix corresponding to the c-th

Fig. 2. The employed two-stage speaker clustering process.

1 CðnÞ ¼ ðn� 1Þ!.
2 DBIC values are usually negative, thus when referring to the lowest

value we mean the value nearest minus infinity.
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component of the GMM (having C components in total).
Finally, the zero- and (centralized) first-order statistics
are computed respectively as follows

Nc ¼
XN

t

ccðtÞ ð8Þ

~Fc ¼
XN

t

ccðtÞðot �mcÞ ð9Þ

where ccðtÞ is the posterior probability of the event that fea-
ture vector ot is accounted for by the GMM’s component c.
Again, clusters are considered to be formed only from
speech frames, resulting in the form of a frame level purifi-
cation (Anguera et al., 2006).

Having the i-vector representation of segments (or clus-
ters) g1 and g2 by i-vectors x1 and x2 respectively, we can
assess their cosine similarity simply as

dðg1; g2Þ ¼
xT

1 x2

x1k k x2k k
: ð10Þ

The higher the cosine similarity is, the more likely both
clusters (segments) originate from the same speaker. In
the clustering process, the two clusters with the highest co-
sine distance score are merged together in each iteration. If
the maximum value of the similarity for any pair of clusters
drops under a given threshold, the stopping condition of
the process is met.

Because Eq. (10) can be applied only to a pair of i-vec-
tors, the i-vector representing a certain cluster is simply
computed as an average of all i-vectors corresponding to
the initial segments assigned to the given cluster so far
(Franco-Pedroso et al., 2010).

The Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is employed to
cope with the nuisance intra-speaker variability. LDA
defines an orthogonal projection matrix that maximizes
between-class variability and minimizes intra-class variabil-
ity. In our case, for LDA estimation purpose, a class is
formed by all segments of a single speaker in an audio
stream, i.e., segments originated by the same speaker but
belonging to different streams are assigned to separate
classes.

5.4. Diarization output smoothing

The aim of smoothing is to discard either short speech
or non-speech intervals that harm the fluency of diarization
output, as high granularity of the output is obtrusive to
users of the system. Let us remark that in contrast to seg-
mentation and clustering processes, here non-speech events
originated by speakers are considered to be parts of speech.
First, speech segments shorter than a given number of
frames (0.25 s) are discarded. Then, if two speech segments
are separated by a non-speech region shorter than a given
number of frames (1.0 s), the region is discarded. Depend-
ing on whether the adjacent segments are attributed to the
same cluster (speaker) or not, they are merged into a single

segment, or they are expanded and a change-point is relo-
cated to the middle of the discarded non-speech region.

5.5. Diarization system setup

The diarization system operates with feature vectors
formed by 12 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs). In the first BIC-based clustering pass, we used
a BIC penalty weight a of 3.5 and zero value of the cluster-
ing stop threshold. For the second clustering stage, feature
vectors were mean normalized (within a 3 s long floating
window). The universal background GMM with 256 Gaus-
sians was employed for extraction of sufficient statistics.
We used 400-dimensional i-vectors and the LDA dimen-
sional reduction to 200.

5.6. Speaker diarization evaluation metrics

Performance of diarization systems is evaluated by the
Diarization Error Rate (DER) (NIST, 2009), which can
be decomposed as DER ¼ SPKEþ FAþMISS, i.e., the
speaker error rate, the speech false alarm error rate and
the missed speech error rate respectively. The SPKE reflects
the amount of speech data that is attributed to a wrong
speaker, given the optimum speaker mapping between a
system output and a reference diarization. While SPKE is
predominantly affected by performance of the speaker clus-
tering module, the FA and MISS evaluate the performance
of the speech activity detection module. The NIST scoring
tool3 was employed to compute the metrics in our experi-
ments. A forgiveness collar of 0.25 s (both + and �) was
not scored around each boundary.

6. Development of the speaker adaptation approach

Given a speaker diarization output, the state-of-the-art
systems for offline transcription of spoken documents
employ various SA schemes to improve recognition accu-
racy. This task is obviously challenging, namely because
(a) there is generally no prior information on the speakers
occurring in the documents and (b) adaptation has to be
performed as unsupervised, using only adaptation data
transcripts created by the speech recognizer.

Two main groups of techniques, model-based and fea-
ture-based, can be employed for solving this task.

The methods belonging to the former group, e.g., the
well-known Maximum A Posteriori (Gauvain and Lee,
1994) (MAP) or Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
(MLLR) (Gales and Woodland, 1996), utilize phonetic
transcriptions of adaptation data to update the model
parameters. MAP is based on Maximum Likelihood
(ML) estimation of new Speaker Dependent (SD) parame-
ters from adaptation utterances. The adapted parameters
are then obtained as a linear interpolation (weighted

3 http://itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/rt/2006-spring/code/md-eval-v21.pl.
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sum) between the original speaker independent and new
SD parameters. In contrast, MLLR estimates a linear
transformation of the original model parameters (usually
mean vectors) to create a more appropriate model.

The latter group of feature-based techniques can be used
for adaptation or normalization of feature vectors without
changing parameters of the model, which can be very large
particularly for triphones. Moreover, the methods from
this group, e.g., Constrained MLLR (CMLLR) (Gales,
1998) or Vocal Tract Length Normalization (VTLN) (Ace-
ro and Stern, 1991; Lee and Rose, 1996), can be employed
more easily for building the corresponding normalized
acoustic model within Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT)
schemes (Anastasakos et al., 1996; Welling et al., 2002).

In contrast to MLLR, the transformation estimated by
CMLLR is constrained as the transformation matrix
applied to means is the same as the one used for adaptation
of covariances. Therefore, the adaptation can also be per-
formed in the feature space; it is only necessary to include
the Jacobian of the transformation (i.e., determinant of the
transformation matrix) in the likelihood calculation.

The aim of VTLN is to compensate for different lengths of
the vocal tracts of individual speakers. This is accomplished
by warping the frequency axis during signal parameteriza-
tion. Similarly as for CMLLR, it is necessary to compute
the Jacobian of the warping transformation. Unfortunately,
VTLN transformation is typically non-linear and therefore
the Jacobian is normally just approximated. To overcome
this problem, various implementations of VTLN based on
linear transformations have been introduced. These modifi-
cations are given in the form of a mathematic equation, e.g.,
in Acero and Stern (1991), or make use of a training scheme
where a set of linear transforms is created in order to approx-
imate the conventional VTLN warping (Kim et al., 2004).
Linear VTLN approaches are particularly suitable for the
use in transcription tasks where speakers change, because
the linear transformation can be switched according to the
output from speaker diarization.

Usually, many of the previously mentioned methods are
combined to achieve the lowest WER possible. As men-
tioned in Section 2, this combination can be carried out
sequentially or in parallel, based on results obtained in
experimental evaluations, and with respect to characteris-
tics of the target task and the ASR module used. However,
multiple recognition passes are also associated with high
computational demands.

In this work, low RTF is an important factor. Therefore,
the aim was to find an approach that would reduce WER
significantly but which also had reasonable computational
demands. An experimental study was carried out for this
purpose, where different outputs from the diarization mod-
ule were employed for adaptation based on MLLR, MAP
and CMLLR complemented with SAT. Linear VTLN
approaches were not used as they in effect represent a spe-
cially constrained form of CMLLR (see also Povey et al.,
2011). Hence in Uebel and Woodland (1999), no
significant advantage was reported for the combination of

linear VTLN and CMLLR. Therefore, we prefer to make
use of GD models, which take into account the difference
in vocal tract length between male and female speakers.

Individual performed experiments and all obtained
results are detailed in the following sub-sections. The over-
view and comparison of the most important results reached
on the development set is then also presented in Table 9 at
the end of Section 6.6.

6.1. Development data

The target archive of Czech Radio contains various types
of recordings, particularly representing news programs.
However, debates, talk shows and interviews also form an
important part of the archive. Hence the development set
used within this work has a similar structure. It consists
of recordings of daily news (NEWS), talk shows (TS), polit-
ical debates (DEB) and regional news reports (REP) sum-
marizing the most significant events in one week. An
overview of these programs is given in Table 1. They are
all of recent origin and their audio quality is good.

Table 1 shows that the chosen programs differ in several
characteristics that are important from an automatic
speech processing point of view. For example, around 52
different speakers occur on average in one news program
from our development set while the recordings of talk
shows are composed of utterances belonging only to 3, 4
or 5 speakers (see the third row of Table 1). On the other
hand, the debates and talk shows contain a lot of overlap-
ping speech and spontaneous utterances while read-speech
is more often present in news programs. The latter differ-
ence is important, especially in terms of speech recognition
as illustrated by an experiment where just the single decod-
ing pass was performed using the SI model and the 550k
lexicon. The results of the experiment presented in the last
row of Table 1 show that a significantly lower WER was
reached for both types of news programs than for debates
and talk shows. The highest WER was obtained for talk
shows as speech of interviewed persons was in most cases
more spontaneous and less rhetorical (i.e., containing more
fillers, repetitions and unfinished sentences) than speech of
politicians in the case of political debates.

6.1.1. Performance of speaker diarization

Given the transcripts from the single SI decoding pass,
speaker diarization was carried out using the approach

Table 1
The structure of recordings used as the development set.

NEWS TS DEB REP Total

# of words 39k 35k 38k 14k 126k
# of programs 10 5 4 7 26
Length (min) 237 258 250 101 846
# speakers per program 52 4 11 24 29
Data (min) per speaker 0.5 14.3 5.5 0.6 1.1
OOV (%) 1.03 1.57 0.77 0.67 0.92
Baseline SI WER (%) 18.04 30.18 22.05 14.73 22.24
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detailed in Section 5. All obtained results are summarized
in Table 2. They show that the highest DER of 16.9%
was reached for daily news as this data has a lot of back-
ground noise and is composed of utterances belonging to
the highest number of different speakers. In contrast, the
speaker clustering module worked particularly well in the
case of talk shows, which contain the longest speaker
homogeneous segments. The second lowest DER was
reached for regional news reports, as these recordings are
composed of several tens of shorter reportages with easily
distinguishable characteristics of the transmission chan-
nels. They also contain less background noise and music
than daily news. A good value of DER was also obtained
for debates, which are difficult for diarization as they entail
a lot of overlapping speech leading to a high value of
speaker false alarms.

In terms of speech/non-speech detection, low values of
FA and MISS were reached for all programs. This fact
proves the good performance of the detection technique
we employed, based on utilization of speech transcripts.

6.2. Segment-based adaptation

In order to find out the most suitable adaptation
method, a naive approach based on uniform segmentation
without the use of any speaker diarization module was per-
formed at first. This allowed us to completely dismiss the
speaker diarization module and speed up the adaptation
process. Hence, every input recording was just divided into
segments of equal duration. Every segment was then tran-
scribed using the SI model and the full 550k lexicon. Next,
the obtained phonetic transcripts were employed for global
CMLLR-based adaptation using the SI model as initial
(prior). As a result of this adaptation step, one transforma-
tion matrix was estimated for every segment. During the
second decoding pass, the SI model was used along with
application of individual transforms to all feature vectors
belonging to the corresponding segments.

Results of this experiment are presented in terms of
WER in Table 3. The table shows that the uniform segmen-
tation approach was carried out for segment durations of
0.5, 1, 5 and 10 min. The value marked ‘whole recording’
in the table corresponds to the uniform segmentation
experiment considering the entire recording a single
segment.

The results show that CMLLR adaptation over the
whole recording performed surprisingly well. WER yielded

in this scenario was significantly lower than WER yielded
in the baseline SI decoding pass. It is also evident that uni-
form segmentation led to an additional small decrease in
WER: the lowest WER was reached for a segment duration
of 1 min.

Note that the best value of relative Word Error Rate
Reduction (WERR) was obtained for talk shows. The rea-
son is that this data contains the lowest number of speakers
per program while the amount of data per speaker is the
highest (see Table 1). Therefore, there is the biggest proba-
bility that a speaker homogeneous segment is generated by
uniform segmentation. The lowest relative improvement
over the baseline was obtained for daily news for exactly
the opposite reasons.

The next contrast experiment was based on the use of
the speaker segmentation module (without speaker cluster-
ing). Given the transcript from the first decoding pass, this
module was employed to determine single speaker seg-
ments. Similar to the previous experiment, global
CMLLR-based adaptation was then carried out for every
segment. After that, the resulting set of transforms was
applied along with the SI model in the second decoding
pass. The segments with a too short duration, for which
the estimation of the transformation matrix failed, were
recognized using only the SI model.

Obtained results are presented in Table 4. Their compar-
ison with those yielded in the former experiments shows
that the use of speaker turn detection for adaptation does
not lead to better results than the naive segmentation
approach. However, this module is still important for the
other reason: speaker change-point detection is a prelimin-
ary step for clustering in our speaker diarization approach.
For the same reasons as in the case of uniform segmenta-
tion, the best WERR was also reached for talk shows
and the worst for news.

Table 2
Results of the speaker diarization module on the development set.

NEWS TS DEB REP Total

FA 1.7 0.7 0.2 0.4 0.8
MISS 2.1 1.3 0.7 0.8 1.3
SPKE 13.1 6.0 10.8 8.9 9.7
DER 16.9 8.2 11.6 10.1 11.9
Data (min) per detected speaker 0.4 4.0 2.1 0.5 0.9

Table 3
Results after the second decoding pass for CMLLR adaptation using
uniform segmentation. The total baseline SI WER was 22.24% (see Table 1).

Segment duration
(min)

0.5 1 5 10 Whole
recording

WER (%) 20.49 20.31 20.35 20.66 20.65

Table 4
Comparison of results after the second decoding pass for segment-based
CMLLR adaptation. The segments were determined (a) using uniform
segmentation with a duration of 1 min and (b) as speaker-homogeneous
based on the output from the speaker segmentation module. The total
baseline SI WER was 22.24% (see Table 1).

Program NEWS TS DEB REP total

Uniform segmentation for segment duration of 1 min

WER (%) 17.21 26.54 20.44 13.17 20.31
Rel. WERR over SI (%) 4.6 12.0 7.3 10.6 8.7

Segmentation based on speaker turn detection

WER (%) 17.56 26.25 20.58 13.36 20.40
Rel. WERR over SI (%) 2.7 13.0 6.7 9.3 8.3
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6.3. Cluster-based adaptation

To improve the results obtained so far, several different
approaches to cluster-based adaptation were adopted and
evaluated. In all instances, the SI decoding pass was first
carried out for every input recording. The resulting tran-
script was then used within the speaker diarization process
as a substitute for output of a speech/non-speech detector
and to produce a list of admissible change-points at bound-
aries of transcript elements.

The first experiment employed CMLLR with the SI
model as prior, to estimate one transformation matrix for
each determined speaker. The SI model and the resulting
adaptation matrices were then applied during the second
decoding pass similar to what was done in the previous
experiment.

Obtained results are presented in Table 5. They demon-
strate that cluster-based CMLLR yielded just 3.0% relative
WER reduction over segment-based CMLLR (from
20.40% to 19.79%). However, speaker clustering helped
particularly in the case of news, where segment-based
CMLLR was capable of reducing WER over the SI model
by only 2.1% (see the last row of Table 4).

The next goal was to investigate how to further improve
the results of cluster-based adaptation. Our motivation
stems from the fact that data available for determined
speakers across the whole recording exceeds the amount
of data in individual speaker homogeneous segments.
Hence we are not restricted to techniques suitable for situ-
ations dealing with a small amount of available adaptation
data, such as in the case of the CMLLR technique with a
single global transformation. Therefore at first, CMLLR
with four regression classes was employed instead of global
CMLLR to allow for more detail and more accurate esti-
mation of the linear transformation.

After that, global MLLR and MLLR with 4 regression
classes were employed for adaptation of mean vectors of
the SI model. The resulting speaker-specific models were
then used for transcription of appropriate speech segments
during the second decoding pass. It must also be noted that
all models created by MLLR have the same structure of
physical states, because they originate from one and the
same SI model. Therefore, they can be quickly and easily
swapped during decoding.

Finally, global MLLR was followed by MAP to allow
for more accurate adaptation of triphones with a higher
occurrence in the adaptation data.

Results of this experiment are presented in Table 6.
They are somewhat surprising as global CMLLR was not
outperformed by any other technique. Only a slightly
higher WER was reached by using CMLLR with regres-
sion classes while model-based techniques yielded even sig-
nificantly worse results.

6.4. Two-phase cluster-based adaptation

The positive conclusion of the previous experiment is
that cluster-based adaptation using all evaluated adapta-
tion methods leads to WER reduction over the baseline
SI model. Hence, the aim of the next experiment was to
investigate if it is possible to further improve the results
by combining some of these techniques.

This combination was based on a two-phase adaptation
approach, which was performed for each speaker as fol-
lows: In the first phase, the given SI model, all available
feature vectors assigned to the speaker and the correspond-
ing transcriptions were employed to estimate global
CMLLR as this technique yielded the lowest WER in the
previous experiment. After that, the output transformation
matrix was applied to transform all feature vectors of
adaptation data. The transformed features and the same
phonetic transcriptions as in the first phase were then used
for the second phase of adaptation. In this phase, the fol-
lowing three methods were utilized: CMLLR with regres-
sion classes and MLLR with and without regression
classes.

During the second decoding pass, global CMLLR was
applied on all feature vectors belonging to appropriate
speech segments at first. The transformed features were
then recognized using multiple CMLLR transforms or
the appropriately adapted model created by MLLR.

The conducted experiment is summarized in Table 7.
The table presents only the total WER values as the
obtained WER reductions were similar for all types of pro-
grams. The results demonstrate that just the two-phaseTable 5

Detailed results after the second decoding pass using cluster-based global
CMLLR adaptation. The total SI WER was 22.24% (see Table 1).
Segment-based CMLLR using speaker turn detection yielded WER of
20.40% (see Table 4).

Program NEWS TS DEB REP total

WER (%) 16.84 25.90 19.89 12.62 19.79
Rel. WERR over SI (%) 6.6 14.2 9.8 14.3 11
Rel. WERR over 4.1 1.4 3.4 5.5 3.0
Segm. CMLLR (%)

Table 6
Total results after the second decoding pass using various approaches for
cluster-based adaptation. The total SI WER was 22.24% (see Table 1).

Method Total WER (%)

Global CMLLR 19.79
CMLLR with four reg. classes 19.93
Global MLLR 20.66
MLLR with four reg. classes 20.28
MLLR + MAP 21.31

Table 7
WER (%) after the second pass using two-phase cluster-based adaptation.
One-phase cluster-based global CMLLR yielded WER of 19.79% (see
Table 5).

The method in the
second phase

CMLLR with four
reg. classes

Global
MLLR

MLLR
with four

WER (%) 20.11 19.71 19.75
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adaptation approach based on a combination of global
CMLLR and MLLR yielded lower WER than one-phase
adaptation. However, this WER reduction was negligible
while the computational complexity of the adaptation pro-
cess was two times higher, because it was necessary to pro-
cess the adaptation data twice.

6.5. The performance of gender dependent models

The next idea was to take advantage of gender depen-
dent models, since they should generally outperform the
SI model. Hence we performed a contrast experiment to
determine the performance of GD models at first. Within
the experiment, each speech segment was transcribed using
the appropriate gender-specific model according to the out-
put from the diarization module. The used GD models
were created from the SI model in several additional train-
ing iterations on gender-specific data. As the result of the
experiment, total WER of 21.68% was obtained. This value
proves better performance of GD models as the SI’s WER
was reduced by 0.56% absolutely.

6.6. The resulting adaptation approach

The resulting adaptation approach takes advantage of
all findings from the previous experiments. Therefore, the
approach

� relies on the use of GD models
� is cluster-based and employs global CMLLR, as this

method yielded better results than CMLLR with regres-
sion classes and MLLR (see Section 6.3).
� does not make use of two-phase adaptation due to a

negligible additional improvement in accuracy that this
technique brings (see Section 6.4).

The scheme of the entire adaptation process is depicted in
Fig. 3. It can be described as follows: At first, given the tran-
scripts from the first SI decoding pass, global CMLLR is
employed to estimate the transform for every speaker
detected by the diarization module. In contrast to previous
experiments, the appropriate gender-specific model is used
as initial for CMLLR. Both GD models and speaker-specific

transforms are then used in the second decoding pass,
where each transform is applied on all feature vectors
belonging to the corresponding speaker. When the amount
of adaptation data assigned to the given speaker is below
the threshold required for estimation of the transformation
matrix, only the appropriate GD model is used for decoding.
Moreover, GD models are created within the SAT scheme to
further improve recognition accuracy. The results obtained
using this approach (with and without SAT) are presented
in Table 8.

The upper part of the table shows that the use of GD
models as prior for adaptation reduced WER of cluster-
based CMLLR from 19.79% to 19.22%. This absolute
reduction by 0.57% is nearly the same as the value of
0.56% reached in the previous experiment (see Section 6.5),
where GD models were employed instead of the SI model
without any adaptation. The lower part of Table 8
demonstrates that the SAT procedure yielded further
WER reduction to 18.79%. This is absolute improvement
by 0.43%, which is similar to the improvement yielded by
GD models.

On average, the resulting approach reduced WER over
the SI model by 15.5% relatively. The best values of relative
WERR, 20.4% and 19.4%, were reached for recordings of
regional news reports and talks shows respectively. The
former recordings had the lowest baseline WER of
14.73% while the highest baseline WER of 30.18% was
reached for the latter data. This means that the obtained
gain in recognition accuracy is not as dependent on the
baseline accuracy as we had originally hypothesized. The
mentioned impact can rather be attributed to the speaker
diarization performance, as the news reports had the sec-
ond lowest DER of 10.1% and the lowest DER of 8.2%
was reached for talk shows. Moreover, the lowest relative
WERR of 11.9% was obtained for daily news where the
highest DER of 16.9% was yielded (all DER values are pre-
sented in Table 2).

In other words, there exists a negative correlation
between relative WERR and DER, which is illustrated
for all individual programs in Fig. 4. The correlation coef-
ficient of this dependency has a value of -0.39. We also
calculated the probability of getting a correlation as large
as -0.39 by random chance, when the true correlation is
zero. The obtained value of 4.6% proves that the negative
correlation is statistically significant.

We also performed an oracle experiment, where the
ground truth speaker labels were used instead of the ones
produced by the diarization engine. As a result, we
obtained just slight additional reduction in WER by
0.32% absolutely on average – like in our previous work
(Silovsky et al., 2012). The main reason is that the WERR
reached for programs with a low value of DER is on the
level of saturation (from speaker adaptation point of view)
and cannot be much improved even if speaker labels are
produced manually (i.e., with a low number of mistakes).

The last Table 9 presented in this section contains the
overview of the most important results reached on the

Fig. 3. The resulting cluster-based adaptation scheme uses global
CMLLR and GD models created within the SAT framework.
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development set. It shows in one place average values of
WER yielded by individual speaker adaptation approaches
that were described in the previous sub-sections.

6.7. Reduction of computational demands

Our final efforts were devoted to reducing computa-
tional demands of the entire proposed adaptation scheme.

The performed analysis showed that the total RTF of the
scheme is approximately 1.08 (measured while using one
core of a machine with Intel Core i7-2600K@3.4GHz).
However, the processes of speaker diarization as well as
CMLLR-based adaptation have only small RTFs of
around 0.1 and 0.05 respectively. The rest of the computa-
tion time is consumed by the first speech decoding pass.

To speed up the decoding in the first pass, we chose the
approach based on reduction of the lexicon’s size. The rea-
sons are twofold. First, the number of lexical items for
decoding can be adjusted by simply changing the appropri-
ate parameter in the decoder. Second, this approach
yielded good results in our preliminary study (Cerva
et al., 2011), where feature-based adaptation was per-
formed for manually prepared single speaker utterances
with a short average length.

In the current work, the lexicon’s size in the first pass
was limited in the range from 5k to 550k of the most fre-
quent words. The created transcriptions were then
employed for adaptation based on the approach described
in the previous subsection. All obtained results are summa-
rized in Table 10 and also depicted in Fig. 5 for illustration.

These results demonstrate that the number of lexical
items in the first pass can be restricted to the level of 20k

Table 8
Results after the second pass using the resulting cluster-based adaptation approach with and without application of SAT for GD models building. The
total initial SI WER was 22.24% (see Table 1). Global cluster-based CMLLR using the SI model as initial yielded WER of 19.79% (see Table 5).

Program NEWS TS DEB REP Total

Global cluster-based CMLLR using GD models as prior

WER (%) 16.30 25.13 19.44 12.12 19.22
Rel. WERR over cluster-based 3.2 3.0 2.3 4.0 2.9
CMLLR with the SI model (%)

Global cluster-based CMLLR using GD models created within SAT

WER (%) 15.89 24.44 19.22 11.73 18.79
Rel. WERR over cluster-based 5.7 5.6 3.3 7.0 5.0
CMLLR with the SI model (%)
Rel. WERR over SI (%) 11.9 19.0 12.8 20.4 15.5

Fig. 4. Obtained values of relative WERR (%) and DER (%) for individual programs from the development set. The results are presented in the
descending order according to relative WERR.

Table 9
Overview of the most important results reached on the development set
using different adaptation approaches.

Approachesused for recognition (adaptation) WER (%)

SI model without any adaptation 22.24

Segment-based approaches

Uniform segmentation (one-minute segm.) + glob. CMLLR 20.31
Speaker Turn Detection (STD) + glob. CMLLR 20.40
STD + GD models without CMLLR 21.68

Cluster-based approaches

STD + clustering + glob. CMLLR 19.79
STD + clustering + glob. CMLLRfollowed by glob. MLLR 19.71
STD + clustering + glob. CMLLR + GD models as prior 19.22
STD + clustering + glob. CMLLR + SAT GD models 18.79
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words. The recognition system then operates at 0.53 RTF
and although a very high WER of 38.90% is yielded, the
generated transcriptions are still accurate enough for
speaker diarization and the estimation of the CMLLR
transform: the reached 11.6% DER was slightly better than
DER obtained with the full lexicon and the yielded WER
of 18.85% after the second pass was slightly worse.

The reason for these results is the inflective character of
the Czech language, which has many word forms that often
differ in only one or several characters in the prefix, suffix
or word ending. Hence, during recognition with a restricted
lexicon, every missing word is usually substituted by a sim-
ilar word or by several short words that form together a
similar sequence of phonemes. This fact is illustrated in
the fourth row of Table 10, where Character Error Rate
(CER) is presented. For example, the absolute increase in
WER by 16.5% (from 22.24% to 38.9%) for the 20k lexicon
corresponds to the absolute increase in CER just by 7.63%
(from 7.59% to 15.52%). It is also evident that the limita-
tion of the lexicon’s size under the level of 20k words does
not bring any further significant RTF reduction, and that a
decrease in WER after the second pass was observed in this
case.

It should also be noted that in Cerva et al. (2011), a sim-
ilar decrease in WER was observed when the lexicon’s size
was limited to 40k words, which is a higher number. The
reason is that a smaller amount of adaptation data was
available (12.7 s on average) in this study, because the

process of adaptation was carried out for individual sin-
gle-speaker utterances and no speaker clustering module
was employed. In the current work, the average amount
of data per speaker is much higher: about 54 s.

7. Conclusions

The current paper describes a speaker-adaptive speech
recognition scheme that can be used to improve transcrip-
tion accuracy of spoken documents in situations when the
employed ASR system has to operate at a reasonable RTF.
Therefore, the proposed framework makes use of only two
recognition passes and takes advantage of speech tran-
scripts not only for adaptation, which is usual, but also
in the speaker diarization process. We showed that the pre-
liminary transcripts can be obtained using a lexicon with a
limited number of items to significantly speed up adapta-
tion without increasing DER and losing recognition accu-
racy after the second decoding pass.

Given the output from the diarization module, an exper-
imental study was performed for various radio programs in
order to find out the most suitable adaptation approach.
The resulting adaptation method is cluster-based and
employs global CMLLR transform, as this technique
yielded the lowest WER. The approach does not make
use of VTLN; it rather relies on GD models. These models
are used in the second decoding pass and as prior for
CMLLR instead of the SI model. Note that the relative
decrease in WER of 2.9%, which was obtained for clus-
ter-based CMLLR from the use of GD models, is similar
to the additional relative WER reduction of 3.3%, which
was yielded by combining CMLLR with VTLN in Cerva
et al. (2011). The obtained results also show that there is
a significant correlation between diarization accuracy and
the yielded WER reduction.
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4 Dealing with non-speech events

4.1 Speech activity detection in streamed data
The first two articles included in this chapter deal with the SAD task. They were
published within two consecutive TAČR projects dealing partially with 24/7 tran-
scription of TV/R streams. Both of these papers are thus devoted to the frame-wise
operation mode. Their main author is my former PhD student Lukáš Matějů. The
other author of the second article, František Kynych, is my current PhD student.

The first ICASSP paper [23] proposes an on-line SAD approach that utilizes
binary DNN-based classifier; its output is smoothed by a WFST-based decoder
(see also Sec. 2.2.2). The DNN is trained on 7 hours of various non-speech events
and/or noises, 30 hours of music recordings and 30 hours of clean speech utterances
belonging to several Slavic languages and English. Moreover, a data-set of mixtures
comprising speech and non-speech signals is also employed to further increase the
detection accuracy. This additional data is created artificially as follows: At first,
a larger set of non-speech recordings of a total length of 100 hours is prepared.
After that, every speech recording is mixed with a randomly selected non-speech
recording from the prepared set. Within this mixing, the volume of every non-
speech recording is increased or decreased to match the desired level of SNR (which
is also selected randomly from an interval between −30 dB and 50 dB). The decoder
employs a context-based transduction model, i.e., both speech and non-speech events
are modeled using sequences of three states.

The data used for development and evaluation consists of 6 hours of TV and
radio recordings in several Slavic languages, e.g., Czech, Slovak, Polish or Russian. It
contains not only clean speech segments but also segments with music, jingles and/or
advertisements. In this data, our approach is capable of detecting speech/non-speech
change points with the F-value of 52.7%. At the same time, the achieved frame error
rate (FER) is 2.4%. Given these results on the development set, the experimental
evaluation is also performed using standardized QUT-NOISE-TIMIT data-set for
SAD [24]. This approach yields state-of-the-art results in both low and medium
noise conditions while staying competitive under high noise conditions.

The method is also further tested from the ASR point of view by using two sets
of Czech broadcasts data. The first one contains 4 hours of recordings from a Czech
live news TV channel. Approximately 60% of the relevant content is speech. The
second set is compiled from 8 hours of broadcast of a Czech local radio station, from
which speech only makes up 10%.
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On these data-sets, the SAD module reduces WER from 12.7% to 12.4% and
from 17.9% to 14%, respectively. The reason is that it limits the insertions coming
from the non-speech parts and hardly omits any speech parts. At the same time, the
SAD module operates with low latency around 2s and reduces the computational
demands of the target transcription system significantly: the real-time factor of the
ASR module is around 1.0, while the SAD module operates with RTF of 0.1.

The second Interspeech paper [25] utilizes the x-vectors [26] as input features for
SAD. The motivation for this work stems from the fact, that in real applications
utilizing speaker diarization, these two systems must be employed over different
features (one for SAD and one for SD). This fact increases computation demands
and the complexity of the whole speech processing pipeline, which is undesirable.
This is namely true in systems designed for processing of streamed data. In our case,
an example of such a system is the platform for 24/7 monitoring of various TV and
radio streams (see also Sec. 6.1). In this type of application, the SAD module forms
the first block of the data-processing pipeline and its output, which consists of the
speech segments, is used for a) speaker diarization (followed by speaker recognition)
and b) speech transcription.

Within our method, the x-vectors are extracted by using a vectorized feed-
forward sequential memory network (FSMN) [27] and form an input into a com-
putationally undemanding binary classifier (with a sole hidden layer), whose output
is again smoothed by a WFST-based decoder. The employed FSMN architecture
allows us to model long-time dependencies in the input signal similar to recurrent
networks. However, its main advantage is that it eliminates the recursion by adding
several memory blocks with trainable weight coefficients into each layer of a stan-
dard feed-forward fully connected (FC) DNN. The memory blocks use a tapped-delay
line structure to encode the long context information into a fixed-size representa-
tion. That means that the FSMN layers are built on top of the context of the earlier
layers, the final context is thus a sum of the partial ones.

We train the FSMN extractor by using Voxceleb2 [28], “train-360-clean” part
of LibriSpeech [29] and 121 hours of clean Czech microphone recordings belonging
to 922 speakers. Moreover, the set of target speakers is also extended by the noise
class defined over the train part of the CHiME-4 dataset [30]. The binary classifier
is trained over the x-vectors, that are extracted from the data-set consisting of 30
hours of clean speech, 30 hours of music and 30 hours of artificially mixed speech
and music/noise recordings according to randomly chosen SNR (the same as in the
previous article). All these recordings are concatenated in a random order to contain
speech/non-speech transitions.

In comparison with the previous SAD module, the described approach yields
slightly better results on the same development set: F-value of 59.8% and FER of
2.2% are achieved. It also gets similar performance on broadcast data and similar
results on the QUT-NOISE-TIMIT data-set. However, the main advantage of this
method in comparison with the DNN-based approach is in the fact that the x-vectors
used for SAD can be employed simply also for speaker diarization or recognition in
the next stages of the data-processing pipeline.
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4.2 Recognition of speech with background music
The next two articles, published at ICASSP conferences, address the robustness of
ASR systems with respect to background music. My contribution to both of them
is the multi-condition training of the acoustic model.

The first work [31] investigates this type of training and autoencoders. Three
different multi-style models are trained based on piano and electronic music in the
background of the training speech. The training data for each of these models is
prepared as follows: at first, N desired SNR levels are selected. Subsequently, the
speech corpus (consisting of 132 hours of clean speech) is split into N +1 parts and
the first part is left undistorted. The corresponding music scaled to the predefined
average SNR level is added to all other parts. The average SNR is computed per
file of speech recordings, which usually corresponds to about two sentences.

The second approach relies on the removal of background music using a de-
noising autoencoder. Two types of auto-encoders are considered: a fully connected
autoencoder (FAE) and a convolutional network autoencoder (CAE). Each of them
accepts a sequence of 11 consecutive distorted feature vectors (each feature vector
consists of 39 filter bank coefficients) at their input layer and produce an estimate
of clean speech features on the output. During the training stage, the autoencoders
require pairs of undistorted and corrupted utterances (these are generated artifi-
cially as described in the previous paragraph). Their training minimizes the mean
square distance between the distorted input and the clean target. This criterion is
sensitive to scaling, thus we normalize both the training and test data (each feature
separately) to zero mean and unit variance. The same normalization values are
utilized later in the test phase. Our FCAE is constituted of three hidden layers,
with 1024 neurons in each layer. The CNAE topology differs in two aspects: 1) the
input layer; and 2) the substitution of the first hidden layer of the FCAE by two
convolutional layers.

The experimental evaluation is performed on the artificially generated data-set
at first. The set’s duration is 2.45 hours; it consists of dictated texts, recorded in a
silent environment via a close-talk microphone. We add to the speech various piano
music tracks with several SNR levels. The results obtained on this data show that
both studied techniques are able to compensate for the performance decrease (caused
by interfering music) encountered by a single-style baseline model. The accuracy
achieved by both techniques is comparable to matched train-test conditions and
simpler background music. However, the multi-condition models exhibit superior
accuracy for mismatched training-test scenarios (with unseen music genre and/or
SNR level) and for more complex background music.

The second test set’s duration is 17.5 minutes; it comprises real-world speech
recordings with music in the background. These recordings come from several sum-
maries given at the beginning of a news program in a radio. A track of electronic
music is present in their background. We estimate their average SNR level at about
10 dB. On this data, the multi-condition training as well as the CAE is capable to
reduce the baseline WER of 16.3% to 13.9%, while FAE yields slightly lower WER
reduction to 14.2%. Finally, it should also be noted that the important advantage
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of all the approaches studied is that they do not deteriorate the accuracy under
scenarios with clean speech (the decrease is about 3% only).

The second article [32] follows up on the previous work. It investigates the
suitability of the above-mentioned techniques under a scenario in which a very small
amount of labeled training speech is available (with a duration of about 1 hour).
This problem can be encountered, e.g., when building an ASR system for a new,
in particular under-resourced, language. Since speech labeling is costly and time-
consuming, we also investigate the possibility of improving the performance using a
larger amount of unannotated speech data. We compare the performance of these
under-resourced AMs to models trained using a large amount of labeled speech.

Next, we extend the portfolio of the investigated techniques to robust ASR.
First, we employ multi-condition training of convolutional acoustic models (MCT-
CAM). The goal is to take into account the advantages of convolutional topology
as reported in [33]. Second, we utilize joint training of the acoustic model and con-
volutional autoencoder (JMCT) as proposed in [34]. This approach fine-tunes both
the acoustic model and the feature enhancement by CAE: it explois the information
about the senone classification instead of optimizing just the squared error as in the
conventional training of CAE.

Finally, we also carry out a more detailed analysis of the autoencoder perfor-
mance with respect to its topology than in previous article. There we found that
the performance of FAE is comparable to the performance of CAE, assuming that
both networks have a comparable number of hidden units. This, however, bestows
the CAE with a lower number of free parameters. In this work, we show that CAE
yields better results than the FAE when broader convolutional layers and/or deep
networks are employed.

The performance of all these methods is again evaluated on artificial mixtures of
speech and music as well as using real-world radio shows. The obtained results lead
to four main conclusions which hold regardless of the amount of the training data
used: First, all investigated approaches are able to improve the results against the
baseline model. Second, the CAE is more suitable for noisy feature enhancement
than FAE. Third, when multi-condition training is employed, the convolutional AM
outperforms the feed-forward fully connected architecture. Finally, best results are
achieved using the joint training of the autoencoder and AM. This holds even when
comparing MCT-CAM and JMCT, which have similar topologies and sizes. This
means that a pre-trained CAE is suitable as the initial layers of the final acoustic
model when it is fine-tuned along with the weights of the AM.

The experiments performed using models trained on the small data-set further
show that models trained using a smaller amount of data exhibit lesser accuracy
and are less robust with respect to background music. An additional amount of
unannotated data can considerably improve the performance of any autoencoder
type. Moreover, it can also considerably improve the performance of JMCT-based
systems.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a new approach to online Speech Activity Detection
(SAD) is proposed. This approach is designed for the use in a system
that carries out 24/7 transcription of radio/TV broadcasts contain-
ing a large amount of non-speech segments, such as advertisements
or music. To improve the robustness of detection, we adopt Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs) trained on artificially created mixtures of
speech and non-speech signals at desired levels of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). An integral part of our approach is an online decoder
based on Weighted Finite State Transducers (WFSTs); this decoder
smooths the output from DNN. The employed transduction model
is context-based, i.e., both speech and non-speech events are mod-
eled using sequences of states. The presented experimental results
show that our approach yields state-of-the-art results on standard-
ized QUT-NOISE-TIMIT data set for SAD and, at the same time, it
is capable of a) operating with low latency and b) reducing the com-
putational demands and error rate of the target transcription system.

Index Terms— deep neural networks, speech activity detection,
weighted finite state transducers, speech recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech activity detection is a problem of identifying both speech and
non-speech segments in a sound recording. Over the years, various
SAD approaches have been proposed and an SAD module has usu-
ally formed an integral component of a signal pre-processing algo-
rithm in a wide range of tasks including, e.g., speech enhancement,
speaker identification and, of course, speech transcription. Most
of the existing SAD approaches are carried out in two subsequent
stages: feature extraction, and speech/non-speech classification.

In the former phase, the classic approaches for feature extrac-
tion utilize energy [1], zero crossing rate [2] or auto-correlation
function [3]. The family of more complex features, which have also
been successfully applied, include MFCCs [4, 5], multi-resolution
cochleagram features [6], multi-band long-term signal variability
features [7] or channel bottleneck features [8]. Note that in [9],
features based on the use of Deep Belief Networks (DBN) have
also been proposed. In practice, various combinations of individual
features are usually used to achieve the best possible results.

In the latter phase, various classification algorithms can be used,
such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [10] or Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMMs) [11, 12]. In recent years, various DNN archi-
tectures started to be employed more and more frequently includ-
ing fully connected feed-forward DNNs [5], Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) [13] or Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [14,
15]. More complex approaches such as jointly trained DNNs [16]

or boosted DNNs [6] have also been proposed. Moreover, in [17]
a combination of DNN and CNN is used. The output from a given
classifier can also be smoothed to further improve the accuracy of
the detection. Recently, various techniques such as the Viterbi de-
coder [5, 18] or WFSTs [19] have been applied for this purpose.

Most of the aforementioned works aim primarily at offline ap-
plications, because applying SAD in an online environment brings
further restrictions on the system, such as low computational de-
mands and latency. The approaches developed namely for the online
task include, for example, conditional random fields [18] or accurate
endpointing with expected pause duration [20]. Another approach
in [21] utilizes short-term features.

The goal of our efforts was to develop a SAD approach suitable
for a system that is deployed for online 24/7 transcription of more
than 80 TV and radio stations in several Slavic languages. From a
speech recognition point of view, this type of input data is specific
by containing a large amount of non-speech parts such as songs or
advertisements. This applies namely to some local radio stations,
whose broadcasts may contain only a few percent of speech seg-
ments. In this case, the utilization of an SAD module should reduce
the computation demands on the transcription system dramatically.

An SAD module suitable for our target task should a) operate
at a low level of Real-Time Factor (RTF), b) have a low latency,
and c) reduce the Word Error Rate (WER) of transcription. To meet
all these requirements at once, a new approach is proposed in the
present paper. It adopts a DNN classifier that is trained on a data set
created by mixing clean speech utterances with non-speech record-
ings at various desired levels of SNR. The output from DNN is then
smoothed using a decoder based on WFSTs. To ensure high quality
and accuracy of the detection, the employed transduction model is
context-based, i.e., both speech and non-speech events are modeled
as sequences of three consecutive states.

2. METRICS USED FOR EVALUATION

In this paper, three different overall accuracy metrics were used for
evaluation including Frame Error Rate (FER), Miss Rate (MR) and
False Alarm Rate (FAR) [5].

Moreover, the F-measure was utilized to evaluate the quality of
the change-point detection between speech/non-speech events given
the alignment between detected and reference boundaries [22].
Given the correctly detected boundaries (hits), it is also possible to
calculate an error value for each hit (in seconds) and sort all the
hits according to these values in ascending order. In this paper, the
measure δ2/3 is utilized, which expresses (in seconds) the maximal
error of the alignment for first two-thirds of the sorted (best) hits.
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3. THE PROPOSED SAD APPROACH

The SAD approach presented in this paper was developed in a series
of experiments described in the following subsections.

3.1. Data Used for Development

The data used for development and evaluation consisted of 6 hours
of TV and radio recordings in several Slavic languages, e.g., Czech,
Slovak, Polish or Russian. It contained not only clean speech seg-
ments but also segments with music, jingles and/or advertisements.
Annotation of this data was created within two consecutive phases:
speech/non-speech labels were produced automatically using the
baseline DNN-based SAD approach (see the next section) at first,
and then corrected by human annotators. In total, 70% of all frames
were marked as containing speech.

3.2. Baseline DNN-Based Approach

The baseline approach employed a deep neural network with a bi-
nary output (i.e., without any smoothing) which was trained using
the torch library1. The data for DNN training was composed of 7
hours of various non-speech events and/or noises, 30 hours of mu-
sic recordings and 30 hours of clean speech utterances belonging to
several Slavic languages and English.

The DNN had 5 hidden layers, each consisting of 128 neurons.
The ReLU activation function and mini-batches of size 1024 were
used within 10 epochs of training. The learning rate was set to 0.08.
39-dimensional log filter banks were used as features. The input vec-
tor for DNN had a length of 51 and was formed by concatenating 25
previous frames, the current frame, and 25 following frames. Local
normalization was performed within one-second windows.

The accuracy of the baseline approach is summarized in Table 1
(see its first row). It is evident that it missed approximately 4%
of speech segments. This fact affects the accuracy of the speech
transcription system negatively, as the segments incorrectly marked
as non-speech are not transcribed. Another problem of the base-
line detector is the time precision of the change-point detection: the
achieved value of δ2/3 is 0.42 s. This is also due to the fact that it
is sometimes hard even for human annotators to determine the exact
frame where a state change occurs. The baseline detector also pro-
duced a high number of false non-speech segments with a very short
duration of one or two frames.

3.3. Smoothing the Output from DNN

As mentioned in the previous section, the baseline detector classified
every input frame independently. On the other hand, every speech or
non-speech segment usually lasts for at least several frames. There-
fore, our next efforts were focused on smoothing the output from
DNN. For this purpose, weighted finite state transducers were uti-
lized using the OpenFst library2.

The resulting scheme consists of two transducers (see Fig. 1).
The first models the input signal. The other one is the transduction
model and represents the smoothing algorithm. It consists of three
states. The first state, denoted by 0, is the initial state. The transitions
between states 1 and 2 emit the speech/non-speech labels and are
penalized by penalty factors P1 a P2, respectively. Their values (500
and 500) were determined in several experiments not presented in
this paper. Note that these values were tuned on different data set.

1http://torch.ch
2http://www.openfst.org/twiki/bin/view/FST/WebHome
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Fig. 1. The transducers representing the input signal (upper) and the
basic smoothing model without any context (lower).

Given the two described transducers, the decoding process is
performed using on-the-fly composition of the transduction and the
input model of unknown size. This is possible since the input is con-
sidered to be a linear-topology, unweighted, epsilon-free acceptor.
After each composition step, the shortest-path (considering tropical
semi-ring) determined in the resulting model is compared with all
other alternative hypotheses. When a common path is found among
these hypotheses (i.e., with the same output label), the correspond-
ing concatenated output labels are marked as the final fixed output.
Since the rest of the best path is not known with certainty, it is de-
noted as a temporary output (i.e., it can be further refined).

The results obtained with the aid of the DNN-based approach
with smoothing are summarized in the second row of Table 1. They
show an overall significant boost in accuracy. For example, MR was
reduced from 3.7% to 2.2% and the value of δ2/3 from 0.42 s to
0.27 s.

3.4. Using Artificial Training Data

The level of MR yielded so far, i.e., around 2%, still leads to a small
increase in WER of a transcription system (e.g., from 13% to 14%),
as the speech frames incorrectly classified as non-speech are omit-
ted from transcription. The analysis we performed showed that the
detector specifically misclassified the speech segments with back-
ground noise. The reason for this behavior is that the speech data
used for DNN training so far were recorded in clean conditions (they
served originally for training of an acoustic model for speech recog-
nition systems).

Hence in the next step, the goal was to employ training data
containing non-speech events, such as music or jingles in the back-
ground. The lack of such annotated data forced us to create an ar-
tificial source by mixing 30 hours of clean speech with non-speech
recordings. For this purpose, a larger set of non-speech recordings
of a total length of 100 hours was prepared first. After that, every
speech recording was mixed with a randomly selected non-speech
recording from the prepared set. Note that every non-speech record-
ing used for mixing had to have the same or longer duration than
the given input speech recording (the selected non-speech record-
ing was trimmed to match the length of the speech recording) and
its volume was increased or decreased to match the desired level of
SNR (which was also selected randomly from an interval between
−30 dB and 50 dB).

The labeling of this artificial data was carried out automatically:
when SNR of the recording was higher than a defined threshold of
0 dB, the recording was marked as containing speech. In the opposite
case, the recording was labeled as non-speech.

The results after using only these 30 hours of mixed training
data are shown in the third row of Table 1. It is evident that this
approach led to an increase in F-measure and a significant reduction
in MR from 2.2% to 0.3%. Unfortunately, these improvements are
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Table 1. Summarized results of individual SAD approaches described in Sect. 3.
Approach FER MR FAR F-measure δ2/3

Baseline DNN-based 4.7% 3.7% 7.1% 0.3% 0.42 s
+ Basic smoothing 2.9% 2.2% 4.7% 28.5% 0.27 s

+ Artificial training data with noise 3.1% 0.3% 10.1% 41.3% 0.34 s
Modified artificial training data 2.4% 0.5% 7.2% 52.7% 0.26 s+ Context-based smoothing

all accompanied by an increase in FAR and, even more importantly,
an increase in δ2/3 from 0.27 s to 0.34 s. This negative fact motivated
us to further improve the smoothing algorithm.

3.5. Improved Context-Based Smoothing

The scheme of the improved smoothing transducer that utilizes con-
text is depicted in Fig. 2. In this case, both the speech and non-
speech events are represented as sequences of three states, where
the first and third states (the outer states) model the context. Simi-
larly to smoothing without any context, the penalties are defined just
for transitions between the speech and non-speech events, i.e., for
transition a) from the end state of speech (end S) to the start state
of non-speech (start NS), and b) from the end state of non-speech
(end NS) to the start state of speech (start S).

To prepare training data containing transitions between speech
and non-speech events, the data set from Sect. 3.4 was modified.
At first, two recordings were chosen randomly from the artificial
training set; one speech and one non-speech. After that, these two
recordings were joined in a random order. The resulting recording
then contained one of the two possible transitions (i.e., from speech
to non-speech or from non-speech to speech) and was annotated au-
tomatically as follows:

1. The number of transition frames was derived from the input
feature context window (25-1-25).

2. Only the 50 frames at the inner boundary of the two joined
recordings were annotated as transitional, i.e., using 25 labels
stop S followed by 25 labels start NS or 25 labels stop NS
followed by 25 labels start S.

3. All other frames were marked as either speech or non-speech.

The results of the experiment with the context-based smoothing
(see the fourth row of Table 1) show that this approach addresses the
issue of an increase in δ2/3, which has emerged due to the use of
the artificial training data (see the third row of Table 1). The value
of δ2/3 was reduced from 0.34 s to 0.27 s. At the same time, a
significant decrease in FAR, an increase in F-measure, and only a
slight decrease in MR by 0.2% was achieved when compared to the
previous experiment.

3.6. Evaluation on QUT-NOISE-TIMIT Corpus

The evaluation on QUT-NOISE-TIMIT corpus [23] shows the per-
formance of the proposed approach in comparison with five ap-
proaches already presented in [23] and two techniques reaching the
state-of-the-art results [24, 12]. The five approaches were: stan-
dardized VAD system ITU-T G.729 Annex B [25], standardized
advanced front-end ETSI [26], Sohn’s likelihood ratio test [27],
Ramirez’s long-term spectral divergence (LTSD) [28] and GMM
based approach with use of MFCC features [23]. The latter two
techniques were voice activity detection using subband noncircular-
ity (SNC) [24] and complete-linkage clustering (CLC) for VAD [12].

The QUT-NOISE-TIMIT corpus was designed for training and
evaluation of SAD systems in various noise scenarios and SNR lev-
els. The data set combines clean speech from TIMIT corpus [29]
with background noise recordings from QUT-NOISE data set [23].
The QUT-NOISE data set contains five types of background noises
(scenarios: cafe, home, street, car, reverb) each from two different
locations. Total amount of 600 hours were compiled and divided into
two groups (A, B). Each group contains recordings from all scenar-
ios in various SNR levels.

The training and testing protocols recommended for QUT-
NOISE-TIMIT corpus presented in [23] were followed. The train-
ing was done with prior knowledge of target environment SNR;
low noise (10, 15 dB), medium noise (0, 5 dB) and high noise
(−10, −5 dB). However no prior knowledge of target environment
scenario was utilized during the training phase. For each target
SNR, group A was used for training and group B for testing and
vice-versa. The proposed SAD module was trained as described in
Sect. 3 with the exception of the use of artificial training data.

Figure 3 presents the comparison of the proposed SAD mod-
ule and above introduced SAD approaches at three different noise
levels: low, medium and high. In addition to MR and FAR, Half-
Total Error Rate (HTER) was also evaluated. It is defined as equal-
weighted average of MR and FAR. The obtained results show that
our solution outperforms other SAD systems in low and medium
noise conditions. The absolute reduction in HTER is over 2% over
the previously best complete-linkage clustering approach. However,
the HTER is approximately 2% worse in high noise conditions. The
rest of the techniques are still being outperformed by a fair margin.

Our solution thus achieve state-of-the-art results in both low and
medium noise conditions while staying competitive in high noise
conditions on QUT-NOISE-TIMIT corpus.

4. RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED SAD APPROACH IN A
REAL SPEECH TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM

Given the findings and results from all previous experiments, the
resulting SAD approach with the context-based smoothing was eval-
uated in a real speech-transcription system.

For this purpose, two test sets of Czech broadcasts were uti-
lized. The first set represents 4 hours (22204 words) recorded from a
Czech live news TV channel. Approximately 60% of its content con-
sisted of speech segments. The length of the other set was 8 hours,
it contained 7212 words, and speech frames formed only 10% of its
content. This set represents broadcast of a Czech local radio station.

The transcription system employed an acoustic model based on
a Hidden Markov Model - Deep Neural Network (HMM-DNN) hy-
brid architecture [30], where the baseline Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) is trained as context-dependent, speaker-independent and
contains 3886 physical states. The data for training of this model
contained 270 hours of speech recordings. The parameters used for
the DNN training were as follows: 5 hidden layers with a decreas-
ing number of neurons per hidden layer (1024-1024-768-768-512),
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Fig. 2. The scheme of the WFST representing the context-based smoothing model.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of various SAD systems across QUT-NOISE-TIMIT corpus. HTER is defined as equal-weighted average of MR and
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ReLU activation function, mini-batches of size 1024, 35 training
epochs, learning rate 0.08. For signal parameterization, log filter
banks were used with context windows of 5-1-5 and local normal-
ization was employed within one-second windows.

The linguistic part of the system was composed of a lexicon and
a language model. The lexicon contained 550k entries with mul-
tiple pronunciation variants and the language model was based on
N-grams. For practical reasons (mainly with respect to the very large
vocabulary size), the system used bigrams. However, 20 percent of
all word-pairs actually include sequences containing three or more
words, as the lexicon contains 4k multi-word collocations. The un-
seen bigrams are backed-off by Kneser-Ney smoothing.

4.1. Experimental Results

Within the performed experiments, both test sets were transcribed a)
with and b) without the use of the SAD module. The obtained results
are presented in Table 2, which contains values of Word Error Rate
(WER) and Correctness (Corr) to show the transcription accuracy of
the system. To measure computational demands with and without
SAD, values of RTF (the ratio of the processing time to recording
length) are also presented.

Table 2. Evaluation of the proposed SAD approach in a real speech
transcription system.

Test set live news TV channel local radio station
SAD module Yes No Yes No

WER [%] 12.4 12.7 14.0 17.9
Corr [%] 89.7 89.7 88.5 88.4

RTF 0.42 0.77 0.08 0.83

The obtained results indicate that the utilization of the proposed
SAD approach was advantageous on both test sets. The yielded Corr
and WER show that the SAD module limited the insertions coming
from the non-speech parts and omitted hardly any speech parts.

The SAD module allowed the transcription system to operate
with improved accuracy and, at the same time, RTF was almost two
times, and more than ten times lower for the first and second test set,
respectively. Of course, the reason for this difference is that the data
in the second set contained fewer speech segments. Note that RTF of
the SAD module itself is around 0.01 and all presented RTF values
were measured using processor Intel Core i7-3770K @ 3.50GHz.

The transcription system complemented with SAD can also be
utilized for online transcription without any major delay, because its
latency is around 2 seconds.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new SAD approach suitable in offline as well as on-
line speech transcription systems is proposed. The approach utilizes

• a DNN-based classifier;

• training data created artificially by mixing speech and non-
speech recordings at various levels of SNR;

• a WFST-based decoder that smooths the output from DNN
using a context-based model in which both the speech and
non-speech events are represented as sequences of states.

The application of this approach to a real speech-recognition
system leads to a) a slight decrease in WER, and b) significant re-
duction in RTF of the whole transcription process. The latter advan-
tage is namely important for 24/7 monitoring of streams containing
a large proportion of music (e.g., local radio stations), where the
computational demands on the transcription system can be reduced
dramatically.
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Abstract
A new approach to speech activity detection (SAD) is presented
in this work. It allows us to reduce the complexity and computa-
tion demands, namely in services that process streaming speech,
where a SAD module usually forms the first block of the data
pipeline (e.g., in a platform for 24/7 broadcast transcription).
Our approach utilizes x-vectors as input features so that, within
the subsequent pipeline stages, these embedding instances can
also directly be employed for speaker diarization and recogni-
tion. The x-vectors are extracted by feed-forward sequential
memory network (FSMN), allowing for modeling long-time de-
pendencies; they thus form an input into a computationally un-
demanding binary classifier, whose output is smoothed by a
decoder. Evaluation is performed on the standardized QUT-
NOISE-TIMIT dataset as well as on broadcast data with large
portions of music and background noise. The former data al-
lows for comparison with other existing approaches. The latter
shows the performance in terms of word error rate (WER) and
reduction in real-time factor (RTF) of the transcription process.
Index Terms: x-vectors, speech activity detection, streamed
data processing, deep neural networks

1. Introduction
X-vectors allow mapping of variable-length utterances to fixed-
dimensional embeddings. They can be extracted using various
deep neural network (DNN) architectures and provide robust
representations when a large amount of training data is used. It
has recently been shown that these embeddings are able to en-
code various attributes of an input utterance including its length,
channel information, speaker’s gender, speaking rate or even
spoken content [1]. In [2], x-vectors were also successfully ap-
plied to the spoken language recognition task.

However, x-vectors were originally crafted for speaker
recognition [3]. The speaker characteristics encoded in the em-
bedding can also be utilized for speaker diarization (SD). In this
task, x-vectors are clustered using various techniques [4, 5].
The SD systems usually operate just over speech segments of
the input data. In some SD evaluation tracks [6], these segments
are extracted manually; in other tracks, as well as in practice, an
automatic SAD module must be used.

To the best of our knowledge, the existing SAD approaches
do not utilize x-vectors (see also Sec. 2). Therefore, two sys-
tems must be employed over different features (one for SAD
and one for SD) in real SD applications. This approach in-
creases computation demands and the complexity of the whole
speech processing pipeline, which is undesirable, particularly in
systems designed for processing streamed data. In our case, an
example of such a system is a platform for 24/7 monitoring of
various TV and radio streams, namely in Slavic languages (see
our multilingual radio monitoring application1). In this type of

1https://tul-speechlab.gitlab.io/

application, the SAD module forms the first block of the data-
processing pipeline and its output, consisting of the speech seg-
ments, is used for a) speaker diarization (followed by speaker
recognition) and b) speech transcription. In the latter task, the
SAD module allows us to reduce the computation demands dra-
matically as some broadcast streams contain large amounts of
non-speech parts, such as songs or advertisements.

In this work, we extend our previous investigations to the
use of x-vectors for speech activity (and overlapped speech) de-
tection [7] by presenting a complete SAD scheme, which is par-
ticularly suitable for the above-mentioned frame-wise process-
ing. The use of x-vectors emphasizes one of the advantages
of our approach because they can also be directly employed
for speaker diarization and recognition in the subsequent data
pipeline stages. Experimental results presented in Sec. 5 show
that our approach yields results that are similar to (or even better
than) the existing state-of-the-art SAD methods.

2. Related work
Most commonly, speech activity detection is run in two con-
secutive phases: feature extraction followed by speech/non-
speech classification. In the former phase, the more classical
approaches utilize, e.g., zero-crossing rate [8], energy [9], or
auto-correlation function [10]. Over the years, more complex
features including multi-resolution cochleagram features [11],
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [12], or pitch re-
lated features [13] have been applied with great success. Fur-
thermore, bottleneck features extracted from DNNs have been
proposed in [14]. In practice, various combinations of individ-
ual features are often used to achieve the best possible results.

In the latter phase, different classifiers can be employed,
including support vector machines [15] or Gaussian mixture
models (GMMs) [16, 17]. In recent years, various DNN archi-
tectures, such as fully connected (FC) feed-forward DNNs [12]
or convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [18] have frequently
been applied. The modeling power of recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs) has been exploited as well [19]. Specifically,
the long short-term memory (LSTM) RNNs [20, 21] have re-
cently gained a lot of popularity. More complex approaches,
e.g., boosted DNNs [11] or convolutional LSTM neural net-
works [22], have also been presented. Moreover, convolutional
gated recurrent unit (GRU) RNNs [23] have been utilized suc-
cessfully. Recently, an adaptive context attention model was
proposed in [24]. Finally, unsupervised approaches, such as
rVAD [25], have been applied as well.

To improve the accuracy of the speech activity detection,
the outputs from a given classifier can also be smoothed. Dif-
ferent techniques, such as the Viterbi decoder [12], weighted
finite-state transducers (WFSTs) [26], or temporal smoothing
layers, CNN or RNN (with bidirectional GRU) ones [27], have
been suggested for this purpose.



Table 1: The structure of FSMN-based x-vector extractor.

Layer Layer Total Input
context context x output

FSMN 1 `± 80 161 40× 1024
FSMN 2 `± 4 169 1024× 768
FSMN 3 `± 4 177 768× 512
FSMN 4 `± 4 185 512× 384
FSMN 5 `± 4 193 384× 256
FSMN 6 `± 4 201 256× 128

FC 1 ` 201 128× 128
Pooling `± 20 241 (41 · 128)× 128

FC 2 ` 241 128× 128
Softmax − 241 128×Nspeakers

3. Proposed approach
The proposed approach consists of three consecutive steps,
which are described in detail in the following subsections:

1. Extraction of x-vectors using DNN.

2. Classification of x-vectors into two classes.

3. Smoothing the output from the classifier by a decoder.

3.1. X-vectors extraction

In the first step, a vectorized variant of the FSMN [28] is em-
ployed for x-vectors extraction. This architecture allows us
to model long-time dependencies in the input signal similar to
RNNs, but it eliminates the recursion by adding several mem-
ory blocks with trainable weight coefficients into each layer of
a standard feed-forward FC DNN. The memory blocks use a
tapped-delay line structure to encode the long context informa-
tion into a fixed-size representation. That means that the FSMN
layers are built on top of the context of the earlier layers; the
final context is thus a sum of the partial ones.

The structure of FSMN used in this work is described in Ta-
ble 1, where the symbol ` denotes the current frame, on which
the temporal context is centered. The pooling layer computes
only the means of the frames (omitting the variances) in the con-
text of 41 consecutive frames. In all neurons, exponential linear
unit (ELU) is used as the activation function. On the input, each
frame of the signal is represented by 40 log filter bank coeffi-
cients (FBCs) computed from 25-ms-long frames with frame-
shifts of 12.5 ms each. Table 1 shows that the extractor operates
with a total context of 241 frames, which corresponds to 3.0125
seconds. Note that, within the context of the first layer (i.e.,
161 frames), cepstral mean subtraction (CMS) is applied and
the x-vectors are extracted after the pooling layer.

3.2. Binary classification of x-vectors

In the second step, the extracted embeddings are utilized by
a binary DNN-based classifier that produces probabilities for
the speech/non-speech classes. The basic and computationally
undemanding architecture of the classifier employs two feed-
forward FC hidden layers with 128 and 64 neurons. In Sec. 5.2,
we also present results for other topologies.

3.3. Smoothing using WFST-based decoder

For smoothing the output from the classifier, a WFST-based de-
coder is employed in the last step. Its advantage is that it rep-
resents a general smoothing concept and allows us to model
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Figure 1: The transducer (acceptor) representing the basic
transduction model used for speech/non-speech detection.

various sorts of smoothing approaches by merely choosing the
corresponding transduction model and the respective semi-ring.

The transduction model employed in this work is depicted
in Figure 1 and corresponds to the basic scheme that we have
proposed for SAD over FBCs with feed-forward FC DNN and
WFST-based decoder [29]. It consists of three states. The first
state, denoted by 0, is the initial state. The transitions between
states 1 and 2 emit the speech/non-speech labels and are penal-
ized by penalty factors P1 and P2, respectively. Their values
(100 and 100) were determined in several experiments not pre-
sented in this paper. More details about the decoding process
with WFST can be found in [30], where we have also applied
this type of smoothing to on-line language identification.

4. Experimental setup
4.1. Development data

For development purposes, a dataset consisting of 6 hours of
TV and radio recordings in several Slavic languages (Czech,
Slovak, Polish, and Russian) was constructed. These recordings
contain clean speech segments and segments with music, back-
ground noise, jingles, and advertisements. Annotations of this
data were at first created automatically (by our previous system)
and later corrected and fine-tuned by hand. In total, 70% of all
frames were marked as containing speech.

4.2. Evaluation metrics

Within this work, frame error rate (FER), miss rate (MR), and
false alarm rate (FAR) are utilized to evaluate the overall frame
accuracy of SAD [12]. Additionally, the quality of change-point
detection (between speech and non-speech segments) given the
alignment between detected and reference boundaries is ex-
pressed by the F-measure (Fm).

5. Experimental evaluation
5.1. X-vector extraction

The opening set of experiments is focused on the first step
of the proposed approach: three different x-vector extractors
based on the FSMN topology are investigated. In the first case,
speech x-vectors (denoted by xvs below) were calculated for
all (7237) individual training speakers as usual. The training
data consisted of Voxceleb2 [31], ”train-360-clean” part of Lib-
riSpeech [32] and 121 hours of clean Czech microphone record-
ings belonging to 922 speakers. In the second case of the xvs+n

extractor, the set of target speakers was extended by the noise
class defined over the train part of the CHiME-4 dataset [33].
Finally, one special class representing music was also added.
The resulting extractor is denoted by xvs+n+m; the music data
used for training contain 31 hours of various music recordings.

Given all these three types of extractors, three two-layer bi-
nary classifiers (see also Sec. 5.2) have been trained. The train-



Table 2: Results of different x-vector extractors in comparison
with FBCs on the development dataset.

approach FER[%] MR[%] FAR[%] Fm[%]

xvs 2.6 0.8 7.1 52.9
xvs+n 2.2 0.7 6.0 59.3
xvs+n+m 2.2 0.8 5.8 58.8

FBCs + DNN 2.5 0.5 7.7 54.3
FBCs + FSMN 2.6 0.5 8.2 53.2

ing dataset consists of 30 hours of clean speech, 30 hours of
music and 30 hours of artificially mixed speech and music/noise
recordings according to randomly chosen signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). All of these recordings are also concatenated in a ran-
dom order to contain speech/non-speech transitions. For an-
notations, music recordings and the segments with SNR lower
than 0 dB are labeled as non-speech and the rest as speech. Fi-
nally, the outputs of the classifiers are smoothed by the WFST-
based decoder (see Sec. 3.3 for more details).

The results are summarized in Table 2. They show that all
three x-vector extractors lead to a very low level of MR as well
as FER. In terms of F-measure, the xvs+n extractor yields the
best results as the additional noise class improves the perfor-
mance for more noisy segments. On the other hand, additional
music class does not yield any further improvements.

The last two rows in Table 2 are dedicated to comparison
with the approach we presented in [29]. It analogically em-
ployed a DNN-based binary classifier and a WFST-based de-
coder smoothing the outputs of the DNN. The main difference
is that the classifier was trained directly on FBCs. The DNN
has five hidden layers, each with 128 neurons, and the ReLU
activation function is utilized. To allow fair comparison with
the SAD module proposed in this work, the same context is
used, i.e., the input feature vector is formed by concatenating
50 previous frames, the current frame (39-dimensional FBCs),
and the 50 following frames. Local normalization has also been
performed as for the x-vectors within a two-second window.

Finally, we also trained an FSMN-based classifier with the
corresponding parameters.

The results in the last two rows in Table 2 show that
the DNN- and FSMN-based baselines perform comparably but
yield outcomes that are overall worse than those of the x-vector
systems (the only exception is given by the lower MR values).

5.2. Binary classification

To evaluate the second step in the proposed approach, several
different NN architectures varying in the complexity have been
explored for binary classification.

The basic topology with 2 hidden layers (denoted as DNN-
2HL) is described in Sec. 3.2 and was used in all previous exper-
iments. The less complex variants include a) simple NN with-
out any hidden layer (NN-0HL) and b) NN with one hidden
layer with 128 neurons (NN-1HL). The latter network proved
to be efficient for detecting overlapped speech in our previous
study [7]. On the contrary, the more complex topology is repre-
sented by DNN with five hidden layers (DNN-5HL), each with
128 neurons (it corresponds to the classifier used in the previ-
ous experiments over FBCs). This DNN was trained with a)
zero input context and b) 0.5-second context window (i.e., 25
previous frames, the current frame, and 25 following frames).
In addition, two more complex architectures, time-delay neu-

Table 3: The performance of various binary classifiers over
xvs+n extractor.

classifier FER[%] MR[%] FAR[%] Fm[%]

zero input context

NN-0HL 2.2 0.9 5.5 59.7
NN-1HL 2.2 0.8 5.9 59.8
DNN-2HL 2.2 0.7 6.0 59.3
DNN-5HL 2.4 0.6 7.0 54.1

0.5-second input context

DNN-2HL 2.4 0.7 6.8 52.6
TDNN-5HL 2.8 0.5 8.4 57.6
FSMN-5HL 2.4 0.6 7.0 60.8

Table 4: The effect of smoothing the binary classifier’s output
on the performance of SAD.

smoothing FER[%] MR[%] FAR[%] Fm[%]

none 4.2 2.5 8.6 0.5
MA 1 s 2.8 0.9 7.8 32.2
MA 2 s 2.8 0.6 8.4 48.5
MA 3 s 3.0 0.5 9.3 40.0
WFST 2.2 0.8 5.9 59.8

ral network (TDNN) and FSMN, both having five hidden layers
with 128 neurons per layer, have also been evaluated.

Based on the obtained results (see Table 3), several conclu-
sions can be made. First, no additional input context is needed
for classification as the x-vectors already encode long context
information in the FSMN topology. Second, the deeper DNNs
do not yield any further significant improvements over the cor-
responding shallower architectures. Third, the FSMN-based
classifier achieves the highest F-measure at the cost of worse
FER and much higher computational demands. To sum it up,
we have chosen the NN-1HL classifier for further experimen-
tal evaluation as it represents a compromise between the SAD
performance and computational demands.

5.3. The effect of smoothing

The third experiment is aimed at the last step of the proposed
approach, i.e., smoothing the output of the classifier. Here, we
show the importance of the WFST-based smoothing by compar-
ing it to smoothing with moving average (MA; with different
lengths of the window) as well as to no smoothing at all.

The results are presented in Table 4. They clearly show that
the WFST-based decoder yields the best results in FER, FAR,
and F-measure by a large margin. The necessity of smoothing is
demonstrated in the first row, corresponding to no smoothing. In
this case, the non-stop changes between speech and non-speech
segments resulted in an extremely small value of the F-measure.

6. ASR results
Given the results from evaluation on the development data,
the resulting SAD approach has also been evaluated in a real
speech-transcription system. This system utilizes an FSMN-
based acoustic model, an n-gram language model and a lexicon
containing 400k of the most frequent Czech words. Two dis-
tinct Czech datasets have been used. The first one consists of
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Figure 2: A comparison among different SAD approaches across the QUT-NOISE-TIMIT corpus. The contributions of MR and FAR to
HTER bars are displayed by darker and lighter shades, respectively.

Table 5: The influence of the proposed SAD approach on the
performance of an ASR system.

SAD WER RTF WER RTF

TV news local radio

none 14.7 0.67 65.2 0.76
xvs+n 11.0 0.33 13.6 0.06
FBCs + DNN 11.1 0.33 14.3 0.06

xvs+n with red. context 11.4 0.32 14.4 0.06

four hours (22k words) of recordings from a live news TV chan-
nel, and approximately 60% of its content is speech. The other
dataset comes from a local radio station. Its length is 8 hours
(7k words), and only 10% of its duration is formed by speech.

The achieved results in terms of WER and RTF are pre-
sented in the first three rows in Table 5. They show that the
proposed SAD module has slightly outperformed the similar
module based on DNN and FBCs. The decrease in WER in-
dicates how effectively the insertions are limited in non-speech
parts and hardly omit any speech. Furthermore, the RTF has
improved 2 and 12 times on the news and radio test sets, re-
spectively. The RTF value of the SAD approach itself is 0.01.
Note that the presented RTF values have been measured using
processor Intel Core i7-3770K @ 3.50GHz.

Finally, it should also be noted that the latency of the SAD
module is 3.2 seconds (out of which 1.7 seconds is caused by
the decoder). This value may be considered too large for online
applications (e.g., subtitling). For this reason, we have tried to
reduce the latency by 0.75 seconds, taking a quarter of the con-
text for the first fixed layer of the x-vector extractor. This op-
eration has led to just a slight and acceptable decrease in WER
(see the last row in Table 5).

7. Results for QUT-NOISE-TIMIT
A QUT-NOISE-TIMIT [17] corpus has been utilized to com-
pare the proposed approach with five systems already presented
in [17], two newer techniques [34, 35], and the DNN-based
classifier with WFST-based smoothing described in Sec. 5.1.
The five original approaches were: standardized advanced
front-end ETSI [36], standardized VAD system ITU-T G.729
Annex B [37], Sohn’s likelihood ratio test [38], Ramirez’s
long-term spectral divergence (LTSD) [39] and GMM-based ap-
proach over MFCCs [17]. The latter two techniques were VAD
using subband noncircularity (SNC) [34] and complete-linkage

clustering (CLC) for VAD [35].
The training and testing protocols for QUT-NOISE-TIMIT

corpus were followed, as recommended in [17]. During the
training, the only prior knowledge given to the system was the
target environment SNR, low noise (10, 15 dB), medium noise
(0, 5 dB) or high noise (−10, −5 dB). The proposed SAD ap-
proach was trained as described in Sec. 3, i.e., xvs+n extrac-
tor followed by a classifier with just one hidden layer and with
WFST-based smoothing applied. The one exception was the use
of only QUT-NOISE-TIMIT data for training of the classifier.

Figure 2 depicts the obtained results in all target SNR envi-
ronments: low, medium and high. In addition to MR and FAR,
half-total error rate (HTER) has also been reported. It is defined
as equal-weighted average of MR and FAR. The results show,
that in all noise conditions, the proposed approach outperforms
most other SAD systems by a large margin. The only exception
is the DNN-based approach over FBCs, which yields a slightly
better performance.

8. Conclusions
In this paper, a new SAD approach suitable for processing
streamed data is proposed. The method utilizes FSMN-based
x-vectors as the input features to a computationally undemand-
ing binary classifier (with only a single hidden layer), whose
output is smoothed by a WFST-based decoder.

The results achieved on the development set and the QUT-
NOISE-TIMIT corpus show that the proposed method yields
state-of-the-art results and is capable of outperforming many
other approaches while operating in a frame-wise mode and
with possibility of on-line use. It also has a similar performance
as a directly comparable approach based on DNN-based clas-
sifier (but over FBCs) with WFST-based smoothing. However,
the main advantage of our method in comparison with the DNN-
based approach is implied by the fact that the x-vectors used for
SAD can also be simply employed for SD or recognition in the
subsequent stages of the data-processing pipeline.

Finally, additional experiments performed in an ASR sys-
tem have proved that the use of the method allows us to reduce
the WER value and significantly improve the RTF level of the
transcription process.
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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the task of Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) with music in the background, where the accuracy of recog-
nition may deteriorate significantly. To improve the robustness of
ASR in this task, e.g. for broadcast news transcription or subtitles
creation, we adopt two approaches: 1) multi-condition training of
the acoustic models and 2) denoising autoencoders followed by
acoustic model training on the preprocessed data. In the latter case,
two types of autoencoders are considered: the fully connected and
the convolutional network.

Presented experimental results show that all the investigated
techniques are able to improve the recognition of speech distorted
by music significantly. For example, in the case of artificial mixtures
of speech and electronic music (low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
of 0 dB), we achieved absolute improvement of accuracy by 35.8%.
For real-world broadcast news and a high SNR (about 10 dB), we
achieved improvement by 2.4%. The important advantage of the
studied approaches is that they do not deteriorate the accuracy in
scenarios with clean speech (the decrease is about 1%).

Index Terms— Robust recognition, background music, feature
enhancement, denoising autoencoder, multi-condition training.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the research in automatic speech recognition (ASR) is
focused on robustness of the performance with respect to difficult
environmental conditions. These include, e.g., distant microphones,
concurrent speech or background interference. In some applications,
such as online 24/7 monitoring of broadcast media, one of the most
often encountered background interferences is music.

Two basic approaches exist which introduce the robustness to
background interference into ASR. The first approach consists in uti-
lization of the multi-condition training of the acoustic models. Here,
the distorted speech signals are included in the training set, i.e., the
model incorporates knowledge on the possible interference. The dis-
advantage here is the difficulty of including all possible noise types
in the training data, which are later encountered within test environ-
ments [1]. Considering environmental noise, this approach was re-
ported to obtain high performance in [2]. Besides additive noise, this
technique was demonstrated to be beneficial for reverberated speech
in [3, 4].

The other approach is to perform input speech (or feature) pre-
processing, in order to separate the speech from the interference.
The ASR is performed on the enhanced signal / features. An ef-
ficient speech separation can be achieved using denoising autoen-
coders, such as those proposed for environmental noises in [5]. The

This work was supported by the Technology Agency of the Czech Re-
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benefits of autoencoders for ASR was shown in [6]. Here, the car
and factory noises were considered. The performance of multichan-
nel autoencoders was demonstrated on the Chime-2 challenge [7]
datasets in [8].

The front-end preprocessing usually introduces distortions into
enhanced data, which are not observed by the acoustic model trained
on the clean data. To mitigate, the enhancement is usually applied
on both training and test data and a new acoustic model is trained on
the enhanced dataset. This is shown for environmental noises, e.g.,
in [9].

When comparing the two above-mentioned approaches, some
studies get superior results using front-end denoising [10], while oth-
ers favor the multi-condition training [2].

Focusing specifically on separation of background music, Non-
negative Matrix Factorization (NMF, [11, 12, 13]) is often utilized. A
direct application to robust ASR was proposed in [14], introducing a
probabilistic approach based on a catalog of prepared music samples.
The utilization of autoencoders for music-robust ASR was proposed
in [15]. That paper compares utilization of the fully connected and
convolutional networks. It demonstrates that the autoencoder is ca-
pable of learning features to discriminate between music and speech.
Moreover, the method is shown to be largely language-independent.

Relation to prior work: The above mentioned techniques are
usually employed in the context of environmental background noise.
In this paper, we specifically focus on background music. We extend
the analysis of the denoising autoencoders from [15] and compare
the autoencoders directly to multi-condition training [2]. We aim to
determine more suitable approach for music-robust ASR. Compared
to [15], where autoencoders were trained for a specific musical piece,
we train more general models using broad range of artificial mix-
tures of speech and various music. Considered genres range from
classical music to electronic tunes. We study the robustness of the
models with respect to unseen test conditions (varied music genres
and energy of background music) and confirm the functionality on
real-world radio broadcast shows.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DATA DESCRIPTION

We focus on robustness of ASR to music present in the background
of the speech. All of the considered training data are generated arti-
ficially, by summation of the speech and music signal. We analyze
different scenarios, with respect to average Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) and the included music genres.

We consider a Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recogni-
tion (LVCSR) task. Due to the data most readily available to us, we
focus on Czech language, without any loss of generality to the in-
vestigated problems. Our training set consists of 132 hours of Czech
speech.
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Table 1. Setup of the training set for multi-style acoustic models and respective autoencoders
Dataset (genre) N SNR levels Music styles included

Piano 1 3 clean, 10, 5, 0 Classical piano
Piano 2 7 clean, 10, 5, 0,−5,−10,−15,−20 Classical piano

Electronic 3 clean, 10, 5, 0 Ambient, dance, down-tempo, chillout or idm

Table 2. Setup of the artificially generated test sets
Dataset (genre) SNR levels Music styles included

Clean clean None
Test:Piano 10, 0,−10,−20 Classical piano
Test:Violin 10, 0,−10,−20 Piano and violin compositions
Test:Electro 10, 5, 0,−5 Ambient, dance, down-tempo, chillout or idm

The music we utilize in generation of the training dataset
originates in a database of free music tracks at the Free Music
Archive [16]. We use the Piano tracks (duration 33 minutes) and a
broad set of Electronic music (667 minutes). The latter set consists
of genres such as ambient, dance, down-tempo, chillout or idm. The
piano music provides the easier scenario; the music covers partly
different frequency bands than the speech, with only a single instru-
ment present. The mixtures are intelligible even for very low SNR.
As a more difficult scenario, we select the electronic music, because
it resembles the background music of the TV shows.

3. PROPOSED ROBUSTNESS-INTRODUCING
TECHNIQUES

We consider two techniques: 1) the multi-condition training of the
acoustic model; and 2) the removal of background music using a
denoising autoencoder and subsequent acoustic model training on
the processed data. We consider two types of autoencoders: a fully
connected and the convolutional network.

The configuration of hyper-parameters for all acoustic models
corresponds to the best performance in preliminary experiments with
undistorted data. The configuration for autoencoders was selected
based on preliminary experiments with a fully connected network
on dataset Piano 1 (see Table 1).

3.1. General acoustic model structure

Apart from the training data, the acoustic models for both ap-
proaches are similar, based on Hidden Markov Model - Deep Neural
Network (HMM-DNN) hybrid architecture [17]. The underlying
Gaussian Mixture Model is trained as context dependent, speaker
independent and contains 2219 physical states.

For feature extraction, filter bank coefficients [18] are computed
using 25 ms frames of signal with frame shifts of 10 ms. To nor-
malize the features, Cepstral Mean Subtraction ([19], CMS) with a
floating window of 1 s is employed. The input for DNN consists
of 11 consecutive feature vectors, 5 preceding and 5 following the
current frame.

The Torch library [20] is used for the DNN training, which has
a fixed duration of 20 epochs. The networks are fully connected
and have feed-forward structure with 5 hidden layers. The activation
function is ReLU . Each hidden layer consists of 768 units. The
mini-batch size is 1024 input vectors and the learning rate is 0.08.

As our baseline model, we consider a single-style acoustic
model, trained on an undistorted instance of the training dataset.

3.2. Multi-condition training of acoustic model

To train the multi-condition model, we prepare each dataset in the
following way. We select N desired SNR levels (details are provided
in Table 1). Subsequently, we split the speech corpus into N + 1
parts. The first part is left undistorted. To all other parts we add
corresponding music, scaled to the predefined average SNR level.
The average SNR is computed per one file of speech recordings,
which usually corresponds to about two sentences ( about 20 words).

We study three different multi-style models, based on Piano and
Electronic music in the background of the training speech; details
are provided in Table 1. The two piano-based training sets differ
in energy levels of the noise; we aim to study influence of unseen
noise-intensity conditions. In the experiments, we will denote the
multi-condition models by notation MC:Train set, e.g., MC:Piano 1.

3.3. Fully connected feed-forward denoising autoencoder

Our fully connected denoising autoencoder is a feed-forward deep
neural network, where all neurons in the lower hidden layer are con-
nected to all neurons in the higher layer. It accepts distorted fea-
tures at its input layer. The output is an estimate of clean speech
features. During the training stage, the autoencoder requires pairs
of corrupted and undistorted utterances. In this work, the undis-
torted data consists of 132 hours of training Czech speech (similar
to acoustic model training) and its distorted counterpart is generated
artificially, in a manner described in Section 3.2

The autoencoder is trained using the filter bank features (similar
to acoustic model training). The training minimizes the mean square
distance between the distorted input and the clean target. This cri-
terion is sensitive to scaling, thus we normalize both training and
test data (each feature separately) to zero mean and unitary variance.
The same normalization values are utilized later in the test phase.

Our autoencoder is constituted of three hidden layers, with 1024
neurons in each layer. We use the ReLU activation function, a learn-
ing rate of 0.03 and a batch size of 512 samples. The training is
always stopped after 20 epochs.

We denote models trained on the data processed using a
fully connected autoencoder by the notation AE:Train set, e.g.,
AE:Piano 1; the setups are summarized in Table 1.

3.4. Convolutional denoising autoencoder

The convolutional autoencoder represents another network topology,
in which the neurons in the higher hidden layer have connections
to only several neurons in the lower layer. This model has been
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proposed for acoustic modeling and feature extraction in ASR con-
text in [21, 22]. Its advantages over a fully connected network in-
clude: easier modeling of translational variance within speech sig-
nals, which exist due to different speaking styles [23], and modeling
of local correlations within spectral representations of the speech.

We denote models trained on data processed by convolutional
autoencoder by the notation CAE:Train set, e.g., CAE:Piano 1; the
setups are summarized in Table 1.

The input feature vectors, targets, the training dataset, the acti-
vation functions and optimizing criterion remain the same as for the
AE. The topology of the two autoencoders differ in two aspects: 1)
the input layer; and 2) the substitution of the first hidden layer of the
AE by two convolutional layers in CAE (the number of hidden units
remains constant).

The input of CAE consists of 11 feature maps, which correspond
to 11 following frames in the input feature vector. Each feature
map is 39 elements long (number of filter bank features for a sin-
gle frame). The convolutional kernel in both layers is of size 5 × 1
(i.e., the weights are shared in frequency only). Between the convo-
lutional layers, there is a max-pooling layer; we use max-pooling by
factor of 3. The first hidden layer has 13 feature maps (i.e., 13× 39
hidden units) and the second one 39 (i.e., 39× 13 hidden units).

4. EXPERIMENTS

We report the results of our experiments via recognition accuracy
[%]; all improvements are stated as absolute.

4.1. Description of the test set

We consider two types of data involved in our experiments: 1) The
artificially generated data; and 2) the real-world speech recordings
with music in the background.

The generated datasets share common test speech recordings.
The set has a duration of 2 hours and 44 minutes (13622 words)
and it consists of dictated texts, recorded in a silent environment via
close-talk microphone. To the speech, we add piano tracks (8 min-
utes), piano and violin compositions (2 hours and 24 minutes) and
electronic music (40 minutes) with various SNR levels. We concate-
nate the available music as is necessary, to create background for the
whole test-speech set. For each scenario with a specific music type
and SNR level, we replicate the whole test dataset. Details of the
resulting datasets are summarized in Table 2. The piano and violin
compositions represent mismatched training-test conditions for all
variants of acoustic models. For Test:Electro dataset, the very low
SNR levels are omitted, because the scenario is too complicated then
(unintelligible even for human listener).

The real-world dataset was created by the authors solely for the
purposes of this paper and consists of 17 minutes and 22 seconds
of speech (2222 words), recorded from a digital broadcast of a local
radio station (Radiožurnál [24]). The speech comes from several
summaries, which are given at the beginning of the news program. A
track of electronic music is present in the background. We estimate
the average SNR level at about 10 dB.

4.2. Employed recognition engine

We use our own ASR system; its core is formed by a one-pass speech
decoder performing a time-synchronous Viterbi search.

The linguistic part of the system consists of a lexicon and a lan-
guage model. We use two types of language models: 1) A model
originating from newspaper texts for the scenarios with simulated

data; and 2) A model originating from broadcast transcriptions for
the scenario with real-world data.

The lexicon contains 550k entries (word forms and multi-word
collocations) that were observed most frequently in the corpora cov-
ering newspaper texts. The employed Language Model (LM) is
based on N-grams. Due to the very large vocabulary size, the sys-
tem uses bigrams. Our supplementary experiments showed that the
bigram structure of the language model results in the best ASR per-
formance with reasonable computational demands.

4.3. Matched training-test conditions

Here, we discuss performance achieved in scenarios with music gen-
res and SNR levels available during training. See Tables 3 and 4,
numbers styled in bold italics.

The baseline model achieves recognition accuracy of 85.0% on
undistorted data. For this case, the robust models achieve compa-
rable results (degradation by 0.1 − 1.1 %), i.e., the robustness on
distorted data is not achieved at the cost of worse performance on
clean speech.

Within the Test:Piano, the accuracy of the baseline model dete-
riorates with increasing amounts of added background music. The
decrease is 16.9% for the SNR level at 0 dB. All considered robust
techniques achieve much lower degradation (1.3 − 2.2%). Com-
paring MC models and AE/CAE models, their results are compara-
ble. The performance of more general models Piano 2 (trained on
a broader range of SNR levels) is comparable to the more specific
Piano 1.

In the Test:Electro scenario, the accuracy of the baseline model
deteriorates even more noticeably. The decrease is 46.1% for the
SNR level at 0 dB. The robust techniques are able to improve this
result by up to 35.8%. The model MC:Electronic achieves signifi-
cantly better results than AE:Electronic and CAE:Electronic, espe-
cially at lower SNR levels (9.1% and 12.3% at SNR 0 dB, respec-
tively). We hypothesize that the autoencoders require more training
data, when complex multi-instrumental music is considered. Con-
sidering higher number of hidden units in AE/CAE for this scenario,
a complimentary experiment (omitted due to lack of space) showed
some increase in the accuracy, but not up to the levels of MC.

Table 3. Accuracy [%] achieved on the Test:Piano dataset. The
numbers styled in bold italics denote matched train-test conditions;
normal font denotes unseen SNR levels.

Model SNR levels
clean 10 0 -10 -20

Baseline 85.0 82.0 68.1 41.4 16.4
MC:Piano 1 84.9 84.5 83.5 77.7 52.3
AE:Piano 1 84.8 84.6 83.4 77.2 52.6

CAE:Piano 1 84.8 84.5 83.3 77.9 54.4
MC:Piano 2 84.8 84.3 83.7 81.6 72.3
AE:Piano 2 83.8 83.5 82.8 79.3 67.6

CAE:Piano 2 83.9 83.7 82.8 80.1 70.3

4.4. Mismatched training-test conditions

This section discusses scenarios, in which the systems were exposed
to data with unseen SNR levels (negative SNR in Tables 3 and 4), and
unobserved music genres (piano and violin compositions in Table 5).

Within the Test:Piano, the accuracy baseline model falls to
16.4%. All Piano 1 models are able to partly improve by up to
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Table 4. Accuracy [%] achieved on the Test:Electro dataset. The
numbers styled in bold italics denote matched train-test conditions;
normal font denotes unseen SNR levels.

Model SNR levels
clean 10 5 0 -5

Baseline 85.0 78.9 65.1 38.9 18.4
MC:Electronic 84.8 83.6 81.6 74.7 53.1
AE:Electronic 84.5 82.3 78.6 65.6 38.4

CAE:Electronic 84.1 81.9 77.8 62.4 36.2

38% (SNR level −20 dB). The CAE:Electronic achieves the highest
accuracy for very low SNR. The access to data with negative SNR
levels (i.e., the Piano 2 models) during training improves the results
considerably, improving the baseline performance by up to 55.9%.

In the Test:Electro scenario, the baseline model performs poorly,
below 18.4% accuracy. Even the robust techniques are only par-
tially able to compensate the difficult acoustic conditions, achieving
53.1% accuracy, for SNR level −5 dB. The MC:Electronic performs
substantially better than both autoencoder models (by up to 14.7%).
This corroborates the lower performance of autoencoders in more
difficult scenarios.

The results achieved on Test:Violin demonstrate that the studied
techniques are functional on unobserved music genres and improve
their accuracy over the baseline recognizer (up to 24.3% at a SNR
level of 0 dB). The MC models are more robust with respect to un-
seen music genres than the AE/CAE models.

Considering the positive SNR levels, the best results are achieved
using MC:Electronic model, trained on the broadest spectrum of
music genres. This indicates that for the sake of scenarios with mis-
matched training-test conditions, it is beneficial to include a broad
range of genres in the training set. In the case of negative SNR
levels, the best performance is achieved by MC:Piano2, which had
access to negative SNR levels during training (but not the music
genre). This indicates that the benefits of adding broad spectrum
SNR levels in the training set are preserved even for unobserved
music genres during tests.

Table 5. Accuracy [%] achieved on the Test:Violin dataset. Bold
italics denotes matched train-test conditions; normal font denotes
unseen music genre and/or SNR levels.

Model SNR levels
clean 10 0 -10 -20

Baseline 85.0 76.2 46.8 18.2 5.7
MC:Piano 1 84.9 83.0 69.4 41.4 15.6
AE:Piano 1 84.8 82.1 64.8 37.2 14.0

CAE:Piano 1 84.8 82.0 65.8 37.9 14.3
MC:Piano 2 84.8 81.4 68.4 44.2 21.5
AE:Piano 2 83.8 80.5 63.9 38.7 16.6

CAE:Piano 2 86.9 81.1 66.4 40.9 18.9
MC:Electronic 84.8 83.5 71.1 39.0 13.5
AE:Electronic 84.5 81.4 62.2 31.7 9.9

CAE:Electronic 84.1 80.7 60.5 30.3 9.1

4.5. Real-world test set

The testing on our real-world dataset can be considered to be un-
der mismatched training-test conditions. The included music is of a
genre similar (but not identical) to music samples in the Electronic

dataset. We estimate the SNR level of these recordings to be about
10 dB. The robust techniques are able to improve over the baseline
recognizer by about 2.4%, which corresponds to the improvement in
the simpler Test:Piano scenario at SNR level 10 dB.

Table 6. Accuracy [%] achieved on the Real-world dataset (mis-
matched training-test conditions; unseen music genre).

Model
Baseline 83.7

MC:Elect 1 86.1
AE:Elect 1 85.8

CAE:Elect 1 86.1

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

From the results stated above, we draw the following conclusions:
1) Both studied techniques are able to compensate for the perfor-
mance decrease (caused by interfering music) encountered by a
single-style baseline model. 2) The accuracy achieved by both tech-
niques is comparable for matched train-test conditions and simpler
background music. 3) The multi-condition models exhibit superior
accuracy for mismatched training-test scenarios (with unseen music
genre and/or SNR level) and for more complex background mu-
sic. We hypothesize that more complicated scenarios will require
more data to train the autoencoders. This holds for the Electronic
training dataset (which consists of a broad spectrum of music gen-
res) and also for the Piano 2 dataset (which contains a broad range
of SNR levels). 4) Comparing both autoencoder topologies, the
fully connected one achieves a higher performance compared to
convolutional one in more difficult scenarios. The convolutional
autoencoder exhibits a higher performance for simpler scenarios
and lower SNR levels. 5) In accordance with literature, the models
trained with broader range of music genres are more robust in mis-
matched train-test conditions. 6) The access to a broader range of
SNR levels during the training helps in scenarios with similar SNR
levels and unseen music genres.

The comparison of autoencoders is partly in contrast with the re-
sults presented in [15], where the performance of the convolutional
autoencoder was superior to a fully connected case for all considered
scenarios. We argue that this could be caused by: 1) the lower num-
ber of hidden units in our CAE compared to [15] (which we keep
equal to number of neurons in AE). Our complimentary experiment
confirmed that CAE benefits from the increased number of neurons
significantly more than AE. 2) We consider more general target mu-
sic (in [15], the autoencoders are trained for a specific ”song”, we
train with respect to a general genre).

Concerning computational demands, the multi-condition train-
ing is less demanding, requiring training/utilization of only a single
network. The advantage of autoencoders dwells in the simplicity
of obtaining large amount of data for training, because there is no
need for reference texts labeled manually. This fact inspires our fu-
ture work, in which we will study the size of the datasets required
for efficient training of the studied techniques and the benefits of
increasing/decreasing that size. We expect that the training of an
acoustic model on data preprocessed by the autoencoder requires a
smaller (labeled) dataset in comparison with full multi-conditional
training. Moreover, the autoencoder can be trained in a multilingual
fashion [15], serving as a preprocessing tool for several language-
specific acoustic models.
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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the task of Automatic Speech Recognition

(ASR) with music in the background. We consider two different
situations: 1) scenarios with very small amount of labeled training
utterances (duration 1 hour) and 2) scenarios with large amount of
labeled training utterances (duration 132 hours). In these situations,
we aim to achieve robust recognition. To this end we investigate
the following techniques: a) multi-condition training of the acoustic
model, b) denoising autoencoders for feature enhancement and c)
joint training of both above mentioned techniques.

We demonstrate that the considered methods can be successfully
trained with the small amount of labeled acoustic data. We present
substantially improved performance compared to acoustic models
trained on clean speech. Further, we show a significant increase of
accuracy in the under-resourced scenario, when utilizing additional
amount of non-labeled data. Here, the non-labeled dataset is used to
improve the accuracy of the feature enhancement via autoencoders.
Subsequently, the autoencoders are jointly fine-tuned along with the
acoustic model using the small amount of labeled utterances.
Index Terms: robust speech recognition, feature enhancement, de-
noising autoencoder, multi-condition training, joint training.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the research in automatic speech recognition (ASR) is
focused on robustness of the performance with respect to difficult en-
vironmental conditions. An example of such conditions arising natu-
rally in real-world is background noise. The robustness-introducing
techniques most often focus on environmental noise, such as street
or restaurant sounds [1]. Principally different type of interference is
music, which is however less considered in the ASR literature. Yet,
it is one of the often encountered background sounds in applications
such as online 24/7 monitoring of broadcast media.

In our recent paper [2], we analyzed two popular approaches
to robust ASR in the context of background music. The first ap-
proach was the multi-condition training (MCT) of acoustic models;
we considered Fully-connected deep neural network Acoustic Mod-
els (FAM). Here, the model incorporates the knowledge on possi-
ble interferences through the inclusion of the distorted signals in the
training set. For non-musical environmental noise, this approach was
reported to obtain high performance in [3]. Besides, this technique
was demonstrated to be beneficial for reverberated speech in [4, 5].

Another analyzed approach is the feature preprocessing using
denoising autoencoders (AE, [2, 6]). In our context, the denois-
ing autoencoder is a feed-forward deep neural network, either fully-
connected (FAE) or a convolutional one (CAE). It aims at separa-

This work was supported by the Technology Agency of the Czech Re-
public (Project No. TH03010018).

tion of the speech features from the interfering music, i.e., the ASR
is subsequently performed on the enhanced features. Considering
the environmental noise, the benefits of autoencoders for ASR were
shown in [7], where the car and factory noises were considered.
Another network topology for autoencoders, based on Bidirectional
Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) recurrent neural networks, was
presented in [8]. The front-end preprocessing usually introduces dis-
tortions into enhanced data, which are not observed by the acoustic
model trained on the clean data. To mitigate, the enhancement is
usually applied on both training and test data and the new acoustic
model is trained on the enhanced dataset [9].

Relation to prior work: We presented in [2] that both of the
above mentioned techniques are able to significantly improve the
recognition of speech with background music. When comparing the
two, we found the multi-condition training achieving slightly supe-
rior results, especially for mismatched training-test conditions and
more complex background music.

Unlike the previous work, this paper investigates the suitability
of the above-mentioned techniques in a scenario where a very small
amount of labeled training speech is available (duration of about 1
hour). This problem can be encountered, e.g., when building a rec-
ognizer for a new language or when dealing with an under-resourced
language [10]. Since speech labeling is costly and time-consuming,
we also investigate the possibility of improving the performance us-
ing a larger amount of non-labeled speech. We compare the perfor-
mance of these under-resourced models to models trained using a
large amount of labeled speech.

Next, we extend the portfolio of the considered robust tech-
niques. Taking into account the advantages of convolutional topol-
ogy reported in [11], we consider the Convolutional Acoustic Models
for the Multi-Condition Training (MCT-CAM). The convolutional
models reflect strong correlations of speech in time and are invari-
ant to translational variance within speech caused, e.g., by different
speaking styles. Further, we attempt to combine the benefits of both
above-mentioned approaches using the Joint Training of the acous-
tic model and convolutional autoencoder (JMCT) proposed in [12].
This approach fine-tunes both the feature enhancement by CAE and
the acoustic model, exploiting the information about senone classi-
fication instead of optimizing just the squared error as in CAE.

Finally, we perform a more detailed analysis of the autoencoder
performance with respect to its topology than was performed in [2].
There we found that the performance of FAE is comparable to the
performance of CAE, assuming both networks have a comparable
number of hidden units. This, however, bestows the CAE with a
lower number of free parameters. This paper shows that CAE out-
performs the FAE, when deeper network and broader convolutional
layers are used.

We evaluate the functionality of the methods on artificial mix-
tures of speech and music, as well as real-world radio shows.
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DATA DESCRIPTION

We focus on the robustness of ASR to music in the background of
speech. All of the considered training data are generated artificially,
by summation of the speech and music signal. We analyze different
scenarios with respect to average Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).

We focus on the Electronic music (dataset duration 667 min-
utes), because it resembles the background music of TV shows. The
music originates at the database of free music tracks at the Free
Music Archive [13] and consists of genres such as ambient, dance,
down-tempo, chillout or IDM.

We consider a Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recogni-
tion (LVCSR) task. Due to the data most readily available to us, we
focus on the Czech language, without any loss of generality to the
investigated problems. Our available dataset of clean speech consists
of 132 hours of Czech utterances.

We use two different sizes of training datasets throughout the
experiments. The large training dataset contains all available utter-
ances, i.e., 132 hours of labeled speech. The small training dataset
is a subset of the former, which contains 1 hour of labeled speech.
We use this dataset to study the considered techniques in scenarios
similar to under-resourced languages. We select the sentences for
the subset, such that all Czech phonemes are sufficiently present to
successfully train the acoustic models.

In the context of the small dataset, we investigate one more sce-
nario, where next to the 1 hour of labeled data we also have 20 hours
of non-labeled data. Compared to labeling the data, the non-labeled
speech is easier to obtain. It cannot be used directly to train the
acoustic models, but it can be used to improve the performance of
the autoencoders. However, the acoustic models can also benefit
from the enlarged amount of data due to joint training/fine-tuning
with the autoencoders.

3. PROPOSED ROBUSTNESS-INTRODUCING
TECHNIQUES

We consider three techniques: 1) The multi-condition training
(MCT) of the acoustic model, either a fully-connected (FAM) or
convolutional (CAM) one. 2) The denoising autoencoder trained
to remove the background music from the features and subsequent
FAM training on the processed data. For this we utilize two types of
autoencoder: the fully-connected (FAE) and the convolutional net-
work (CAE). 3) The joint multi-condition training of CAE and FAM
using noisy training data (JMCT).

The configuration of hyper-parameters for all acoustic models
corresponds to the best performance in preliminary experiments with
undistorted data. The configuration for autoencoders was selected
based on experiments in Section 4.3.

All neural networks are trained using the Torch library [14]. The
training procedure ends when the respective optimization criterion
does not improve anymore on a small validation dataset, which is
not part of the training set. We use the ReLU activation function
within the networks.

For feature extraction, 39 filter bank coefficients [15] are com-
puted using 25-ms frames of signal and frame shift of 10 ms. The
input for DNNs consists of 11 consecutive feature vectors, 5 preced-
ing and 5 following the current frame.

3.1. General acoustic model structure

The FAM/CAM networks trained by MCT and on data produced by
autoencoders share many common topological features and hyper-

parameters. All models are based on Hidden Markov Model-Deep
Neural Network (HMM-DNN) hybrid architecture [16]. The under-
lying Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is trained as context depen-
dent, speaker independent.

We use the two above-mentioned sizes of training set, i.e., 1 hour
and 132 hours. The GMM model corresponding to the small dataset
contains 619 physical states. The underlying GMM model for the
large dataset contains 2219 physical states.

The acoustic models are trained using minimization of the neg-
ative log-likelihood criterion. As feature normalization, we employ
the Mean Subtraction ([17]) with a floating window of 1 s.

As our baseline acoustic model, we consider a single-style
model (SCT). It shares the topology described above and is trained
on an undistorted instance of each training dataset.

3.2. Multi-condition training of acoustic model

To train the multi-condition model, we prepare each dataset in the
following way. We select three desired SNR levels (10, 5 and 0 dB).
Subsequently, we split the speech corpus into four parts. The first
part is left undistorted. To all other parts we add corresponding mu-
sic, scaled to the predefined average SNR level. The average SNR
is computed per one file of speech recordings, which usually corre-
sponds to about two sentences (about 20 words).

The FAMs have a feed-forward structure with five fully-
connected hidden layers. Each hidden layer consists of 768 units.

The CAMs are comprised of two convolutional layers and three
fully connected layers (consisting of 768 units). The input consists
of 11 feature maps, each 39 × 1 in size, which correspond to the
11 consecutive feature vectors. Based on experiments with autoen-
coder topology from Section 4.3, the first layer consists of 105 fea-
ture maps 39 × 1 in size, and the second layer of 157 feature maps
13 × 1 in size. There is a 3 : 1 max-pooling layer situated between
the convolutional layers.

3.3. Fully-connected feed-forward denoising autoencoder

Our FAE is a feed-forward deep neural network, where all neurons
in the lower hidden layer are connected to all neurons in the higher
layer. It accepts distorted features at its input layer. The output is an
estimate of clean speech features. During the training, the autoen-
coder requires pairs of corrupted and undistorted speech. Our undis-
torted data consists of Czech speech with datasets similar to the ones
used for MCT. The distorted counterpart is generated artificially as
described in Section 3.2.

The network is trained to minimize the mean square distance be-
tween the distorted input and the clean target. This criterion function
is sensitive to scaling, thus we normalize both training and test data
(each feature separately) to zero mean and unitary variance.

Our autoencoder is constituted of three or four hidden layers (see
Section 4.3), with 1024 neurons in each layer. We use the ReLU
activation function.

3.4. Convolutional denoising autoencoder

The CAE represents another network topology, in which the neurons
in the higher hidden layer have connections to only several neurons
in the lower layer. This model has been proposed for acoustic mod-
eling and feature extraction in ASR context in [18, 19].

The input feature vectors, targets, the training dataset, the acti-
vation functions, and the optimizing criterion remain the same as for
the FAE. The topology of the two autoencoders differ in two aspects:
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1) the input layer; and 2) the replacement of the first two hidden lay-
ers of the FAE with two convolutional layers in CAE (see Section 4.3
for details).

The input of CAE consists of 11 feature maps, which correspond
to 11 following frames in the input feature vector. Each feature map
is 39 elements long (the number of filter bank features for a single
frame). The convolutional kernel in both layers is of size 5 × 1
(i.e., the weights are shared in frequency only, as suggested in [19]).
Between the convolutional layers, there is a max-pooling layer; we
use max-pooling by a factor of 3.

3.5. Joint training of CAE and FAM

We perform the joint training (JMCT) in the following manner, simi-
lar to paper [12]. 1) The CAE is trained as is described in Section 3.4,
with the following two exceptions: a) We use as targets eleven con-
secutive frames of clean speech, not only the current single frame as
in Section 3.4; and b) the CAE contains only a single fully-connected
hidden layer consisting of 768 units. 2) We train a FAM network us-
ing the data processed by this CAE, i.e., the input vector consists of
39 × 11 features for each speech frame. The FAM model contains
two hidden layers with 768 units. 3) We directly stack the acoustic
modeling layers on top of the autoencoder layers, which means that
the output layer of the autoencoder is similar to the input layer of
the acoustic model. 4) All weights in the resulting network are fine-
tuned using the negative log-likelihood criterion. The convolutional
acoustic model resulting from the joint training is thus similar in size
and topology to the MCT-CAM model described in Section 3.2.

During the joint training, we encountered very slow conver-
gence speed after stacking the CAE and FAM. To mitigate this phe-
nomenon, we apply batch normalization [20] of hidden layers within
the FAM network in step 2).

4. EXPERIMENTS

We report the results of our experiments via recognition accuracy
[%]; all improvements are stated as absolute.

4.1. Description of the test set

We consider two types of test data in our experiments: 1) The arti-
ficially generated data; and 2) the real-world speech recordings with
music in the background.

The generated dataset has a duration of 2 hours and 44 minutes
(13622 words) and consists of texts dictated in a silent environment
via a close-talk microphone. To the clean speech we add the elec-
tronic music (40 minutes) with four distinct SNR levels; 10 dB, 5 dB,
0 dB and −5 dB. We concatenate the available music as is necessary,
to create background for the whole test-speech set. We replicate the
whole test dataset for each scenario with a specific SNR level.

The real-world dataset consists of 17 minutes and 22 seconds
of speech (2222 words), recorded from a digital broadcast of a lo-
cal radio station (Radiožurnál [21]). The speech comes from several
summaries, which are given at the beginning of the news program.
A track of electronic music is present in the background. We esti-
mate the average SNR of the dataset at about 10 dB using method
from [22].

4.2. Employed recognition engine

We use our own ASR system; its core is formed by a one-pass speech
decoder performing a time-synchronous Viterbi search.

The linguistic part of the system consists of a lexicon and a lan-
guage model. In this paper, we assume that there is a sufficient
amount of linguistic data to create a functional model, i.e., we do not
investigate the under-resourced scenario from the linguistic point of
view. We use two types of language models: 1) A model originating
from newspaper texts for the scenarios with the simulated data; and
2) A model originating from broadcast transcriptions for the scenario
with real-world data.

The lexicon contains 550k entries (word forms and multi-word
collocations) that were observed most frequently in the corpora cov-
ering newspaper texts. The employed Language Model (LM) is
based on N-grams. Due to the very large vocabulary size, the sys-
tem uses bigrams. Our supplementary experiments showed that the
bigram structure of the language model results in the best ASR per-
formance with reasonable computational demands.

4.3. Comparison of the autoencoder topologies

In this section, we supplement the comparison of the autoencoders
presented in our previous paper [2] and perform a hyper-parameter
selection for FAE and CAE. The best configurations (FAE-2 and
CAE-4) are used further in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

The comparison in [2] was based on an equal number of hidden
units/layers of the respective networks (FAE-1 and CAE-1). This is
somewhat unfair for the CAE, it forces it to have a smaller number
of free parameters. In Tables 1 and 2, we present a more balanced
analysis, observing the number of free parameters within the models,
as was presented, e.g., in [11]. The autoencoders were trained using
the large training dataset.

Table 1. Accuracy[%] achieved by autoencoder enhancement on
the real-world dataset. Column Maps describes numbers of feature
maps in the first and second convolutional layers, respectively. Bold
numbers indicate the highest accuracy.

Method Layers Params Maps Accuracy[%]
FAE-1 3 2.6M 0/0 85.8
FAE-2 4 3.6M 0/0 85.2
CAE-1 3 1.6M 13/39 86.1
CAE-2 4 2.1M 26/78 85.3
CAE-3 4 2.2M 52/78 85.6
CAE-4 4 3.3M 105/157 85.0

Table 2. Accuracy[%] achieved by autoencoder enhancement on the
generated dataset with respect to average SNR level. Bold numbers
indicate the highest accuracy for given SNR level.

Method Params SNR-level
Clean 10dB 5dB 0dB −5dB

FAE-1 2.6M 84.4 82.3 78.6 65.4 38.3
FAE-2 3.6M 84.5 82.1 78.7 66.6 39.9
CAE-1 1.6M 84.0 81.8 77.7 62.2 36.0
CAE-2 2.1M 84.3 82.2 79.0 66.8 40.3
CAE-3 2.2M 84.5 82.5 79.6 69.0 43.5
CAE-4 3.3M 84.4 82.7 79.7 69.7 44.3

The results, presented in Tables 1 and 2, indicate that the FAEs
do not benefit much from increasing the number of free parameters
from 2.6M to 3.6M. Considering the comparable number of free pa-
rameters (FAE-2 and CAE-4), the CAE outperforms the FAE. This
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is in concert with the literature describing the convolutional autoen-
coders [6]. The CAE emphasizes more than the FAE the strong de-
pendence between features, which are close in time and frequency.
With respect to the comparison in [2], the increased performance of
CAE is caused: 1) as expected, by an increased number of free pa-
rameters (see CAE-1 and CAE-2) and 2) by utilization of a broader
first layer, especially in experiments considering lower SNR levels
(see CAE-2 and CAE-3).

Considering the real dataset (where we estimate the SNR level at
about 10 dB), the differences between the AEs diminish. This result
is consistent with the results achieved on the generated dataset and
high SNR levels.

4.4. Evaluation of models trained on the small dataset

In Table 3 we analyze the behavior of the models trained on the small
dataset (1 hour duration).

All considered techniques improve the performance over the
baseline SCT acoustic model. The least effective in this context ap-
pears to be the standalone utilization of the autoencoders. The CAE
is superior to FAE, but does not achieve the performance of the MCT.
Utilization of additional non-labeled data improves the performance
of autoencoders, e.g., CAE accuracy improves by more than 7 % for
SNR level 0 dB.

Investigating the multi-condition training, the MCT-CAM
model performs better compared to MCT-FAM, which in concert
with the literature [11]. This advantage vanishes for very low SNR.
We presume that training CAM using random initialization might be
problematic using very small datasets.

We achieved the best results using the joint training. The JMCT
models, which are comparable in topology and size to models MCT-
CAM, exhibit the higher accuracy of the two. This holds even for
very low SNR; here, the performance drop as compared to MCT-
FAM does not appear.

Additional hours of non-labeled data are able to improve the
recognition accuracy considerably. This corresponds to our scenario
when the CAE within JMCT model is trained on 20 hours of non-
labeled data and the whole concatenated model is fine-tuned on the
1 hour of labeled data. The JMCT(20h) model consistently outper-
forms the JMCT(1h) model by 1− 4%. The pretrained JMCT(20h)
model outperforms even the SCT model on clean speech; for which
the SCT model is specifically trained.

Considering the real-world dataset, the accuracy the improve-
ments are less significant than on the corresponding augmented
dataset with SNR of 10dB. We conjecture that this is caused by the
smaller deterioration of the SCT performance on the real dataset.

4.5. Evaluation of models trained on the large dataset

The additional data in the large dataset bring higher accuracy and
more robustness to all trained models, as is indicated in Table 4.
For example, comparing the SCT model to the under-resourced SCT
model, the achieved accuracy is higher by about 8% when transcrib-
ing the clean data and by about 16% when recognizing the real-world
dataset. Moreover, with decreasing SNR, the accuracy of all models
trained on large dataset deteriorates much less rapidly.

The autoencoders achieve comparable results to MCT for a SNR
level of 10 dB and higher, unlike to the under-resourced scenario. On
lower SNR levels, the MCT outperforms the autoencoders consider-
ably (by more than 7% for SNR 0 dB) .

The MCT-CAM appears to be superior to MCT-FAM for all test
datasets. Its accuracy is not even deteriorated on clean data com-

pared to SCT. In contrast to results observed on models trained using
the small training set, the joint training improves the performance
over MCT-CAM only slightly (0− 1.1%).

Investigating the real-world dataset, all the robust techniques are
able to improve the results obtained by SCT (by up to 2.7%). The
best results are achieved by MCT-CAM and JMCT, which is consis-
tent with results achieved on simulated data.

Table 3. Training set: 1 hour; Accuracy[%] on the generated/real-
world dataset. Bold numbers indicate the highest achieved accuracy.
The numbers in parentheses describe the amount of non-labeled data
to train the autoencoder.

Method SNR-level (generated) RealClean 10dB 5dB 0dB −5dB
SCT 76.8 59.4 39.8 20.5 10.8 67.5

MCT-FAM 74.9 71.3 61.6 43.5 21.5 69.1
MCT-CAM 76.4 72.1 62.0 40.9 19.5 69.6

FAE(1h) 65.1 51.8 37.9 21.0 11.3 58.0
FAE(20h) 72.8 65.5 54.1 35.8 18.6 66.3
CAE(1h) 71.8 64.5 53.5 34.5 17.1 63.9
CAE(20h) 74.3 68.6 59.4 42.8 23.2 70.8
JMCT(1h) 76.1 72.3 65.1 47.9 24.7 66.9

JMCT(20h) 77.5 73.7 67.0 52.1 27.0 70.9

Table 4. Training set: 132 hours; Accuracy[%] on the
generated/real-world dataset with respect to average SNR level.
Bold numbers indicate the highest achieved accuracy.

Method SNR-level (generated) RealClean 10dB 5dB 0dB −5dB
SCT 84.9 78.8 64.8 38.7 18.2 83.7

MCT-FAM 84.7 83.6 81.5 74.5 53.0 86.1
MCT-CAM 84.9 84.0 81.9 76.1 56.5 86.4

FAE 84.5 82.1 78.7 66.6 39.9 85.2
CAE 84.4 82.7 79.7 69.7 44.3 85.0

JMCT 85.1 84.2 82.3 76.7 57.7 86.4

5. CONCLUSIONS

From the above-stated results we draw the following conclusions,
which hold regardless of the size of the training set. 1) All consid-
ered robust ASR techniques are able to improve the results of the
SCT baseline model when recognizing speech with background mu-
sic. 2) Comparing the two autoencoder topologies, the CAE is more
suitable for noisy feature enhancement. 3) Comparing the two types
of MCT acoustic models, the convolutional one is superior. 4) The
best results are achieved using the joint training of autoencoder and
acoustic model. This holds even when comparing MCT-CAM and
JMCT, which share similar topology and size. This means that a pre-
trained CAE is suitable as initial layers of the final acoustic model,
when it is fine-tuned along with the weights of the acoustic model.

The following conclusions stem from the experiments using
models trained on the small dataset. 5) As expected, models trained
using the smaller dataset exhibit lesser accuracy and are less robust
to background music. 6) An additional amount of non-labeled data
can considerably improve the performance of any autoencoder type,
and can also considerably boost the performance of JMCT systems.
This improvement thus brings the benefits of a larger training dataset
without the need for any additional labeling of data.
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5 Dealing with multilingual audio data

5.1 Efficient adaptation of an ASR system to a new
language

As described in Sec. 2.2.4, when adapting an existing ASR system to a new language,
the major development issues and costs are associated with the creation of an ap-
propriate AM. We have therefore developed an approach that allows us to extract
speech and prepare suitable training data from the public Internet sources, such as
TV and radio recordings [35], parliament archives [36], or recently also YouTube
videos. Many of these sources are accompanied by texts in forms of, e.g., subti-
tles, news briefs, extracted citations, or stenograms (in the case of the parliament
meetings). The main advantage of these audio/video sources is that they contain
real talks recorded in authentic environments, in contrast to read speech passages
often occurring in many of the commercially available speech training databases.
However, the problem starts if we want to collect and utilize the mentioned Inter-
net data in a fully automatic manner: a priori, we do not know the relationship
between the audio and the available text. It can be rather straightforward, though
not exactly verbatim (in the case of the parliament stenograms), it can have a form
of a shortened and approximate message (in the case of subtitles), or it can be just
an interpretation or summary what has been said.

The article included in this thesis [37], describes the methods and procedures we
have developed in order to automate the collection, phonetic transcription and AM
training for new languages from public sources. The proposed scheme is iterative
and it can be applied both at an initial phase when no AM is available for the target
language, as well as in situations when we want to update and improve an existing
AM.

In the former case we use a so called bootstrapping approach, where an AM
from another (related) language is employed to collect first batches of transcribed
and annotated audio. During the bootstrapping phase, we need to create a tem-
porary lexicon with pronunciations represented by the phonetic inventory of the
donor language, and the AM is trained on the mix of speech data from the donor
and target languages. When a sufficient amount of the speech data from the target
language is collected, we can return to the original pronunciations and let the AM
iteratively improve on the newly collected data. The whole process is controlled by
the ASR system that produces orthographic and phonetic transcriptions, compares
them with the accompanying texts, searches for parts of texts and audio where the
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ASR output and reference text matches, and adds these matching segments to the
training database for the next iteration step. The scheme is rather robust and safe,
and it is able to detect potential mismatches even in commercial speech data-sets,
as was shown, e.g., in [38].

This scheme was further enhanced to allow for collecting speech data for which
no reference texts existed, in an unsupervised mode, see [39]. Here, several ASR
systems, each with a different configuration of the AM and LM, are employed to
transcribe a speech record. When they produce the same output, we can consider
that transcription correct and ready to be added to the training set.

So far, the described approach has been successfully utilized in the AM develop-
ment for more than 15 languages. I have contributed to its design and implemen-
tation namely by automating the training process. Moreover, I have participated in
the creation of AMs for Slovak, Polish and Croatian. Recently, we have been em-
ploying and further improving the scheme in our project focused on Scandinavian
languages.

It should also be noted that the speech data in multiple languages allows us to
train a multilingual AM. The current version of this model is based on the FSMN
topology and utilizes a block soft-max during training [40, 41]. In this case, a specific
output (last) layer of the neural network corresponding to the target language is
activated for every input frame during the training while the weights in remaining
network layers are trained as language independent using all available data. The
main advantage of this approach is that the multilingual layers integrate the acoustic
variations for different languages, acoustic channels, or even for specific tasks. The
multilingual AM thus yields lower WER in particular for languages with limited
amount of available training data. This fact also further helps in the development
phase described above.

5.2 Batch and frame-wise language identification
The next three articles are devoted to language identification from an acoustic signal
in off-line as well as in frame-wise mode.

Batch mode

The first paper [42] deals with the batch scenario. In this work, various feed-forward
fully connected, convolutional and recurrent DNN architectures are adopted and
compared against a baseline i-vector based system. Moreover, feed forward fully-
connected DNN is also utilized for the extraction of monolingual bottleneck (BTN)
features [43] from the input signal.

The experimental evaluation is performed on a data set that is made public for
general use1. It contains 11×500 utterances belonging to languages that are all
related to each other and sometimes hard to distinguish even for human listeners:
it is compiled from recordings of the 11 most widespread Slavic languages. These

1https://owncloud.cesnet.cz/index.php/s/gXHKFs9UDEqe34G
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languages have not been chosen randomly; they represent the target sub-set for our
ASR platform. Note that the recordings from this evaluation set are not longer than
5 seconds so that the resulting approach may be utilized even for short utterances.

The obtained results show the BTN features are beneficial for all of the investi-
gated DNN architectures. Without BTNs, the baseline i-vector based system is able
to outperform systems with fully connected DNNs as well as convolutional networks.
The best results are yielded by a bidirectional recurrent DNN with gated recurrent
units that is fed by BTNs. By using the best method, the baseline error rate (ER)
of the i-vector based classifier is reduced from 4.2% to 1.2%.

The more detailed analysis of these results has further shown that the worst
results have, in most cases, been obtained for pairs of languages that are related to
each other and belong to the same branch of Slavic languages; they are thus also
difficult to be distinguished by humans. The most challenging pair for identification
is Belorussian and Ukrainian (East branch). Other difficult groups of languages to
distinguish are Czech, Slovak and Polish (West branch) and Serbian, Croatian and
Slovene (from the South branch).

The second paper [44], published within the NordTrans project, deals again
with the off-line identification. It focuses on the three main Scandinavian languages
(Swedish, Danish and Norwegian), that are closely related to each other similar to
languages from individual Slavic branches. Within this work, various state-of-the-
art LID approaches have been adopted, compared and combined, including i-vectors,
DNNs, two multilingual bottleneck extractors as well as x-vectors.

The best two resulting approaches takes advantage of multilingual BTNs, which
are extracted with the aid of vectorized FSMN. This FSMN-based extractor is
trained for 17 languages (including, e.g., Swedish and Norwegian, English and 11
main Slavic languages) using a block soft-max. Moreover, 240 h of augmented
speech data are added to the training set to improve the robustness to a) reverber-
ation/noise [45] and b) telephone/speech codecs [11].

These BTN features form an input into a) the classifier based on time-delay
neural networks (TDNN) [46] or b) an FSMN-based x-vector extractor, whose output
is classified by using a fully connected DNN-based classifier with only two hidden
layers. Both these architectures have similar computation demands and they yield
comparable ER values of around 1.0%, which makes them suitable for all applications
where multiple Scandinavian languages may occur.

Within identification of Norwegian, we also focus on an unexplored sub-task of
distinguishing between its two standards – Bokmål and Nynorsk. We assume that
acoustic differentiation between them is possible, albeit only to a limited extent, on
the basis of their origin and other slight differences in spelling and pronunciation.
We focus on this sub-tasks since the existence of these two variants significantly
complicates ASR of Norwegian. The phenomenon of their mixing occurs even more
often than for individual Scandinavian languages: each time Norwegian is tran-
scribed, one of the standards must be chosen based on the prevailing features in the
spoken content, or sometimes also on the speaker’s preference. Our results show
that distinguishing between Bokmål and Nynorsk from acoustic data is a very hard
task: we achieved high ER value of around 20%.
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Frame-wise processing

Finally, in the journal article [47], our attention has moved from batch mode to
the unexplored frame-wise LID scenario. In this work, the target languages used
for evaluation are the Slavic ones. At first, we thus extend the previous off-line
evaluation on the data-set of 11 Slavic languages by adopting TDNN and FSMN ar-
chitectures; these topologies moddel long-term time dependencies in a non-recursive
way. We used them not only for classification, but also for extraction of monolin-
gual as well as multilingual and augmented BTN features (similar to the work for
Scandinavian languages). In this task, the best resulting approach also corresponds
to the TDNN-based classifier, which is fed by multilingual and augmented BTNs
extracted by using FSMN. This method yields very a small ER value of merely 0.2%.
The detailed results in the form of confusion matrices are depicted in Fig 5.2.

Figure 5.1: Confusion matrices produced by the baseline i-vector based system (on
the left) and the best performing TDNN classifier with FSMN-based BTN features
(on the right).

All the findings from off-line evaluation are then utilized for the development
of a frame-wise LID approach. This development is performed within a series of
consecutive experiments using 7 hours of monolingual Czech and Slovak broadcast
programs and 3 hours of bilingual recordings of a talk-show from a Slovak TV chan-
nel. The bilingual part of the data comprises ten recordings containing utterances
belonging to a Slovak presenter of the show and to 10 different Czech guests of the
shows.

The resulting approach is similar to the one used for frame-wise SAD: it takes
in a multilingual stream of speech frames and outputs a stream of the correspond-
ing language labels. It employs a weighted finite-state transducer with a proper
transduction model as a decoder, which is used for smoothing the output from the
TDNN-based language classifier fed by the best FSMN-based BTN features.

The training process of the FSMN-based extractor utilizes 1850 hours of speech
data for 11 Slavic languages, 240 hours of augmented data (as in the previous work)
and a block soft-max rather than phoneme grouping. The TDNN-based language
classifier is trained using three different data-sets. The first artificial one is created
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to simulate transitions between the two target languages: it comprises 20 hours of
Czech and 20 hours of Slovak utterances that are shuffled and joined in a random
order. Given the fact that the average length of an utterance is a few seconds,
and there are 40 hours of training data available, a sufficient number of transitions
between both languages is ensured. This also includes joined segments in which
the language remains unchanged, but the speaker or acoustic channel differs. The
second data sub-set contains 80 hours of monolingual Czech and Slovak broadcast
programs. Finally, the third part comprises 20 hours of monolingual recordings of
the target talk-shows and interviews.

On the bilingual development set mentioned above, our method is capable of
detecting language change-points with an F-value of 72.5% and FER of 4.4%. At
the same time, it yields FER of 0.4% and 0.8% on the Czech and Slovak monolingual
data, respectively. These values prove that it is capable of continuous deployment
on broadcast data streams since it does not degrade the results for monolingual
programs.

The final evaluation in the frame-wise mode is performed on an independent
test set. It comprises ten recordings of interviews from a Czech TV channel. Their
total length is 3.25 hours and they contain utterances belonging to a) three different
Czech presenters of the program, and b) ten different Slovak guests. Note that all
this test data (as well as the development set) is also publicly available together
with the data for off-line evaluation.

The obtained results show that the proposed frame-wise LID module allows us
to determine the language spoken in these real bilingual TV shows in real-time and
with an average latency of around 2.5 seconds At the same time, it increases WER
of our ASR system by a mere 2.9% over the reference 18.1% value achieved by using
reference language labels prepared by human annotators.
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Abstract. When adapting an existing speech recognition 
system to a new language, major development costs are 
associated with the creation of an appropriate acoustic 
model (AM). For its training, a certain amount of recorded 
and annotated speech is required. In this paper, we show 
that not only the annotation process, but also the process 
of speech acquisition can be automated to minimize the 
need of human and expert work. We demonstrate the pro-
posed methodology on Croatian language, for which the 
target AM has been built via cross-lingual adaptation of 
a Czech AM in 2 ways: a) using the commercially avail-
able GlobalPhone database, and b) by automatic speech 
data mining from HRT radio archive. The latter approach 
is cost-free, yet it yields comparable or better results in 
experiments conducted on 3 Croatian test sets.   

Keywords 
Speech recognition, acoustic model, cross-lingual 
adaptation, Slavic languages. 

1. Introduction 
Modern systems for large-vocabulary continuous 

speech recognition (LVCSR) are designed in the way that 
allows for easy separation of language dependent and lan-
guage independent components. The former include 
an acoustic model (AM), a lexicon with pronunciations, 
a language model (LM) and an optional text pre-processing 
and post-processing module. The latter part consists 
namely of a signal processing front-end and a decoder. 
When an existing system is to be ported to another lan-
guage, only the former have to be developed. Thus, there is 
a natural demand to make this porting in a fast and cost-
efficient manner.  

As an example, we can mention the efforts of the 
LIMSI team to adapt their LVCSR system (developed 
originally for French and English [1]) to other major lan-
guages, like e.g. Arabian [2], as well as to those spoken by 
much smaller population, like Finish [3] or even Luxem-
bourgish [4]. Another research team with a strong focus on 
multi-lingual speech processing works at the Karlsruhe 

Institute of Technology. It has collected a large database of 
spoken data in 20 languages known as GlobalPhone [11] 
and used it for the development of multi-lingual LVCSR 
systems. While the creation of the lexicon and the corre-
sponding LM for the target (European) language is the 
easier task - thanks to digital text resources available via 
Internet ([5], [6]) - the development of the proper AM 
requires a large amount of speech records and their pho-
netic transcriptions. The latter can be provided either 
manually by an expert (a phonetician) or by automated 
procedures combined with a varying degree of human 
supervision [7]. 

Our research in this field has been motivated by the 
fact that during the last decade we developed an LVCSR 
system for Czech that proved to be practically usable in 
off-line as well as on-line applications, such as broadcast 
news (BN) transcription [8], spoken archive processing [9] 
or voice dictation. Later, the system was adapted also to 
Slovak [10], and recently, we are working on other related 
languages, like Polish, Russian and Croatian. Our focus on 
Slavic languages has several rational reasons: a) we can 
utilize the existing LVCSR system tailored specifically for 
inflected languages with very large vocabularies, b) we can 
benefit from the fact that these related languages share 
some similar and specific patterns in phonetics, lexical 
inventories, morphology and grammar, c) these languages 
have attracted less interest from the world-wide research 
community, so far. 

In this paper, we describe the methodology that 
helped us in a rapid and cost-efficient development of AMs 
for these languages. In the next section, we provide a brief 
review of main approaches used for cross-lingual AM 
adaptation. After that, we propose two methods that reduce 
the amount of human work in the process of acquisition of 
phonetically annotated speech data and that can be applied 
without an expert familiar with the target language. The 
methods are evaluated experimentally on Croatian, which 
has been the most challenging language from the above 
mentioned ones, namely due to limited text and speech 
resources (as Croatian is spoken by some 5 million people). 
Yet, the results obtained on 3 different test sets show that 
the AM created during a several-week period of mostly 
automated work is applicable for demonstrating a potential 
of the Croatian LVCSR system. 
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2. Related Work 
Before starting the training of an AM for an LVCSR 

system, a certain amount of speech from various speakers 
must be collected and annotated on the phonetic level. For 
some languages, annotated speech databases suitable for 
AM training are available, usually on a commercial base. If 
this is not the case, the phonetic transcriptions must be 
created, either manually by skilled annotators or by some 
automated procedures. The well-known Forced Alignment 
algorithm is the best option when precise orthographic 
transcriptions are available. In case of large multi-lingual 
databases, like e.g. GlobalPhone [11], phonetic annotations 
are missing and the orthographic ones may contain various 
errors or inconsistencies: from completely or partially 
wrong texts or corrupted audio, to minor mistakes, like 
omitted, added or switched words. In such a situation, the 
transcription process must include a procedure that is ca-
pable of discovering and handling these errors. It is usually 
done by incorporating the iteratively evolving LVCSR 
system as a checking tool [12].  

When an AM for a new language is developed within 
a multi-lingual environment, the process generally starts by 
a bootstrapping phase where either one or more existing 
AMs serve for initializing HMMs of phonemes and noises. 
The initial model is used to transcribe the data in the target 
language, which is followed by a series of iterative re-
training steps with gradually increasing amount of data. 
The maximum-likelihood training approach is usually 
combined with model and feature adaptation techniques as 
shown, e.g. in [13]. One of the most recent methods, which 
seems promising particularly for low-resource languages, 
is based on sharing acoustic data from multiple resources 
and representing the target AM by subspace Gaussian 
mixture models [14]. Last but not least, it should be men-
tioned that the phonetic transcriptions can be omitted, if the 
AM is built on graphemes rather than on phonemes. The 
results published for Russian [15] or Slovak [16] show, 
however, that the classic phoneme-based HMMs always 
outperform the grapheme-based ones. 

3. Developing AM in Efficient Way 
The goal of our work is to develop AMs for various 

Slavic languages with minimum costs. Yet, we want the 
performance of these AMs to be as high as possible, as it 
will allow us to use unsupervised training and adaptation 
techniques in later stages when more data is available.  

We start the AM process building with bootstrapping 
from a Czech phoneme-based AM and then we utilize two 
schemes. One is applicable to speech data with ortho-
graphic (but not necessarily error-free) annotations, and its 
main goal is to use the existing LVCSR system to generate 
phonetic transcriptions, to check these annotations and 
identifying possible inconsistencies in them. The other 
approach is based on searching for publically available 
audio data that contain speech and for which some addi-

tional text information (e.g. in form of summaries, captions 
or quotations) can be found. By matching the text re-
sources with the output of the LVCSR we identify the 
portions with a high level of agreement and utilize them for 
iterative retraining of the target AM. 

3.1 Generating Phonetic Transcriptions for 
Imperfect Speech and Text Data 

When using a speech database provided by a third 
party, we should be prepared for the situation that not all 
audio and text data are perfect. Some major errors, like 
missing files, missing parts of utterances or their transcrip-
tions, can be discovered early, but smaller errors caused 
either by speakers or annotators are hard to be detected 
without an expert in the target languages. If the degree of 
inconsistence is high (which may be true even for some 
established databases as shown in Section 4), a straight-
forward application of the forced alignment technique 
would not be the best option for generating phonetic tran-
scriptions. In this case, it is important to apply a procedure 
that is capable of checking the audio and reference text 
content and identifying potential problems. In our scheme, 
it is the developed target LVCSR system itself that plays 
the role of the expert who automatically checks the files, 
generates the transcriptions, and provides hints to a human 
supervisor where he or she should intervene.  

3.1.1 Basic Scheme 

The scheme runs iteratively, with the following steps: 

1. Preparation. It consists in preparing the existing 
LVCSR for running with the lexicon and LM of the target 
language. Pronunciations in the lexicon are temporarily 
mapped to the phonetic inventory of the source language.  

2. Initialization. The existing AM from the source 
languages is used. All files in the database are labeled as 
NotChecked. 

3. Transcription. All NotChecked files are transcribed 
using the LVCSR system and the current AM. 

4. Matching. For each audio file, the recognizer's out-
put is matched to the reference text. To quantify the 
agreement on the word level, we use the standard Word 
Error Rate (WER) measure:  

 % 100./)( NNNNWER IDS   (1) 

where NS, ND, NI are the numbers of substitutions, dele-
tions, insertions and N is the total number of words, re-
spectively. As the recognizer produces also a phonetic 
transcription, we can match it to the phonetic transcription 
generated from the reference text using the lexicon or 
a grapheme-to-phoneme transducer (G2P). By applying the 
same matching procedure as for the words, we get a similar 
measure denoted as Phoneme Error Rate (PER). 

5. Classification. If an utterance yields WER = 0, it is 
(almost) sure that the reference text is correct, the audio 
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file is uncorrupted and the automatically generated pho-
netic transcription is appropriate. If WER > 0 but PER = 0, 
it means that the text disagreement is caused either by 
homophones or spelling variants. Each utterance is classi-
fied into one of the three classes: Accepted (if WER = 0 or 
PER = 0), ToBeChecked (if WER < TW) and NotChecked 
(otherwise). 

6. Manual Check. The ToBeChecked utterances are 
those with little disagreement. It can be 1 to 3 words (de-
pending in the utterance length) when we set threshold 
value TW = 10 %. Using a simple check program, we can 
visualize the differences, listen to them and correct either 
the reference text or the LVCSR output (both the ortho-
graphic and the phonetic one). After that, the checked 
utterance get label Accepted. 

7. Checkpoint. If there are no new Accepted utter-
ances in the current iteration, the procedure is stopped here. 

8. Retraining. A new AM is trained using phonetic 
transcriptions of all Accepted utterances.  

9. Repeat. The procedure goes back to step 3.  

3.1.2 Enhanced Scheme 

The above described scheme can be further improved 
to get faster progress with less human work. 

a) The WER values will be reduced if the lexicon and 
LM used in step 1 are better fitted to the given speech 
database. It can be done by adding (temporarily) the 
database specific words to the lexicon and similarly by 
adding the reference texts to the LM training corpus. 

b) If we are not sure about the pronunciation of some 
words in the target language, or about the proper mapping 
of target language phoneme set, we can use multiple vari-
ant pronunciations and let the recognizer decide which one 
is more appropriate or statistically more frequent. 

c) Although the amount of human work needed in 
step 6 is significantly smaller compared to full manual 
check, it still can be reduced if more utterances get the 
Accepted label. This can be achieved by utilizing several 
different AMs in step 3 of each iteration. These AMs can 
differ only slightly, e.g. by the number of HMM mixtures 
or by using global or sliding-window Cepstral Mean Sub-
traction (CMS) parameterization. It is possible to use also 
an AM which is trained on the mix of the already Accepted 
utterances (from the target language) with some amount of 
speech from the source language. It is very likely that each 
of these different AMs will produce a slightly different set 
of Accepted utterances, and hence their total number in 
each iteration will be increased. We demonstrate the posi-
tive effect of this idea in Section 4. 

d) If the size of the training data in the target language 
is large enough, the transcriptions and the lexicon are re-
mapped back to the original phoneme set. (After this step, 
however, only the target language AM can be employed.)   

3.2 Automatic Speech and Text Data Mining 
from Web 

The main problem of training speech databases is that 
their size is limited and they are available only for some 
languages. Though, one can find a lot of audio files con-
taining speech on Internet, e.g. in publicly accessible 
archives of radio and TV broadcasters, on web pages of 
some institutions, like parliaments, senates, courts, etc. In 
some cases, these audio files are accompanied also with 
texts. The ideal situation occurs when these texts are 
verbatim transcriptions of speech files. In this trivial case, 
no special procedure is needed to align them and to make 
them a part of the training data. In most cases, however, the 
text differs to some extent from the speech. A high degree 
of correspondence occurs, e.g. between broadcast speech 
and attached close captions, which has been often utilized 
for so called lightly supervised AM training (e.g. in [17]). 
In other cases, the accompanying texts may be just summa-
ries of what was spoken, news articles containing quota-
tions, or documents that were discussed e.g. during a par-
liament session, etc. However, even these loosely related 
texts can serve for collecting data suitable for AM training. 

If a source (usually a web page) containing both text 
and speech is found, one of the four situations illustrated in 
Fig. 1 can occur: a) the text has nothing in common with 
the audio file, b) the text and the speech share some 
common words (usually prepositions, conjunctions, 
pronouns) that are randomly scattered, c) the text and 
speech contain coincident phrases (strings of few words), 
and d) the two sources are related in the way, that some 
spoken utterances occur as written (not necessarily 
verbatim) sentences in the text. The last case is a good 
opportunity for automatic acquisition of new training data. 
Yet, most of the potential Internet sources are mixes of the 
four cases, with case d) often being the least frequent one. 
Anyway, if the source is large and the used data mining 
method is robust, we can collect a considerable amount of 
new training material.   

 
Fig. 1. Web page text and its parts found in audio (bold) 

a) no correspondence,      b) randomly scattered words, 
c) shorter phrases,            d) longer utterances. 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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3.2.1 Searching for Speech Related to Text 

The first step consists in finding a large publicly ac-
cessible Internet source that is structured into smaller units, 
usually web pages, containing audio files and some text. 
Then, for each page, we search if there are speech and text 
segments that correspond to each other. The search is 
based again on matching the text (it will be further referred 
to as a reference) to the output of the currently available 
LVCSR system. For the alignment of the two strings we 
have proposed a variant of the Minimum Edit Distance 
(MED) algorithm, inspired by [18], that prefers local rather 
than global alignment of word sequences. 

The algorithm searches for the optimal alignment of 
two sequences, the reference comprised of J words rj and 
the recognizer output comprised of I words wi (numbers I 
and J can differ significantly). This type of tasks is usually 
solved by the dynamic programming approach, using dis-
tance matrix A as a space where the solution is searched. 
The procedure starts with initialization: 
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Constants PD, PI  and PS are penalties associated with word 
deletion, insertion and substitution, respectively. Their 
optimal values depend on which of the cases shown in 
Fig. 1 are typical for the source data. We use a small subset 
of this data to determine them experimentally. Auxiliary 

values bij help us to keep a track of non-interrupted hit 
sequences. In (3), these obtain a small bonus.  

When all cells in matrix A are computed, the best 
alignment path is revealed by a standard backtracking 
procedure from final point (I,J) to starting point (1,1). Each 
word in reference is assigned one of the labels: Hit (H), 
Substitution (S), Deletion (D) or Insertion (I). 

The next step consists in identifying word sequences 
where the reference text and the LVCSR output are either 
same or differing only slightly. The algorithm goes through 
the word labels and searches for sequences with dominat-
ing hits. Formally expressed, we search for a string of 
words W1, W2,... WN that meets the following constraints: 
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The sequence should have minimum length Nmin and for 
practical reasons it should not be longer than Nmax (other-
wise it is split). The first, second and last words must be 
labeled as hits, and the total number of hits NH in the se-
quence should be higher than the rest. The last constraint 
may seem weak but let us note that at this level we search 
for data that will be later processed with an LVCSR system 
whose performance will improve in time and some non-hit 
terms get a chance to be classified correctly.  

In the last step, the utterances belonging to the eligi-
ble sequences are cut out from the original (often very 
long) audio files and stored with the corresponding text. 
The cut points are derived from the time stamps associated 
to each word (and non-speech event) during the LVCSR 
procedure. To minimize problems with inaccurate cuts at 
the beginning and end of the utterance, the actual cut points 
are moved to the center of the nearest noise event (usually 
silence or breath). The whole process is illustrated in 
Fig. 2. 

3.2.2 Making Training Database from the Mined Data 

After completing the process described above, we get 
a collection of audio files with reference texts, i.e. data 

LVCSR 
raw 

... skijašice [noise] startaju sutra prva vožnja počinje u 15   druga u 18 [noise] muški …

LVCSR 
wj 

… skijašice  startaju sutra prva vožnja počinje u 15   druga u 18  muški …

TEXT 
ri 

… skijašice  startaju sutra prva vožnja počinje u 15 sati a druga u 18   …

LABEL  H - H H H H H H H D D H H H - I  

  START             STOP    

   
 

            
 

  

Fig. 2. Example of alignment of a part of LVCSR output (raw and text-only) with a part of reference text (in Croatian). Here, 2 words occurring 
in text were not found by LVCSR (words "sati" and "a" were not spoken) and recognized word "muški" did not appear in text. Symbols 
START and STOP denote endpoints of an eligible word sequence. The actual cut points are moved to the nearest occurrence of silence.  
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similar to many standard speech databases. Obviously, we 
must be aware of the fact that the text transcriptions can 
contain errors but the same happens also to official data-
bases. What is missing is information about speakers. Yet, 
there are ways to cope with this problem. In case of broad-
cast archives, many web pages mention the name of the 
editor, who often is the main speaker in the audio file. On 
parliament or senate pages, the speaker name is often 
explicitly stated. Another alternative consists in utilizing 
speaker recognition methods to identify different speakers. 
This speaker clustering is necessary if we want to apply 
a limit for the amount of the data provided by a single 
speaker. After this step, the speech database is ready for 
the process described in Section 3.1. 

4. Evaluation on Croatian LVCSR 
The methods proposed in the previous section have 

been successfully applied for the development of LVCSR 
systems in four languages (Slovak, Russian, Croatian and 
Polish). In the following text we will focus only on their 
evaluation on Croatian, as it has been the most challenging 
language so far, mainly because of very limited resources. 

4.1 LVCSR System Applied to Croatian 

The evaluation experiments were conducted on the 
standard LVCSR system originally developed for Czech 
and recently described e.g. in [19]. Its front-end processes 
16 kHz audio data, converts them into 39 MFCC features, 
applies global or floating CMS, and HLDA. The Czech 
AM uses triphone HMMs to represents 41 Czech pho-
nemes and 7 types of noise. Its recent version has been 
trained on 320 hours of speech (of various types). The 
decoder runs in real-time with vocabularies up to 500K 
words and a bigram LM smoothed by Kneser-Ney method 
is used in standard one-pass mode. 

When preparing the system for Croatian, we collected 
from Internet a large corpus (940 MB) of newspaper text. 
We used it to compile a 255K lexicon and a bigram LM 
based on 28M different word-pairs. Three Croatian specific 
phonemes (represented by graphemes 'ć', 'đ' and 'lj') were 
mapped to the closest Czech counterparts. More details on 
these basic preparation steps can be found in [20]. 

4.2 Speech Data for Training and Testing 

In this study we used 3 sources of Croatian data, the 
GlobalPhone set, the COST set and the HRT web resource. 

4.2.1 GlobalPhone - HR 

This data is part of a large multi-lingual speech cor-
pus collected by the team at the University of Karlsruhe 
[11]. Recently it includes 20 languages from various parts 
of the world and its subsets are distributed on commercial 
base via ELRA [21]. Unlike the other language sets in the 

GlobalPhone (GP) collection, the Croatian one has some 
specific features. First, its size is smaller compared to the 
other sets. It contains 4499 utterances that were recorded 
by 92 speakers. (Most other language sets contain about 
10,000 recordings from 100 speakers). Second, the distri-
bution of the recordings among the speakers is not bal-
anced, as some speakers recorded less than 30 sentences 
while some others contributed more than 100 ones. Third, 
the speech is supposed to be read but in many cases the 
speakers did not read given sentences fluently, they mis-
pronounced words, repeated them, made false starts, or 
they uttered words different from those in the text form. 
These mistakes and the fact that most speakers were actu-
ally speaking Bosnian (using different words, e.g. 'hiliada' 
instead of 'tisuća', and slightly different pronunciation) 
complicates automatic processing of the recordings. Obvi-
ously, the database as it is can be used for training the AM 
applicable for Croatian LVCSR experiments as it was 
shown in [5]. However, in this case, native human annota-
tors (who are able to discover and fix the errors) are neces-
sary.  

4.2.2 COST278 - HR 

This is another multi-lingual speech database. It was 
created within European COST278 project to support in-
ternational collaboration on broadcast news processing, 
namely in speaker segmentation and clustering tasks [22]. 
It includes 5 to 10 complete TV shows in 9 languages 
(about 3 hours per each), including Croatian. Each show is 
manually segmented and orthographically transcribed. 

4.2.3 HRT Radio Speech Data 

When searching for additional speech resources we 
discovered the web archive of the major public broadcaster 
in Croatia, HRT. Its regional stations have their own web 
sites, with pages devoted to short local news. The news is 
described by text and occasionally also by audio. In most 
cases, the correspondence between the text and speech 
resembles situations a), b) or c) illustrated in Fig. 1. How-
ever, the amount of available audio (several hundred hours) 
and text (about 10K files) allows for experimenting with 
the method proposed in Section 3.2. For this purpose we 
have chosen data covering the 1/2010 to 7/2012 period. 

4.2.4 Test Sets 
 
 

Set Speech style and recording 
year 

Size in 
minutes 

#words OOV 
[%] 

GP speech produced by amateurs 
(1998) 

59 7386 1.96 

COST read/planned speech by 
professionals (2003) 

35 5052 1.18 

HRT read/planned speech by 
professionals (2013) 

27 4088 1.13 

Tab. 1. Description of three Croatian test sets. 

For evaluation, we used the following test data:  
a) utterances of speakers 02, 03, 04, 06, and 07 from the 
GlobalPhone set, b) 307 speech segments from 2 COST278 
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TV shows and c) 104 utterances mined from HRT radio 
station Pula (news broadcasted in January 2013). 

4.3 Bootstrapping with Czech AM 

In the first series of experiments, we tried to measure, 
what performance can be achieved with a purely Czech 
AM. The second question was which type of Czech AM is 
optimal for bootstrapping a Croatian system. We compared 
an AM tuned for the best performance in Czech LVCSR 
with two AMs represented by a lower number of parame-
ters (physical states). The results are in Tab. 2.  
 

 WER [%] for 3 test sets 
AM parameters GP COST HRT 
5575 states, discrim. training 32.36 25.12 28.40 
4044 states, EM training  32.07 24.78 26.54 
2041 states, EM training 28.47 23.65 26.39 

Tab. 2. Performance achieved with 3 Czech acoustic models.  

The figures show that all AMs, and especially those 
less fitted to Czech, have an acceptable performance in the 
initial tests. We concluded that for bootstrapping, the  
2041-state model was the optimal choice.  

4.4 AM Trained on Croatian GlobalPhone Set 

As explained earlier, the Croatian GlobalPhone set is 
a really challenging speech resource. Its precise phonetic 
annotation would be a difficult task even for a native 
speaker or a skilled phonetician. The main problems stem 
from low acoustic quality of some recording sessions, 
influent speech interrupted by many restarts, incorrect 
orthographic transcriptions, inconsistent pronunciation and 
the use of Bosnian language by more than half speakers. 
There are also occasional background voices or audible 
prompts from the recording supervisors. Hence, the appli-
cation of the transcription method described in Section 3.1 
promises to save a lot of tedious manual work.   

Before launching the proposed iterative procedure we 
slightly adapted the general-purpose lexicon and the LM to 
better fit the GlobalPhone utterances. This step was neces-
sary, as the database was recorded in 1998 and most utter-
ances deal with war and post-war events of that period. 
About 200 most frequent OOV words were added to the 
vocabulary and all sentences (except those used for testing) 
were included in the LM training corpus. 

The transcription process run according to the en-
hanced scheme described in Section 3.1. In each iteration 
loop, we used several available AMs. To illustrate their 
effect, let us compare performance of two of them: one 
based entirely on the already transcribed Croatian data, the 
other trained on the mix of the same data and 10 hours of 
randomly chosen Czech training sentences. In Tab. 3, we 
can observe that the additional Czech data helped to im-
prove the AM and to reduce WER values, especially in 
initial stages. Another advantage of the mixed model is that 
its Czech part supplies training data for (so far) rarely seen 
phoneme context and, in particular, for noise models. Not 

only these two AMs but also their variants differing in 
numbers of mixtures (32 or 16) or in the application of the 
CMS normalization (global or floating) were utilized in 
each iteration.  
  

   WER [%] 
       Hours 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 HR 29.2 24.9 23.7 24.4 22.1 21.8 21.4 20.7 20.3 20.0
 HR+CZ 25.3 22.8 21.5 21.7 21.0 20.5 20.7 20.5 19.8 19.7

Tab. 3. WER obtained on GP test set for AMs trained on 
increasing amounts of Croatian speech (HR) and with 
10 hours of Czech (HR+CZ). 

The amount of transcribed data after each iteration is 
shown in Fig. 3. We can see that, e.g. after the first 
iteration (in which bootstrapped Czech AMs were used), 
we got 1.7 hours of phonetically annotated data. From this 
amount, 1.3 hours were obtained automatically, 0.4 hours 
required small manual corrections related to 1 or 2 words 
(either in the reference text or in the LVCSR output). We 
can also notice that the largest gain occurred during the 
first 4 iterations. The process was stopped after the 12th 
iteration, when 11.5 hours were transcribed. The remaining 
amount (1.7 hours) from all the 13.2 hours allocated for 
training was not used, as these data had either bad acoustic 
quality or they were hard to be corrected by a non-expert. 
The whole procedure consumed mainly computer time, 
while the total amount of required manual work took just 
a small portion of it.  
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Fig. 3. Amount (in hours) of transcribed GlobalPhone data 

during the iterative procedure described in Section 3.1. 

In each iteration step there were approx. 100-200 
utterances that passed the threshold TW = 10 % and that 
were eligible for human check. We designed a simple tool 
that highlights the difference between the reference text 
and the LVCSR output. The tool can play either the whole 
utterance or the selected part. In most cases, the human 
supervisor just needs to decide which word is correct 
(either the reference or the recognized one) and make the 
adjustment by one click. No prior knowledge of the target 
language is needed for this type of action. If the annotator 
is not sure about the correct word (because it is unknown 
to him/her, or its pronunciation is unclear or incomplete, or 
it is masked by noise, etc) he/she can skip the utterance and 
remove it from further processing. One of the biggest bene-
fits of this scheme is that the human work is focused only 
on those utterances that require minimum effort. The time 
spent by correcting the Croatian recordings labeled as 
ToBeChecked was about 2-3 hours in each iteration. 
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The effect of the AM trained on these 11.5 hours was 
evaluated on the 3 test sets. The results presented in Tab. 4 
can be directly compared with those in Tab. 2. We can see 
that the improvement in performance is significant.   
 

 WER [%] for 3 test sets 
AM GP COST HRT 
Trained on 11.5 hours of GP data 19.93 16.29 18.13 

Tab. 4. WER values obtained with AM trained on 
GlobalPhone data. 

4.5 AM Trained on HRT Radio Archive Data 

The goal of this experiment was to verify how good 
can be an AM that is trained entirely on data automatically 
collected from web. As explained in Section 4.2.3, our 
source was HRT radio archive. We found 11,851 web 
pages that contained both audio files and text. On a small 
subset of these data (200 pages randomly chosen) we ana-
lyzed the correspondence between the audio and text con-
tent. Unfortunately, the most favorable case (that depicted 
in Fig. 1d) was very rare. In most cases, the alignment 
between the text and speech revealed no common se-
quences. During a parameter optimization process, we set 
the following constants: PS = 15, PD = 10, PI = 3, Nmin = 10 
and Nmax = 25. Using the bootstrapped Czech AM we run 
the method described in Section 3.2. It found 3,694 seg-
ments that met the constraints defined by (6). Their total 
duration was 8.8 hours. After that, this data passed through 
the same iterative procedure as applied to the GlobalPhone 
data. In this case, only 5 iterations were necessary to tran-
scribe (mostly automatically) the complete set and to train 
the final AM. The smaller number of iterations can be 
explained by the fact that the selected segments contained 
mainly clean speech produced by professionals in studio. 
Moreover, many manual interventions dealt with the refer-
ence text rather than the recognized one. 

The results achieved with this AM are listed in 
Tab. 5. When comparing them to those in Tab. 4, we can 
see that with one exception (the GP test set), the perform-
ance is better, in spite of a smaller amount of the training 
data. Let us also remind that this data are cost-free. Obvi-
ously, the process of the audio data mining could be re-
peated with the new Croatian AM and it is expected that 
more data would be acquired. 
 

 WER [%] for 3 test sets 
AM GP COST HRT 
Trained on 8.8 hours of HRT data 19.98 14.89 15.14 

Tab. 5. WER values obtained with AM trained on HRT data. 

4.6 AM Trained on All Available Data 

In the last experiment, we made a natural step and put 
all the available training data together: GlobalPhone (11.5 
hours), HRT (8.8 hours) and 1.3 hours acquired through 
the same transcription scheme from the remaining part (3 
TV shows) of the COST database. We trained the final AM 
on these 21.6 hours of Croatian data coming from three 

different sources and three time periods (1998, 2003, 2010-
2012). The results are summarized in Tab. 6. We can no-
tice a consistent improvement for all the three test sets. 

 

 WER [%] for 3 test sets 
AM (# physical HMM states) GP COST HRT 
Trained on 21.6 hours of HRT, 
GP and COST data (1541states) 

17.55 14.12 14.28 

Tab. 6. WER values obtained with AM trained on all available 
data. 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 
We have proposed and evaluated two schemes that 

can save a significant portion of human work in developing 
acoustic models for languages that are related to one with 
an existing AM. Both schemes utilize a LVCSR system as 
a tool that performs the two functions: The first is to check 
the validity of orthographic transcriptions that are provided 
either explicitly, e.g. as a part of a speech database, or that 
can be acquired from public sources like Internet. The 
second function is to generate phonetic transcriptions by 
using a lexicon (or a G2P transducer), choosing between 
alternative pronunciations, and identifying and labeling 
non-speech sounds. 

We have also shown that an acoustic model for a new 
language can be trained without a dedicated, commercially 
distributed speech database. The data we acquired auto-
matically from publicly available Internet sources enabled 
us to train an AM whose performance is better than that 
made of the Croatian part of the GlobalPhone database. 

Both schemes have been already used in practice: for 
Croatian - as documented in this paper - and also for Slo-
vak, Russian and Polish. (Let us note that the quality of the 
Russian and Polish GlobalPhone subsets was significantly 
better compared to the Croatian one.) The availability of 
the AMs for the other Slavic languages allows us to further 
enhance the proposed methods, for example by utilizing 
multiple and multi-lingual acoustic models within the boot-
strapping phase. To examine the idea, we have run a simple 
experiment, in which five AMs, each developed for one 
language, were tested on the three Croatian sets. From the 
results presented in Tab. 7, we can observe that the Slovak 
AM would be even better in the bootstrapping phase than 
the Czech one was. 
 

 WER [%] for 3 test sets 
AM (# physical HMM states) GP COST HRT 
Czech  (2041 states) 28.47 23.65 26.39 
Slovak (3764 states) 26.09 19.58 22.36 
Polish  (2035 states) 32.37 27.04 26.22 
Russian (3382 states)  33.54 27.85 30.35 
Croatian (1541 states)  17.55 14.12 14.28 

Tab. 7. WER values obtained with AMs representing 5 
languages.  

The AMs developed for the four Slavic languages 
represent a good starting point for demonstrating the po-
tential of an LVCSR in tasks like broadcast news tran-
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scription. In each of the four languages, we got close to the 
15-percent-WER level, at least for read speech. This level 
allows for running a system that can monitor broadcast 
news programs and save the data for further AM improve-
ments, via lightly supervised or even unsupervised tech-
niques, which is our main research direction in this field, 
recently. 
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Abstract
This paper investigates the use of deep neural networks

(DNNs) for the task of spoken language identification. Vari-
ous feed-forward fully connected, convolutional and recurrent
DNN architectures are adopted and compared against a baseline
i-vector based system. Moreover, DNNs are also utilized for ex-
traction of bottleneck features from the input signal. The dataset
used for experimental evaluation contains utterances belonging
to languages that are all related to each other and sometimes
hard to distinguish even for human listeners: it is compiled from
recordings of the 11 most widespread Slavic languages. We also
released this Slavic dataset to the general public, because a sim-
ilar collection is not publicly available through any other source.
The best results were yielded by a bidirectional recurrent DNN
with gated recurrent units that was fed by bottleneck features.
In this case, the baseline ER was reduced from 4.2% to 1.2%
and Cavg from 2.3% to 0.6%.
Index Terms: language identification, Slavic languages, deep
neural networks, convolutional neural networks, recurrent neu-
ral networks

1. Introduction
Spoken language identification (LID) is the task of correctly
determining the language spoken in a speech utterance. In re-
cent years, many scientific efforts have been dedicated to this
task, and nowadays, LID modules form an integral part of
many speech processing applications including, e.g., systems
for multilingual speech recognition or spoken language transla-
tion. LID systems are also used for spoken document retrieval,
emergency call-routing or in dialog systems. Although the ac-
curacy of all these systems is constantly improving, it is still not
perfect. For example, one of the significant bottlenecks of LID
systems is to distinguish between closely related languages.

Most of the state-of-the-art LID systems utilize various ad-
vanced acoustic modeling techniques.

One of the most popular techniques relies on the total vari-
ability factor analysis, and it is known as an i-vector frame-
work [1, 2]. I-vector is a fixed length representation of an ut-
terance, and it jointly contains information about the speaker,
language, etc. (e.g., LDA might be applied to obtain discrimina-
tive features). To extract i-vector features, hand-crafted shifted
delta cepstral features (SDC) derived from mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCCs) [3] and phone log-likelihood ratios
(PLLRs) [4] are most commonly used as inputs. The i-vector
extraction is usually followed by a classification stage, where
multiclass logistic regression, cosine scoring or Gaussian mod-
els are utilized. The major drawback of the i-vector approach is
the decreasing performance on shorter test utterances [5].

Over the past few years, deep neural networks have had an
upsurge in popularity in LID systems thanks to their outstanding

performance in many other speech processing applications (e.g.,
speech recognition [6]). Both direct and indirect approaches
exist for utilizing deep learning for LID.

In the former case, so-called bottleneck features (BTNs) are
widely used in many systems [7, 8, 9] due to their superior per-
formance. Usually, these features are extracted from a DNN
trained to discriminate individual physical states of a tied-state
triphone model at first, and then used as inputs to an i-vector
based system [10, 11].

In the latter case, various end-to-end systems based on dif-
ferent DNN architectures are trained to identify the language in
the input utterance. In 2014, feed-forward DNN yielded excel-
lent results on short utterances (less than 3 seconds) [5]. Since
then, other more advanced architectures, such as attention based
DNNs [12], convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [13, 14, 15],
time delay neural networks (TDNNs) [16, 17] or sequence sum-
marizing neural networks (SSNNs) [18] have also been success-
fully used. The most recent direct approaches take advantage of
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and their context modeling
ability. Gated recurrent unit (GRU) RNNs [19], long short-term
memory (LSTM) RNNs [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] and bidirectional
LSTM RNNs [25, 26] all yield the state-of-the-art performance.

In this paper, various state-of-the-art LID methods are in-
vestigated. We adopt feed-forward DNNs at first, then CNNs,
and finally also unidirectional as well as bidirectional RNNs
with both previously mentioned types of units. We also com-
bine these direct methods with the indirect approach: we feed
the networks with bottleneck features. To the best of our knowl-
edge, results of some of these approaches and their comparison
on one dataset have not yet been published for LID.

The experimental evaluation is performed on a dataset con-
sisting of the 11 most widespread Slavic languages. These were
selected for two main reasons.

The first is that most of these languages are related to each
other which makes our dataset more challenging. This is espe-
cially true for those pairs of languages that belong to the same
language branch. For example, it is difficult to distinguish be-
tween Croatian and Serbian (South Slavic branch), even for na-
tive speakers.

Secondly, only results obtained for several (pairs) of Slavic
languages have been published so far (e.g., [27]). For exam-
ple, Polish and Russian formed one cluster of related languages
within the last Language Recognition Evaluation (LRE) chal-
lenge in 2017 [28]. On the contrary, a detailed analysis for
all evaluated Slavic languages using a confusion matrix is pre-
sented in this work.

Finally, note that our dataset of Slavic languages is available
for download to the general public1.

1https://owncloud.cesnet.cz/index.php/s/gXHKFs9UDEqe34G
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2. Dataset of Slavic languages
Slavic languages are spoken by approximately 320 million peo-
ple throughout Eurasia mostly in Central, Eastern, and South-
ern Europe. There are at least ten languages with over a million
native speakers (e.g., Russian (∼150 million speakers), Polish
(∼55 million speakers), Czech (∼11 million speakers), etc.).

Slavic languages can be divided on the basis of geograph-
ical and genealogical principle into three main branches: East,
South and West Slavic languages. Most of the Slavic languages
belonging to the same branch are somehow close to each other.
However, while some languages may have similar phonetics
(e.g., Croatian and Serbian are practically identical in their pho-
netics), some languages may have different phonetics (e.g., Pol-
ish or Bulgarian are phonetically somewhat more similar to
East Slavic languages than to languages in their branch). Every
Slavic language has its unique phonetic inventory which distin-
guishes it from other languages (except for the previously men-
tioned Croatian and Serbian). It can help with language identifi-
cation. Moreover, rich morphology, a high degree of inflection,
and more or less free word order result in a large linguistic com-
plexity of all these languages.

Due to the lack of an extensive audio dataset for all Slavic
languages, we had to create a new one. It is compiled from
recordings belonging to the 11 most widespread Slavic lan-
guages so that it covers all three branches:

• East Slavic languages - Belarusian, Russian, Ukrainian,

• South Slavic languages - Bulgarian, Croatian, Macedo-
nian, Serbian, Slovene,

• West Slavic languages - Czech, Polish, Slovak.

The source of data for individual languages varies. A ma-
jority of the data originates in TV and radio broadcasts, and it
was retrieved as described in detail in [29]. It formerly served
for acoustic model training for speech recognition, and thus it
contains mostly clean speech. The rest of the dataset is formed
by microphone recordings.

The data for each language is compiled from recordings be-
longing to multiple speakers (with both genders represented). It
is divided into two non-overlapping subsets: 20 hours of record-
ings are available for training and 500 utterances for evaluation.
The focus is on short recordings (similar to [5]), the maximal
duration of an evaluation recording is 5 seconds.

3. Evaluation metrics
Within the scope of this paper, two different performance met-
rics (namely error rate (ER) and Cavg) were utilized to evaluate
the performance of LID approaches.

The first metric, error rate, is defined as:

ER[%] =
Mutt

Nutt
∗ 100 , (1)

where Mutt is the number of misclassified speech utterances,
and Nutt is the total number of evaluated speech utterances.

The second metric is the official metric of the 2015 NIST
Language Recognition Evaluation, Cavg. Detailed information
about this closed set multi-language cost function and its defi-
nition can be found in the 2015 LRE Plan [30].

4. Investigated approaches and results
4.1. Acoustic features used

Three different types of 39-dimensional feature vectors were
extracted within all of the following experiments: MFCCs (13-
dimensional with ∆ and ∆∆ coefficients), filter bank coeffi-
cients (FBCs) and bottleneck features. Both MFCCs and FBCs
were computed using 25 ms frames of the signal with frame
shifts of 10 ms. As suggested, e.g., in [7, 8, 9], bottleneck fea-
tures were extracted from DNN trained to discriminate physical
states (senones) of a Czech tied-state triphone acoustic model.
This DNN was trained on 270 hours of speech recordings be-
longing to the Czech language and using hyper-parameters as
follows: 5 hidden layers with the third one being the bottle-
neck layer, 1024 neurons per hidden layer (39 for the bottle-
neck layer), ReLU activation function (sigmoid for the bottle-
neck layer), a learning rate of 0.08 and 50 epochs of training.

The input for DNNs consists of 11 consecutive FBC vec-
tors, 5 preceding and five following the current frame. Normal-
ization of these vectors was performed within a 1-second long
window.

4.2. Baseline i-vector approach

To set a baseline performance, an i-vector system was trained
using a full covariance GMM-UBM based system and logis-
tic regression model. Within this training, MFCCs filtered by
voice activity detection were employed, and the final extracted
i-vectors were 600-dimensional. Note that this baseline ap-
proach follows the lre07 recipe as present in Kaldi ASR2.

The results yielded by this system are presented in the first
row of Table 1. They provide a decent baseline (i.e., ER of 4.2%
and Cavg of 2.3%) for further experimental work.

4.3. Feed-forward fully connected DNN architecture

The first adopted deep learning architecture was a feed-forward
fully connected DNN. Its output was formed by a softmax layer
with 11 neurons (this value corresponds to the number of lan-
guages). This DNN was trained using Torch framework3 to di-
rectly distinguish between languages (i.e., direct method). The
hyper-parameters used for training were similar to those for ex-
traction of the bottleneck features (i.e., 5 hidden layers, 1024
neurons per hidden layer, ReLU activation function, a learning
rate of 0.08 and 20 training epochs).

During the classification phase, a probability vector was ob-
tained for each frame of given utterance (i.e., by doing a forward
pass). These vectors were then averaged, and the language with
maximum average probability was selected as an output.

The obtained results for all three types of considered fea-
ture vectors are summarized in Table 1. They show that
MFCCs slightly outperformed FBCs, but the difference was
rather small. It is also evident that the direct approaches (using
both MFCCs and FBCs) did not exceed the baseline i-vector
based system. On the contrary, the baseline system was outper-
formed significantly by bottleneck features (see the fourth row
of Table 1). The improvement was over 2 % in ER (from 4.2%
to 2.0%) and over 1% in Cavg (from 2.3% to 1.1%).

Note that we also performed several experiments (not pre-
sented in this paper) with the size of the bottleneck layer, but no
further reduction in error rate was obtained.

2http://kaldi-asr.org/
3http://torch.ch/
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Table 1: Results of feed-forward fully connected DNN for differ-
ent types of features in comparison to baseline i-vector system.

approach ER [%] Cavg [%]

LR + i-vectors 4.2 2.3
DNN + MFCCs 5.7 3.1
DNN + FBCs 5.9 3.3
DNN + BTNs 2.0 1.1

4.3.1. The influence of context window size

The next experiment was focused on the importance of the size
of input feature context window. The reason is that additional
context information may be beneficial for reduction of the er-
ror rate of the system. On the contrary, broader context slows
down the training and evaluation phases. Several DNNs with
a variety of context window sizes from 5-1-5 (i.e., 0.1 seconds
long window) up to 50-1-50 (i.e., 1 second) were trained using
bottleneck features and evaluated.

The reached results are summarized in Table 2. They show
that our initial context window size was too short and degraded
the performance. The ideal context window size seems to be
longer and around 15-1-15 (i.e., 0.3 seconds). In this case, ER
decreased from 2.0% to 1.2% and Cavg from 1.1% to 0.7%.

Table 2: Results for different context window size in the system
with bottleneck features and feed-forward fully connected DNN.

context window size ER [%] Cavg [%]

5-1-5 2.0 1.1
10-1-10 1.3 0.7
15-1-15 1.2 0.7
20-1-20 1.2 0.7
25-1-25 1.5 0.8
50-1-50 6.6 3.6

4.4. CNN architectures

The next type of DNN networks we focused on were convolu-
tional networks. In contrast to [13], we also tried to utilize the
bottleneck features.

The employed CNNs were composed of two convolutional
layers and three fully connected layers (each with 1024 neu-
rons). The inputs consisted of 31 feature maps (i.e., context
window size of 15-1-15), each 39×1 in size. Our experiments
were performed with FBCs and BTN features. The first con-
volutional layer was comprised of 105 feature maps 39×1 in
size followed with a 3:1 max-pooling layer. The second con-
sisted of 157 feature maps 13×1 in size. The rest of the hyper-
parameters was set as stated in Sect. 4.3, and the CNNs were
also trained using Torch framework.

To explore deeper configurations of CNNs, an additional
max-pooling and third convolutional layer (209 feature maps
13×1 in size) were added, and the CNNs were trained.

The achieved results are depicted in Table 3. As expected,
the BTN features outperformed FBCs by a large margin (by al-
most 4%). The more interesting fact is that the difference in per-
formance of DNNs and CNNs was practically negligible. There
was no gain in using more complex architecture. The deeper
configuration of CNN only worsened the results.

Table 3: Results of architectures based on CNNs.

approach conv. layers ER [%] Cavg [%]

CNN + FBCs 2 4.9 2.7
CNN + BTNs 2 1.3 0.7
CNN + FBCs 3 6.4 3.5
CNN + BTNs 3 1.7 0.9

4.5. RNN architectures

The last DNN architecture we explored was the recurrent neu-
ral network. At first, we focused on long short-term memory
RNN architecture (e.g., [20, 31]), but unlike these cited papers,
we also investigated the use of bottleneck coefficients. After
that, we examined the gated recurrent unit RNNs [19]. Finally,
we also explored the possibilities of bidirectional RNNs. We
studied slightly different configurations of bi-LSTM RNNs as
in [26].

The RNNs were comprised of two recurrent layers (each
with 1024 neurons) and two fully connected layers (1024 neu-
rons per layer). The inputs were once again FBCs, and BTN
features with a context window size of 15-1-15. The rest of the
hyper-parameters remained the same as in Sect. 4.3. The RNNs
were trained using the ADAM optimizer in PyTorch4. Note that
for unidirectional models, the final language for each utterance
was obtained by averaging only last 10% of frame probabili-
ties, as suggested in [31], to exploit the learning capabilities of
RNNs.

The results are summarized in Table 4. First, as in previous
experiments, BTN features outperformed the FBCs. However,
the difference in performance was distinctly smaller than that
of CNN & DNN architectures. Recurrent neural networks can
thus extract more information about the target language from
standard acoustic features. Secondly, GRU RNNs exceeded the
LSTM RNNs in performance (e.g., 1.4% vs. 1.2% ER). Next,
the bidirectional RNNs performance was mixed. Although the
bi-LSTM RNNs performed slightly worse than the unidirec-
tional equivalent, the bi-GRU RNNs outperformed its counter-
part. However, the gain in performance was rather small (less
than 0.1% in ER and 0.1% in Cavg). Furthermore, the differ-
ence in results between feed-forward fully connected DNN and
bi-GRU RNN was rather low as well (0.1% in Cavg)). The bi-
GRU RNN yielded slightly better results but at the cost of more
complex architecture to train and evaluate. Finally, the perfor-
mance of the bidirectional GRU RNN was the best throughout
this paper.

Table 4: Performance of systems based on RNNs.

approach ER [%] Cavg [%]

LSTM + FBCs 3.0 1.7
LSTM + BTNs 1.4 0.7
GRU + FBCs 2.5 1.4
GRU + BTNs 1.2 0.7
bi-LSTM + FBCs 3.0 1.6
bi-LSTM + BTNs 1.5 0.8
bi-GRU + FBCs 2.4 1.3
bi-GRU + BTNs 1.2 0.6

4http://pytorch.org/
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CZ SK PL RU SI UA RS MK HR BY BG CZ SK PL RU SI UA RS MK HR BY BG

CZ 472 10 4 3 1 0 0 0 9 1 0 CZ 497 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SK 5 483 5 0 0 0 3 1 0 3 0 SK 3 489 4 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0

PL 9 5 478 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 PL 1 3 493 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

RU 5 3 9 470 1 2 0 0 8 1 1 RU 3 1 5 490 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

SI 0 1 0 0 479 4 11 0 2 1 2 SI 0 0 0 0 495 1 3 1 0 0 0

UA 1 0 1 1 0 481 0 0 3 9 4 UA 0 0 0 0 0 495 0 1 0 4 0

RS 0 3 0 0 10 2 477 1 5 0 2 RS 0 2 0 0 5 1 484 0 8 0 0

MK 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 489 1 0 3 MK 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 493 1 0 4

HR 8 1 2 5 1 0 6 0 476 0 1 HR 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 491 0 0

BY 0 1 1 0 4 15 0 2 2 471 4 BY 0 0 0 0 0 11 1 0 0 487 1

BG 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 2 0 0 493 BG 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 497

Figure 1: Comparison of confusion matrices produced by baseline i-vector system (left) and the best bi-GRU RNN system (right).
(CZ - Czech; SK - Slovak; PL - Polish; RU - Russian; SI - Slovene; UA - Ukrainian; RS - Serbian; MK - Macedonian; HR - Croatian;
BY - Belarusian; BG - Bulgarian)

4.6. Error analysis and confusion matrices

More detailed results obtained in the form of confusion matrices
are depicted in Figure 1. They show that most of the errors
are confusions between related languages. These are mostly
caused by a common phonetic inventory but also because the
languages have some common words in vocabulary and similar
phonotactics, as a wider context is used for identification.

For example, the highest value of errors is between Belaru-
sian and Ukrainian. These languages are more similar to each
other than to Russian as they phonetically differ only in a few
phonemes and they have similar vocabularies. A comparable
case is between Croatian, Serbian and Slovene since the first
two have the same phonetic inventory and Slovene differs from
both of them only in few phonemes. Vocabularies of these lan-
guages are also very similar. Also all west Slavic languages are
confused with each other. However, their phonetic inventories
are not so close, and the source of confusion may be similar
vocabularies and phonotactics.

On the other hand, in some other cases, the confusions are
harder to explain and may lay in the nature of recordings (e.g.,
the source of recordings, acoustic conditions, speaker charac-
teristics) rather than in closeness of the languages. A good ex-
ample is errors between Russian and Polish as Russian is much
closer to other East Slavic languages. Note that some of these
confusions, e.g., Croatian with Czech and Russian occurring for
the baseline i-vector system, diminished with the use of bi-GRU
RNN system.

5. Conclusions
From all the above-stated results, the following conclusions can
be drawn: 1) Bottleneck features are beneficial for all investi-
gated DNN architectures, namely for fully connected networks,
and yielded the lowest error rates in all scenarios. 2) Without
the use of these features, the baseline i-vector based system was
able to outperform systems with fully connected DNNs as well
as CNNs. 3) The best results were obtained by using bidirec-
tional RNNs with GRU units; however, the relative improve-
ment over the same, but unidirectional system, was small. 4)
The evaluation set consisted of recordings no longer than 5 sec-

onds so that the resulting configuration may be utilized even for
short recordings.

The more detailed analysis of results in the form of con-
fusion matrices further showed that: 1) According to assump-
tions, the worst results were in most cases reached for pairs of
languages that are related to each other and belong to the same
branch of Slavic languages (i.e., they are also difficult to distin-
guish for humans). 2) The most challenging pair for identifica-
tion is Belarusian and Ukrainian (East branch). 3) Other more
difficult groups of languages to distinguish are Czech, Slovak
and Polish (West branch) and Serbian, Croatian and Slovene
(from South branch). 4) The resulting RNN-based system was
able to reduce mistakes for pairs of languages with low as well
as high baseline error rates (i.e., throughout the whole confusion
matrix).
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Abstract. This work deals with identification of the three main Scandinavian
languages (Swedish, Danish and Norwegian) from spoken data. For this purpose,
various state-of-the-art approaches are adopted, compared and combined, includ-
ing i-vectors, deep neural networks (DNNs), bottleneck features (BTNs) as well
as x-vectors. The best resulting approaches take advantage of multilingual BTNs
and allow us to identify the target languages in speech segments lasting 5 sec-
onds with a very low error rate around 1%. Therefore, they have many practical
applications, such as in systems for transcription of Scandinavian TV and radio
programs, where different persons speaking any of the target languages may oc-
cur. Within identification of Norwegian, we also focus on an unexplored sub-task
of distinguishing between Bokmål and Nynorsk. Our results show that this prob-
lem is much harder to solve since these two language variants are acoustically
very similar to each other: the best error rate achieved in this case is around 20%.

Keywords: spoken language identification, Scandinavian languages, x-vectors,
bottleneck features, deep neural networks

1 Introduction

The Scandinavian category of languages is also referred to as North Germanic. It in-
cludes many related languages and dialects, from which the most widely spoken is,
by a large margin, the triplet comprising Swedish, Danish and Norwegian. The first
language, Swedish, is spoken by 9.2 mil. people and is written in a manner similar
to Danish. However, Danish, a native language for 5.6 mil. people, sounds different
from Swedish. The third language, Norwegian, spoken by 5.2 mil. people, shares many
similarities with the first two languages so that a native Norwegian speaker is able to
understand Danish as well as Swedish.

Interestingly, Norwegian has two standards, Bokmål (’Book Tongue’) and Nynorsk
(’New Norwegian’). The former standard is a Norwegianized variety of Danish and it is
used by almost 85% of citizens in Norway. The latter variant is a language form based
on Norwegian dialects (mostly from the west coast) and a puristic opposition to Danish.
It is spoken by approximately 15% of the Norwegians.

There exist many differences between Bokmål and Nynorsk. For example, Bokmål
has an optional feminine gender, favors noun-heavy expressions, heavily relies on pre-
fixes like an- , be-, het- and the suffix -else, etc. On the contrary, Nynorsk has (more)
Western diphthongs, and the feminine gender is compulsory for all feminine words; it
favors verbal expressions over noun use, many abstract nouns are shorter, etc.
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1.1 Motivation for this work

In our long-term project we have been developing a multi-lingual broadcast transcrip-
tion and monitoring platform. One of its modules is devoted for spoken language iden-
tification. In this contribution, we focus on the identification of the three main Scandi-
navian languages. As mentioned above, they are mutually understandable – at least to a
certain extent – and it often happens that, e.g., in a Norwegian TV program, a speaker
using Swedish or Danish may appear. Some TV stations add subtitles in such situations,
some do not. In radio broadcasting, subtitling is not possible at all. For automatic speech
transcription, it is necessary to identify those parts of spoken content and assign them
the proper language-specific modules. The same must also be done in other automated
speech processing services used, e.g., in call centers.

Since these three languages are rather similar on the phonetic level, the identification
task is not as easy as in the cases of more distant languages. Its complexity can be
compared to, e.g., distinguishing between Czech and Slovak or Spanish and Catalan.

In case of Norwegian, we also investigate the possibility of distinguishing between
Bokmål and Nynorsk. The hypothesis for this part of our work is that acoustic dif-
ferentiation between them is possible, albeit only to a limited extent, on the basis of
their origin and other slight differences in spelling and pronunciation. We focus on this
sub-tasks since the existence of these two variants significantly complicates ASR of
Norwegian due to the above-described lexical differences. The phenomenon of their
mixing occurs even more often than for individual Scandinavian languages: each time
Norwegian is transcribed, one of the standards must be chosen based on the prevailing
features in the spoken content, or sometimes also on the speaker’s preference.

2 State-of-the-art approaches to LID

Over the years, different advanced modeling techniques have been successfully applied
to the task of language identification (LID). One of the more popular approaches is
based on the total variability factor analysis; it is known as the i-vector framework [5].
An i-vector maps an utterance to a fixed-length representation. It jointly contains infor-
mation about the speaker, language, and more. The computed i-vectors can be classified
using, e.g., cosine scoring, multi-class logistic regression, or Gaussian models. The ma-
jor drawback of the i-vectors is the degraded performance on shorter utterances [15].

Recently, deep learning has also been applied to LID in two major ways, indirect
and direct. In the former case, BTNs have become the go-to state-of-the-art features
widely used in many systems [21, 9] due to their superior performance. These features
are usually first extracted from a DNN trained to discriminate individual physical states
of a tied-state triphone model, and later used as inputs to either i-vector- [6] or DNN-
based systems [10]. The training data (monolingual/multilingual) and the architecture
of the BTN extractors (e.g., the placement of the bottleneck layer) have thoroughly been
studied [7].

In the latter case, numerous end-to-end DNN-based systems have been proposed.
Initially, they were trained to make a frame-level decision based on a frame-level in-
put. At first, a probability vector (with a size corresponding to the number of the target
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languages) is computed for each frame. After that, the probability vectors are averaged,
and the class with the greatest value is chosen as the language spoken in the utterance.
In [15], a feed-forward fully connected (FC) DNN outperformed the baseline i-vector
system on short utterances. Since then, other complex architectures, including convo-
lutional neural networks [16], time-delay neural networks (TDNNs) [10] or recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) have been successfully adopted. The context modeling powers
of RNNs have notably been exploited. Long short-term memory (LSTM) RNNs [14],
gated recurrent unit RNNs [13] and bidirectional LSTM RNNs [8] have all yielded
excellent results.

More recently, the focus of the DNNs has shifted from frame-level decisions to a
single representation of the whole reference. In this case, the variable-length input ut-
terance is mapped into a fixed-sized vector. After that, the vector can either be applied
directly to produce the final decision or extracted and later used as an input to a clas-
sifier (analogically to the i-vectors). The mapping is usually done by integrating the
statistics pooling layer [2] or learnable dictionary encoding [3]. Moreover, an attention
mechanism has been proposed [12]. In [11], an angular proximity loss function was
introduced.

Finally, the x-vector embeddings [23] yielded the best results in the 2017 NIST lan-
guage recognition evaluation (LRE17) [22]. These embeddings, initially developed for
speaker recognition [24], are able to encode various attributes of an input utterance in-
cluding its length, channel information, speaker’s gender, speaking rate or even spoken
content [20]. They can be extracted using various DNN architectures with a temporal
pooling layer and provide robust representations when a large amount of training data
is used. The authors of [23] achieved the best results by using multilingual BTNs, data
augmentation, and a discriminating Gaussian classifier.

3 Datasets and metrics

The dataset of Scandinavian languages used in this work consists of two parts. The first
part, the train sub-set, contains 7 hours of speech utterances for every target language
(i.e., for Bokmål, Nynorsk, Danish and Swedish). The second evaluation part consists
of an additional 2,000 utterances (500 for every language) with an average length of
5 seconds. Note that all of the speakers represented in the training part of the data
are different from those in the evaluation set. The acoustic channel is the same for
all utterances and corresponds to broadcast news (the Norwegian data comes from the
RUNDKAST database [1]).

For evaluation, the error rate (ER) and Cavg values are utilized. The first metric is
defined as:

ER =
Futt

Nutt
, (1)

where Futt is the number of falsely classified utterances, and Nutt is the total number
of evaluated utterances. The latter metric is the official metric of the 2015 NIST Lan-
guage Recognition Evaluation, Cavg. Detailed information about this closed set multi-
language cost function and its definition can be found in the 2015 LRE Evaluation [26].
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4 Baseline i-vector system and direct methods

To set a baseline performance, a 600-dimensional i-vector system has been trained us-
ing a full covariance GMM-UBM based system and logistic regression model. Within
this training, MFCCs filtered by voice activity detection are employed. Note that this
baseline approach follows the lre07 recipe, presented in Kaldi ASR toolkit [19].

The following three DNN architectures represent direct methods and they process
the input speech segment frame-by-frame. That means that during the classification
phase, a probability vector is obtained for each frame of given utterance (i.e., by doing
a forward pass). These vectors are then averaged, and the language with maximum
average probability is selected as an output.

4.1 Feed-forward FC DNN

The first architecture we adopt is a feed-forward FC DNN. This network was trained
to directly distinguish between the target languages (i.e., direct method) by using a
soft-max layer. During the training, the DNN hyper-parameters are set as follows: five
hidden layers, 1,024 neurons per hidden layer, the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation
function, a learning rate of 0.08, and 20 training epochs. The network is trained over
filter bank coefficients (FBCs) and the input feature vector is formed as a concatenation
of 15 previous frames, current frame, and 15 following frames (i.e., 0.3-second context).

4.2 TDNN architecture

The next utilized architecture is represented by TDNN, which allows for capturing
longer context in the input signal in a non-recursive way. It operates on frames with
a temporal context centered on the current frame. The TDNN layers are built on top of
the context of the earlier layers, and the final context is thus a sum of the partial ones.

Our trained TDNN also consists of five hidden layers, each with 1,024 neurons.
The input context of each layer required to compute output at one time step includes
three preceding inputs, the current input, and three following inputs (from the preceding
layer). This setting matches the input context window size of the feed-forward DNN and
the remaining hyper-parameters and input features are also unchanged.

4.3 FSMN architecture

Finally, vectorized feed-forward sequential memory networks (FSMNs) [25] are em-
ployed. This topology allows us to eliminate the recursion by adding several memory
blocks with trainable weight coefficients into each layer of a standard feed-forward FC
DNN. The memory blocks use a tapped-delay line structure to encode the long context
information into a fixed-size representation.

This means that, in fact, FSMNs represent a generalization of TDNNs – the delayed
inputs to each FSMN layer are weighted by the above-mentioned trainable matrix rather
than concatenated in a fixed order as in the case of TDNNs. The important difference
is that FSMNs in fact employ the sum pooling over time in order to limit the number
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Table 1. Results of various LID approaches on a) the set of three Scandinavian languages and b)
the extended set also distinguishing between Bokmål or Nynorsk (i.e., containing four languages).

3 languages 4 languages

ER[%] Cavg[%] ER[%] Cavg[%]

logistic regression + i-vectors 15.5 13.3 31.1 20.7

NN-based classifiers over FBCs

DNN 16.0 10.4 31.3 20.9
TDNN 14.6 12.1 30.3 20.2
FSMN 17.9 13.1 32.2 21.5

TDNN classifier over BTNs

BTNs-DNN-1 5.9 3.9 20.3 13.5
BTNs-FSMN-17 0.7 0.1 10.9 7.2
BTNs-stacked-17 from [7] 5.2 2.5 15.9 10.6

FSMN-based x-vectors with width of 512 neurons + DNN classifier

over FBCs 3.7 2.7 22.9 15.2
over BTNs-FSMN-17 1.2 0.2 10.5 7.0

of trainable parameters, while TDNNs reduce the computation demands by using sub-
sampling, which unfortunately limits the possibility of exploiting time dependencies in
the input signal. To match the previous settings, the FSMN has 5 hidden layers, each
with 1,024 neurons, and the context is the same as for the TDNN-based classifier.

4.4 Results

The results yielded by the i-vector system are presented in the first row of Table 1
and the results of three NN-based classifiers in its subsequent three rows. We can see
that all these methods perform on a similar level and that the lowest ERs are yielded
by the TDNN-based classifier. The results also show that the ERs calculated over the
extended set including Bokmål or Nynorsk are approximately two times higher than
for three languages (e.g., compare 30.3% ER with 14.6% ER for the TDNN classifier).
This fact is also evident from the confusion matrices depicted in Fig. 1. Here, matrix a)
corresponds to the i-vector system and matrix b) to the TDNN-based architecture, where
most of the errors are caused by confusion between Bokmål and Nynorsk (and vice
versa). The second most frequent source of errors for the TDNN classifier is Swedish,
which is often incorrectly identified as Nynorsk. However, even the ER values achieved
for the set of three languages are too high. In the next section, we try to reduce all these
errors by employing BTN features.

5 BTN-based approaches

Two different types of bottleneck extractors are investigated. The first, monolingual
DNN-based type, represents a baseline architecture. The second, advanced multilingual
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a) NB NN DA SV b) NB NN DA SV c) NB NN DA SV

NB 364 99 5 32 NB 290 163 7 40 NB 412 82 0 6

NN 213 244 17 26 NN 150 323 5 22 NN 122 371 0 7

DA 36 24 419 21 DA 12 41 436 11 DA 0 0 500 0

SV 58 80 11 351 SV 16 133 5 346 SV 0 0 0 500

d) NB NN DA SV e) NB NN DA SV

NB 401 85 2 12 NB 364 125 1 10

NN 279 211 0 10 NN 61 426 0 13

DA 0 2 498 0 DA 0 0 500 0

SV 0 1 12 487 SV 0 0 0 500

Fig. 1. Confusion matrices of different systems: a) i-vectors, b) TDNN-based classifier over
FBCs, c) TDNN-based classifier over multilingual BTNs-FSMN-17, d) x-vectors over FBCs, and
e) x-vectors over multilingual BTNs-FSMN-17. The abbreviations NB, NN, DA and SV stand for
Bokmål, Nynorsk, Danish and Swedish, respectively.

FSMN-based extractor, yielded the best results in an extensive study focused on LID of
Slavic languages in [4]. It also corresponds (except the BTN layer) to the architecture
that we use to train the multilingual acoustic model for our ASR system. Note that, in
both these cases, the BTN features form an input to the TDNN classifier, which yielded
the best results in the previous section.

5.1 Monolingual feed-forward FC BTNs

The first conventional type of BTN extractor corresponds to a feed-forward FC topology
with five hidden layers, the third one being the bottleneck layer. This DNN utilizes 1,024
neurons per hidden layer (39 for the bottleneck layer) and ReLU activation functions
(sigmoid for the bottleneck layer). Their input is formed by 39 FBCs computed from
25 ms long frames with frame-shifts of 10 ms each. The DNN operates in the context
of 11 frames (five preceding and five following the current frame). Normalization of
the input feature vectors is performed within a 1-second window. These BTN features
are trained as monolingual to discriminate between physical states (senones) of the tied-
state tri-phone acoustic model of 48 Czech phonemes (including models of noises). The
speech database used for the training contains 270 hours of Czech speech recordings.
The resulting basic BTNs are further denoted as BTNs-DNN-1.

5.2 Multilingual FSMN-based BTNs

The more advanced FSMN-based extractor produces features denotes as BTNs-FSMN-
17. Its input is again formed by 39 FBCs computed from 25-ms-long frames, but this
time with frame-shifts of 12.5 ms each (the frame-shift is increased to speed up the
speech recognition process in our current ASR system, where we utilize this multilin-
gual topology for acoustic modelling). In this case 11 hidden layers are utilized, out of
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which the tenth one is the BTN layer. The widths of common layers and of the BTN
layer are 512 and 39 neurons, respectively. The context of each layer has nine elements,
(four preceding and four following the current frame). The extractor is trained as multi-
lingual for 17 languages (including, e.g., Swedish and Norwegian, English and 11 main
Slavic languages) using block soft-max [7]. The training database contains 2,300 hours
of clean speech and 240 hours of augmented speech data to improve the robustness to
a) reverberation / noise [17] and b) telephone / speech codecs [18].

5.3 Results

Results of this experiment (see the third section in Table 1 show that even the basic
monolingual BTNs significantly outperform the best TDNN-based classifier. For exam-
ple, the ER for four languages is reduced from 31.3% to 20.3%. We can also see that the
system with multilingual BTNs-FSMN-17 yields much better results than in the case
of BTNs-DNN-1. At the same time, it allows us to distinguish between the triplet of
languages with a very low ER of just 0.7% (see the confusion matrix c) in Fig. 1). We
can also see that the identification of Bokmål and Nynorsk is also possible, but with a
much higher ER of 20% (see the first two rows and columns of the confusion matrix).

For comparison, we also evaluated the extractor of stacked BTNs as presented in [7].
This extractor is trained by its authors for the same number of 17 languages as our
FSMN-based extractor, but the representation of individual languages in its training
set is different. The obtained results show that these 80-dimensional BTNs (denoted
as BTNs-stacked-17 in Table 1) outperform the monolingual BTNs-DNN-1 but yield
significantly worse results than our BTNs-FSMN-17.

6 The use of x-vectors

In this work, FSMN-based architecture is used for x-vector extraction. Its structure
is described in Table 2, where the symbol ` denotes the current frame, on which the
temporal context is centered. The pooling layer computes only the means of the frames
(omitting the variances) in the context of 41 consecutive frames. In all neurons, the
exponential linear unit (ELU) is used as the activation function.

On the input, each frame of the signal is represented by 39 FBCs computed from
25-ms-long frames with frame-shifts of 10 ms each. Table 2 shows that the extractor
operates with a total context of 57 frames, which corresponds to 0.57 seconds. The
parameter w stands for the dimensionality of the computed x-vectors. The x-vectors
are extracted after the pooling layer. Note that, in training, we utilize a multiclass cross
entropy objective function to classify Nlanguages.

6.1 Results

In the first experiment, cosine distance is used for classification and the x-vectors are
extracted with a frame-shift of 41 frames (i.e., the context size of the pooling layer).
The final x-vector representing the whole utterance is then obtained as an average of the
shifted vectors. The results for different dimensionality of the x-vectors are presented
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Table 2. The structure of FSMN-based x-vector extractor.

layer layer total input
context context x output

FSMN 1 ` ± 4 9 40 × 256
FSMN 2 ` ± 4 17 256 × 256

FC 1 ` 17 256 × w
Pooling ` ± 20 57 (41 · w) × w

FC 2 ` 57 w × w
Softmax − 57 w × Nlanguages

Table 3. Results for the FSMN-based x-vectors with cosine distance on the 4-language set for
different width of the pooling layer.

pooling layer’s width 20 39 80 128 256 512 1024

ER[%] 23.5 23.2 23.6 23.9 23.9 22.9 25.7

in Table 3. Here, the lowest ER of 22.9% has been achieved for the size equal to 512
(the other ERs are just slightly worse). However, this ER value is much higher than in
the case of the BTNs.

To decrease it further, several different NN-based classifiers have been employed
instead of cosine distance in the next experiment. These classifiers vary in the number
of hidden layers used. The width of each layer is always 512 neurons. In this case, the
x-vectors are extracted from the input utterance with shifts of one frame. The resulting
sequence then forms the input to the classifier (i.e., the x-vectors are not averaged as for
the use of the cosine distance). The results are presented in Table 4, where the lowest
ER of 20.2% was achieved for 2 hidden layers. This value is by 2.7% lower than for the
cosine distance.

The complete results for this setting (i.e., a width of 512 neurons and the DNN-
based classier with two hidden layers) are shown on the penultimate row in Table 1 and
correspond to the confusion matrix d) in Fig. 1. Here, we can see that the x-vectors over
FBCs work well for three languages, but fail in the more difficult four-language task,
where Nynorsk is in most cases misclassified as Bokmål.

The comparison of these results with the previous ones shows that x-vectors over
FBCs outperform the i-vectors as well as the direct methods over the same features
and achieve the ER value similar to basic monolingual BTNs. However, they are not
able to outperform BTNs-FSMN-17, which benefits from a very large amount of the
multilingual training data. Note that this data does not need to cover all target languages
for identification (e.g., Danish is not included in our case).

In the last experiment, x-vectors are extracted using BTNs-FSMN-17 as input fea-
tures. The results (see the last row in Table 1 and the matrix e) in Fig. 1) imply that
this combination yields much better results than the extraction of x-vectors from FBCs.
The results are also similar to the ones achieved by the TDNN-based classifier over the
same features: the ER is slightly better for the 4-language set but slightly worse for the
three languages (compare the sixth row with results in Table 1 with the last one).
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Table 4. Results of the FSMN-based x-vectors with width of 512 neurons on the 4-language set
for different NN-based classifiers

number of hidden layers 0 1 2 3 4 5

ER[%] 22.7 20.5 20.2 20.3 21.3 21.7

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have focused on the identification of four closely related Scandina-
vian languages, Swedish, Danish, and two Norwegian variants, Bokmål and Nynorsk.
The experimental evaluation performed on short utterances (with an average length of
5 seconds) has shown that the direct NN-based classifiers trained on standard acous-
tic features (i.e., FBCs) perform comparably with the baseline i-vector-based system.
A detailed analysis of the results in the form of confusion matrices has shown that all
these systems generally make mistakes for all languages, with most errors occuring,
as expected, between Bokmål and Nynorsk. The x-vectors extracted using FBCs have
improved the results (except the ones between the Norwegian variants) in both ER and
Cavg by better representing the utterances. Finally, the best results by a large margin
are yielded by using multilingual BTNs as input features for the TDNN-based classi-
fier or FSMN-based x-vector extractor. In these cases, the overall achieved ER around
1.0% for Swedish, Danish and Norwegian makes these approaches fully suitable for all
applications where multiple Scandinavian languages may occur.

However, the great acoustic similarity between Bokmål and Nynorsk still causes ER
around 20% for these two variants of Norwegian and opens a space for further research.
A possible solution is to use an ASR with a mixed Bokmål and Nynorsk lexicon (and
a language model) and perform the identification of these two variants later, based on
their lexical features.
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A B S T R A C T

The accelerating flow of information we encounter around the world today makes many
companies deploy speech recognition systems that, to an ever-growing extent, process data
on-line rather than off-line. These systems, e.g., for real-time 24/7 broadcast transcription,
often work with input-stream data containing utterances in more than one language. This
multilingual data can correctly be transcribed in real-time only if the language used is identi-
fied with just a small latency for each input frame. For this purpose, a novel approach to on-
line spoken language identification is proposed in this work. Its development is documented
within a series of consecutive experiments starting in the off-line mode for 11 Slavic lan-
guages, going through artificially prepared multilingual data for the on-line scenario, and
ending with real bilingual TV programs containing utterances in mutually similar Czech and
Slovak. The resulting scheme that we propose operates frame-by-frame; it takes in a multi-
lingual stream of speech frames and outputs a stream of the corresponding language labels.
It utilizes a weighted finite-state transducer as a decoder, which smooths the output from a
language classifier fed by multilingual and augmented bottleneck features. An essential fac-
tor from the accuracy point of view is that these features, as well as the classifier itself, are
based on deep neural network architectures that allow the modeling of long-term time
dependencies. The obtained results show that our scheme allows us to determine the lan-
guage spoken in real-world bilingual TV shows with an average latency of around 2.5 sec-
onds and with an increase in word error rate by a mere 2.9% over the reference 18.1% value
yielded by using manually prepared language labels.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The goal of spoken language identification (SLI) is to correctly determine the language spoken in a speech utterance (Li et al.,
2013). In the recent years, extensive scientific efforts have been dedicated to this task. For example, eight NIST language recogni-
tion evaluations (web, 2020), focusing mainly on telephone conversations, were conducted from 1996 to 2017.

Nowadays, SLI systems form an integral part of many speech-processing applications including, e.g., systems for spoken lan-
guage translation or multilingual speech recognition. SLI systems are also used in dialog systems (Griol et al., 2020), emergency
call routing or in solutions for spoken document retrieval and indexing. The possibility of automatic identification or verification
of the language spoken by a given person is also very important in the area of security and intelligence.
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Basically, there exist two main possibilities for performing SLI: in a) off-line or b) on-line (real-time) mode. The input to the
former and classic scenario is usually formed by one speech recording or utterance. Its entire content, i.e., all speech samples or
frames, may then be utilized for classification. Moreover, multiple recognition passes are sometimes performed in this case as
the required computation time is usually not strictly limited.

But today’s world is accelerating; the data processing and information mining domains face a new challenge when their users
ask for very quick results and analysis, ideally during the data flow. Moving from off-line to on-line scenario is also important in
automatic speech recognition (ASR) tasks, such as continual (24/7) broadcast monitoring, real-time subtitling, on-line meeting
transcriptions, debates, etc.

In this case, an on-line SLI system, which operates differently from an off-line one, must be employed: it has to be able to take
in a multilingual sequence (stream) of speech frames on its input, and provide a stream of labels identifying the language spoken
in every frame on its output. In addition, the practically deployable system must work well not only for multilingual, but also for
monolingual data streams, where it must not degrade the transcription results.

Therefore, the requirements on the properties of on-line SLI systems are different and much more demanding. Typically, in
many real-time applications, the most critical factor is that the decision about the language spoken has to be made with only a
small delay (latency). This means that

� the computational demands of an on-line SLI approach have to be low;
� it may utilize only a limited number of surrounding frames for classification of an input speech frame;
� only one left-to-right pass through the input data can be performed.

Unfortunately, these restrictions are usually not taken into account during the design of most off-line SLI methods, and their
usability for on-line mode is therefore limited (or not discussed in the respective papers). That also means that the number of
approaches existing for real-time processing (e.g., of news broadcasting) is limited (see also a survey of the state-of-the-art meth-
ods in Section 2.2).

1.1. Motivation and contribution of this work

As mentioned above, media monitoring is one of the typical applications where streamed data is processed. For example, the
main utilization of our automatic speech recognition technology is within a cloud platform for real-time transcription of TV and
radio stations in several languages including Czech, Slovak, Polish and other, predominantly Slavic, languages (see our multilin-
gual radio monitoring application1).

The automatic transcripts are further used by a media monitoring company in two different services. The first, broad-
cast monitoring and archiving, produces exact verbatim transcriptions (based on the manually corrected automatic ones)
for a large set of selected programs (e.g., approximately 920 programs on a weekly basis for Czech). Within the scope of
the second service, called TV/R Alerts, the results are sent to clients without corrections and with a minimum delay after
the broadcasting time. The service operates in a 24/7 mode for all relevant TV and radio streams (74 stations for Czech,
21 stations for Slovak, etc).

Unfortunately, some of the target programs for both of these services contain utterances belonging to more than one lan-
guage. For example, English is sometimes present and accompanied with subtitles in many news programs. However, in our
case, the worst obstacle follows from Czech and Slovak often occurring side by side in many programs of many TV/R stations.
This is namely true for programs such as interviews or talk-shows, where the invited person or the presenter may not speak the
same language and, at the same time, the amounts of utterances pronounced in both languages are similar.

The reasons why Czech and Slovak may occur in one TV/R program are as follows: the Czech Republic and Slovakia formed
one country called Czechoslovakia from 1918 to 1992; hence many people born in one country now live in the other one, and
both languages are similar to the extent that Czech native speakers can understand Slovak and vice versa.

From the ASR point of view, these two languages have almost the same phonetic inventory (Slovak has several extra pho-
nemes, but they are all similar to phonemes also existing in Czech), but differ in more than 75% of their lexical inventories. That
means that it is impossible to transcribe a recording belonging to one language with a system trained for the other one.

A very similar situation also occurs in former Yugoslavia’s countries, namely in Croatia, Serbia and Slovenia, and in many post-
Soviet states. The language mixing phenomenon frequently occurs also in some Scandinavian countries (Sweden, Norway and
Denmark) whose languages are at least partly mutually intelligible, too.

Therefore, the real-time SLI scenario is the main subject of our interest. The main contribution of our work is a new approach
to on-line SLI that is capable of processing the multilingual (or bilingual) input data stream frame-by-frame with an average
latency within 3 seconds and with just a minimum increase in word error rate (WER) over the reference value.

The development of the approach starts in the off-line mode. Here, the dataset used consists of recordings of the 11 most
widespread Slavic languages. It corresponds to the target domain of our ASR system and is challenging as a lot of the Slavic lan-
guages are related to each other and hard to distinguish between as shown for example in Abdullah et al. (2020). This is especially
true for those pairs of languages that belong to the same language branch, such as Czech and Slovak (West Slavic branch) as we

1 https://tul-speechlab.gitlab.io/
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have already mentioned. Other examples include Croatian, Serbian and Slovene (South Slavic branch), or Russian, Ukrainian and
Belorussian (East Slavic Branch) which are difficult to distinguish even for native speakers.

To find out the best method for identification of these languages, various state-of-the-art deep neural network (DNN) based
techniques are investigated and compared. The obtained results imply that the most important factor for a proper classification
is the use of bottleneck (BTN) features that are extracted using the feed-forward sequential memory network (FSMN) architec-
ture. Moreover, the BTN extractor is also trained as multilingual and using augmented data. Note that this off-line evaluation rep-
resents an extension of our previous work (Mateju et al., 2018).

After that, our attention moves to the on-line mode. Here, a weighted finite-state transducer (WFST) is proposed as a decoder,
which smooths the output from the language recognizer under the hood. The whole scheme is evaluated on a multilingual data-
set prepared artificially by combining sequences of recordings of all 11 Slavic languages at first. After that, a much more challeng-
ing development set is utilized to analyze and further tune the performance for the target bilingual task. It consists of real talk-
shows containing utterances in Czech and Slovak.

Finally, utilizing the experience from all the previous experiments, the proposed scheme with the best parameter settings is
evaluated on a test set compiled from real recordings of bilingual interviews.

Our additional contribution to the speech research community is a dataset of spoken Slavic recordings for off-line as well as
on-line evaluation (including all the necessary annotations); we have made this dataset public.2 Its part has been already used by
other authors for a similar task, recently (Abdullah et al., 2020).

2. State of the art

As already stated in the introductory section, there are two main approaches to operating a standard spoken language recog-
nizer: in off-line or on-line mode. In the literature, most of the proposed methods fully focus on the former mode while the latter,
more restricted one, is covered very rarely. This section thus reviews the current state of the art in SLI for both of these modes.

2.1. Off-line mode

In recent years, many advanced acoustic modeling techniques have been applied to the task of off-line SLI. One of the most
popular approaches, known as the i-vector framework (Dehak et al., 2011; Gonzalez et al., 2011), is based on the total variability
factor analysis. An i-vector is a fixed-length representation of an utterance. It contains aggregate information about the speaker,
language, and more (e.g., LDA can be used to obtain discriminating features). To extract the i-vectors, hand-crafted shifted delta
cepstral features (SDCs) derived from mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) (Singer et al., 2012) and phone log-likelihood
ratios (PLLRs) (D’Haro et al., 2014) have been the most commonly used input features. After this extraction, the computed i-vec-
tors can be compared with the reference ones and classified using, e.g., multi-class logistic regression, cosine scoring, or Gaussian
models. The primary issue of the i-vector framework is the degraded performance on shorter test utterances (Lopez-
Moreno et al., 2014).

Recently, similar to all other speech processing tasks (Siniscalchi et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017) (e.g., speech
recognition Dahl et al., 2012), deep neural networks have established a dominating role and led to improved performance of SLI.
There are two main approaches to SLI utilizing deep learning: indirect and direct ones; combinations of both have been popular
as well. In the former case, bottlenecks have become the preferred state-of-the-art features widely used in many SLI
systems (McLaren et al., 2016; Ferrer et al., 2016; Richardson et al., 2015b; 2015a) due to their superior performance. These fea-
tures are usually extracted from a DNN trained to discriminate individual physical states of a tied-state triphone model. After
that, they are further used as inputs to either i-vector-based (Song et al., 2015; Fer et al., 2015) or DNN-based systems (e.
g., Garcia-Romero and McCree, 2016). The training data (monolingual vs. multilingual) and the architecture of the bottleneck
extractors, including, e.g., the placement of the bottleneck layer, have extensively been studied (e.g., Fer et al., 2017).

In the latter approach, various end-to-end systems utilizing different DNN architectures have been trained to directly detect
the language spoken in the utterance. At first, the DNNs were trained to produce a frame-level decision based on a frame-level
input. In this case, the DNNs are set to compute a probability vector (of a size corresponding to the number of the target lan-
guages) for each frame. After that, the probability vectors are averaged, and the language with the maximum value is chosen as
the output one. In Lopez-Moreno et al. (2014), the authors employed fully connected feed-forward DNNs for SLI on short utteran-
ces, outperforming the baseline i-vector system. Since then, more complex architectures, such as convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) (Lozano-Diez et al., 2015), time-delay neural networks (TDNNs) (Garcia-Romero and McCree, 2016) or recurrent neural
networks (RNNs), have been successfully applied.The context modeling ability of gated recurrent unit (GRU) RNNs (Geng et al.,
2016b), long short-term memory (LSTM) RNNs (Gonzalez-Dominguez et al., 2014) and bidirectional (B) LSTM RNNs (Gelly et al.,
2016) have especially been exploited for SLI. In Fernando et al. (2017), the BLSTM RNNs were applied on short utterances show-
ing supreme performance over the i-vector approach.

More recently, a shift from frame-level decisions to a single representation of the whole reference has occurred. In this case,
the variable-length speech input is mapped into a fixed-sized vector, which either directly determines the final decision; or,
alternatively, it is extracted and later fed into a classifier (thus mimicking the i-vector framework). This mapping is usually

2 https://owncloud.cesnet.cz/index.php/s/gXHKFs9UDEqe34G
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performed by integrating a pooling mechanism into the training DNN. For example, statistics pooling layer (Cai et al., 2018a; Min-
gote et al., 2019), spatial pyramid pooling (Jin et al., 2018), self-attentive pooling (Cai et al., 2018c) or learnable dictionary
encoding (Cai et al., 2018b) can be used. Additionally, an attention mechanism has successfully been used in DNNs (V. et al.,
2016), RNNs (Geng et al., 2016a; Padi et al., 2019b; 2019a), and CNN-BLSTM (Cai et al., 2019). In Wan et al. (2019), the authors
proposed a tuple-max loss function designed for classification tasks where the decision is restricted. The angular proximity loss
function was introduced in Gelly and Gauvain (2017). Sequence summarizing neural networks were also explored
in Pesan et al. (2016). BLSTM with a sequence summarizing layer was used to extract embeddings in Lozano-Diez et al. (2018).
Finally, the embeddings called x-vectors (Snyder et al., 2018a), originally developed for speaker recognition (Snyder et al.,
2018b), yielded the best results in the last NIST language recognition evaluation (LRE17) (LRE, 2017). These embeddings are pro-
duced by a DNN with a temporal (statistics) pooling layer. The extracted x-vectors can then be used in the same way as i-vectors.
The authors of Snyder et al. (2018a) achieved the best results by using multilingual bottleneck features, data augmentation, and a
discriminating Gaussian classifier. Since then, several works continued in further exploring the x-vectors (Lopez et al., 2018;
Miao et al., 2019).

2.2. On-line processing

So far, all of the cited approaches have aimed at the best spoken language identification performance possible, and,
naturally, all of them are applicable in the off-line mode. However, the restrictions for the on-line mode listed in the
introductory section are often not considered in such designs, and the usability of these methods for this scenario is there-
fore limited (or not discussed in the cited papers). The limited amount of works that consider on-line processing include
the vector space modeling (Li et al., 2007) and phone recognition followed by language modeling (PRLM) (Caseiro and
Trancoso, 1998). Parallel PRLM was explored and compared with Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) and PRLM
in Zissman (1996). Alternatively, phone lattices were used in Gauvain et al. (2004). In Lim et al. (2010), the authors pro-
posed a joint language identification and speech recognition that can operate in near real-time. In their work, partial
hypotheses generated during the decoding stages are compared, and the language decision is obtained after the first full
hypothesis is generated. In Okamoto et al. (2017), the authors presented a method to reduce the latency of the speech-
recognition-based spoken language recognizer by applying variable timeouts for each decoder. Finally, parallel phoneti-
cally aware DNNs and LSTM RNNs were proposed to enhance the frame-level SLI in Masumura et al. (2017). The authors
also discussed the utilization of their approach in real-time.

3. Investigated and adopted bottleneck features

As mentioned in the previous section, it has been shown that BTN features outperform conventional features, such as MFCCs
or filter bank coefficients (FBCs), in the SLI task (Fer et al., 2017). Therefore, in this work, namely BTN features were employed for
classification. Specifically, three different types were investigated, all derived from neural network architectures designed for
training of our ASR system.

3.1. Feed-forward fully connected BTNs

The first conventional type corresponds to a feed-forward fully connected topology with five hidden layers, the third one
being the bottleneck layer. This neural network utilizes 1024 neurons per hidden layer (39 for the bottleneck layer) and rectified
linear unit (ReLU) activation functions (sigmoid for the bottleneck layer). Their input is formed by 39 FBCs computed from 25 ms
long frames with frame-shifts of 10 ms each. The neural network (NN) operates in the context of 11 frames (five preceding and
five following the current frame). Normalization of the input feature vectors is performed within a 1-second window. Thus, the
latency of this architecture, given by one half of the normalization window, is 500 ms.

These BTN features are trained as monolingual as well as multilingual tools to discriminate between physical states (senones)
of tied-state tri-phone acoustic models. In the first basic case, a set of 48 Czech phonemes (including models of noises) and 270 h
of Czech speech recordings are utilized. The resulting BTNs are further denoted as DNN-1l-48ph.

In the second scenario, 220 total hours of speech data belonging to 11 Slavic languages are employed, i.e., 20 h per every lan-
guage. This training is carried out using four different sets of phonemes formed by grouping of all possible phonemes of all 11 tar-
get Slavic languages (based on expert knowledge of their phonetic similarity). The largest set of phonemes contains 70 units, the
smallest just 14. These BTNs are denoted as DNN-11l-70ph, DNN-11l-36ph, DNN-11l-27ph and DNN-11l-14ph.

3.2. Context modeling architectures

The next investigated networks allow us to model a larger time context. Nowadays, this is mainly solved by recurrent
networks and their variants such as LSTM or BLSTM � cf. the preceding section. However, the recurrent architectures also
have some drawbacks; namely, a more complex and time consuming training. The RNNs use an infinite (in principle)
recursion to model time dependency. In this paper, two approaches are adopted that allow for capturing the context in a
non-recursive way.
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3.2.1. TDNN-based BTNs
The first is the already mentioned TDNN topology, which operates on frames with a temporal context centered on the current

frame. The TDNN layers are built on top of the context of the earlier layers, thus the final context is a sum of the partial ones.
Using the TDNN architecture, the ASR accuracy is improved with an increasing number of hidden layers better than for the

feed-forward fully connected topology. Therefore, 11 hidden layers are utilized in this case, out of which the tenth one is the bot-
tleneck layer. This layer is the only one with a sigmoid activation function, while exponential linear units (ELUs) are used for the
remaining layers. The width of each layer is 512 neurons except for the BTN layer, which has just 39 neurons. The context of each
layer is nine frames (four preceding and four following the current frame). The training of the network converges best when sub-
sampling has been employed. The best results are yielded for context {-4,-2,0,-2,4}.

The input to this architecture is again formed by 39 FBCs computed from 25-ms long frames with a frame-shift of 10 ms each.
The normalization of the input feature vectors is the same, and the built-in latency is 500 ms, too.

Only the multilingual training is applied to TDNNs. We have used the set of 27 phonemes as it yielded the best results in one
part of the off-line evaluation (see Table 4). The resulting BTNs are denoted as TDNN-11l-27ph and their performance is directly
comparable with the one yielded by the DNN-11l-27ph architecture.

3.2.2. FSMN-based BTNs
Finally, the architecture based on vectorized feed-forward sequential memory networks (Zhang et al., 2015) is employed. This

topology allows to eliminate the recursion by adding several memory blocks with trainable weight coefficients into each layer of
a standard feed-forward fully connected DNN. The memory blocks use a tapped-delay line structure to encode the long context
information into a fixed-size representation.

This means that, in fact, FSMNs represent a generalization of TDNNs � the delayed inputs to each FSMN layer are weighted by
the above-mentioned trainable matrix rather than concatenated in a fixed order as in the case of TDNNs. The important differ-
ence is that FSMNs employ in fact sum pooling over time in order to limit the number of trainable parameters while TDNNs
reduce the necessary computation demands by using sub-sampling, which unfortunately limits the possibility of exploiting time
dependencies in the input signal (sub-sampling is based on the assumption that neighboring activations are correlated).

The input to the FSMN architecture is again formed by 39 FBCs computed from 25-ms-long frames, but this time with frame-
shifts of 12.5 ms each. As in the previous case, the same number of 11 hidden layers are utilized, out of which the tenth one is the
bottleneck layer. The widths of common layers and of the bottleneck layer are 512 and 39 neurons, respectively. The context of
each layer is again nine (four preceding and four following the current frame).

In this case, no normalization of the input feature vectors needs to be performed. Therefore, the latency of this topology is 11
(number of layers) x 4 (half of the context) x 12.5 ms (frame-shift), i.e., 550 ms, which is a value just slightly higher than for the
previous systems.

At first, similar to the TDNN-based BTNs, only the multilingual training is performed. The resulting BTNs are denoted as FSMN-
11l-27ph. Second, not only 20 h of speech data for every language, but all available data for 11 Slavic language are used, i.e.,
1850 h in total. Moreover, block soft-max has been employed rather than phoneme grouping because it should yield better
performance (Fer et al., 2017). That means that a specific output layer corresponding to the target language is activated for every
input frame during the training. The corresponding BTNs are marked as FSMN-11l-BS+data. Finally, 240 h of augmented speech
data are added to the training database to improve the robustness to a) reverberation/noise (Malek and Zdansky, 2019) and b)
telephone/speech codecs (Malek et al., 2018). These last BTNs are marked as FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug.

4. Investigation and experimental evaluation in off-line mode

Within this section, we present our neural network approach to SLI targeted for off-line use. First, we introduce our dataset of
Slavic language recordings, list the evaluation metrics, and show the results of a baseline i-vector-based system. This is followed
up by an extensive evaluation of different neural network architectures and their influence on the performance of SLI. Finally,
several bottleneck features are explored, and comprehensive error analysis is performed. Please note that this section is an exten-
sion of our previous work published in Mateju et al. (2018).

4.1. Dataset of Slavic language recordings

Slavic languages are spoken by approximately 320 million people, mostly across Central, Eastern, and Southern Europe, as
well as the northern parts of Asia. There are more than ten languages with more than a million native speakers (e.g., Russian
(»150 million speakers), Polish (»50 million), Ukrainian, etc.).

Slavic languages are classified into three main branches based on geographical and genealogical principles: East, South, and
West Slavic languages. Most of the languages belonging to the same branch are close to each other and share many similarities.
For example, Croatian and Serbian are practically identical in their phonetics. However, some languages may have different pho-
netics (e.g., Bulgarian or Polish are phonetically more similar to East Slavic languages than to the languages in their own
branches). Every Slavic language has its unique phonetic inventory, which distinguishes it from the other languages (with the
exception of the previously mentioned Croatian and Serbian). This information can be exploited in SLI. Moreover, rich morphol-
ogy, a high degree of inflection, and more or less free word order result in a large linguistic complexity of all these languages.
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In our previous work (Mateju et al., 2018), we released to the general public a first (and only) extensive audio dataset covering
a large proportion of all Slavic languages for the task of SLI. In total, this dataset covers the 11 most widespread Slavic languages
from all three main language branches as summarized in Table 1:

The dataset contains mostly recordings of clean speech as their original purpose was acoustic-model training for automatic
speech recognition. The majority of these recordings come from TV and radio broadcasts, and the process of retrieving this data
is described in detail in Nouza et al. (2016). The rest of the dataset consists of microphone recordings.

For each language, the compiled data is reasonably diverse (i.e., multiple speakers of both genders are represented, with sev-
eral TV/R or microphone sources, and shorter and longer recordings for training). The dataset is divided into two non-overlapping
subsets: 20 h of training data and 500 utterances for evaluation are available per language. For the evaluation phase, the focus is
on shorter recordings (similar to Lopez-Moreno et al., 2014). For this reason, the maximum duration of an evaluation utterance is
five seconds.

4.2. Evaluation metrics

To evaluate the performance of SLI in an off-line setting, two distinct metrics, namely, error rate (ER) and Cavg, are utilized.
The first metric, error rate, is defined as:

ER ¼ Futt
Nutt

; ð1Þ

where Futt is the number of falsely classified utterances, and Nutt is the total number of evaluated utterances.
The official metric of the 2015 NIST Language Recognition Evaluation, Cavg, is the second metric. Detailed information about

this closed set multi-language cost function and its definition can be found in the 2015 LRE Plan (LRE, 2015).

4.3. Baseline i-vector approach

As a baseline, an i-vector-based system was trained using a full covariance GMM-UBM-based system and the logistic regres-
sion model. It utilizes MFCCs filtered by voice activity detection as features, and it produces 600-dimensional i-vectors. Note that
this baseline approach follows the lre07 v1 recipe available in the Kaldi ASR toolkit3 (Povey et al., 2011).

The results of this i-vector-based system are summarized in the first row of Table 2. These results (i.e., ER of 4.2% and Cavg of
2.3%) provide a good starting point for subsequent experimental evaluation.

Moreover, we have also followed the v2 version of the Kaldi lre07 recipe. In this case, the GMM-UBM portion of the system is
replaced by a TDNN-based UBM. The TDNN was trained on 270 hours of Czech speech (i.e., using the same data as DNN-1l-48ph
extractor; see Section 3.1 for more information).

The results are presented in the second row of Table 2. This improved i-vector-based system yields a slight reduction in both
metrics (e.g., by 0.3% in ER).

4.4. Investigated neural network architectures for classification

As already stated, deep neural networks play a role of a key component in our spoken language recognizer. In this section, we
explore different neural network architectures and their best usage as classifiers for SLI. Architectures such as fully connected
deep neural networks, convolutional neural networks, recurrent neural networks and time-delay neural networks, are tested.
Note that the hyper-parameters of the networks are derived from our previous work (Mateju et al., 2018) and experiments we
conducted prior to it. All the networks were trained and evaluated using the Slavic dataset.

Table 1
Overview of Slavic languages used.

Language Country code Branch Number of speakers [millions]

Belorussian BY East Slavic 7.5
Russian RU East Slavic 150
Ukrainian UA East Slavic 40

Bulgarian BG South Slavic 8
Croatian HR South Slavic 5.6
Macedonian MK South Slavic 3
Serbian RS South Slavic 12
Slovene SI South Slavic 2

Czech CZ West Slavic 13.2
Polish PL West Slavic 50
Slovak SK West Slavic 7

3 http://kaldi-asr.org/
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4.4.1. Feed-forward fully connected DNN architecture
The first architecture we adopt is a feed-forward fully connected DNN. This network was trained to directly distinguish

between 11 Slavic languages (i.e., direct method). For this reason, its output was formed by a soft-max layer with 11 neurons.
During the training, the DNN hyper-parameters were set as follows: five hidden layers, 1024 neurons per hidden layer, the ReLU
activation function, a learning rate of 0.08, and 20 training epochs. As for the features, both standard FBCs and DNN-1l-48ph
BTNs were utilized. Finally, the input feature vector was formed as a concatenation of 15 previous frames, current frame, and 15
following frames (i.e., 0.3-second context). Note that different context sizes were studied in our previous work (Mateju et al.,
2018).

During the classification phase, a probability vector was obtained for each frame of the given utterance (i.e., by doing a for-
ward pass). After that, the probability vectors were averaged, and the language with the maximum average probability was
selected as the output.

The obtained results are, for FBCs and DNN-1l-48ph BTNs, summarized in the first row of Table 3. They show that the standard
FBCs do not exceed the baseline i-vector-based system (0.6% difference in ER). On the contrary, BTNs significantly outperform the
baseline system (even the improved one). The improvements are 3% in ER (from 4.2% to 1.2%) and more than 1.5% in Cavg (from
2.3% to 0.7%). These results confirm that the bottleneck features contain additional valuable information exploitable for SLI.

4.4.2. CNN architecture
The second architecture we focus on is that of convolutional neural networks. In contrast to Lozano-Diez et al. (2015), we also

employ the bottleneck features (DNN-1l-48ph) in addition to FBCs.
The utilized CNN was composed of 2 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers (each with 1024 neurons). The inputs

consists of 31 feature maps (i.e., the 0.3-second context window as before) at a size of 39 � 1. The first convolutional layer is com-
prised of 105 feature maps at a size of 39 � 1, followed by a 3:1 max-pooling layer. The second one has 157 feature maps, 13 � 1
in size. The rest of the hyper-parameters were set as stated in Section 4.4.1.

The results are covered in the second row of Table 3. As expected, the DNN-1l-48ph yields better results than FBCs by a large
margin (by almost 4%). Interestingly, the difference in the performance of DNNs and CNNs is practically negligible; consequently,
the more complex CNN architecture is not necessary. Note that different configurations of CNNs were explored in our previous
study (Mateju et al., 2018).

4.4.3. RNN architectures
In the next step, we explore the recurrent neural network architecture. We focus on both LSTM RNNs (e.g., Gonzalez-Domi-

nguez et al., 2014; Zazo et al., 2016) and GRU RNNs (e.g., Geng et al., 2016b). In addition to unidirectional RNNs, we have also
studied the bidirectional ones (e.g., Fernando et al., 2017; however, we utilize a slightly different configuration here).

Each RNN consists of two recurrent layers (with 1024 neurons per layer) and two fully connected layers (each with 1024 neu-
rons as well). As previously, we employ the same FBCs and DNN-1l-48ph BTNs as input features, with the same context window
size of 0.3 seconds. The remaining hyper-parameters are set the same as in Section 4.4.1. Note that, for unidirectional models, the
final decision for each utterance has been made by averaging only the last 10% of the frame probabilities, as suggested
in Zazo et al. (2016), to exploit the learning capabilities of RNNs.

Table 2
Results of baseline i-vector systems obtained for 11 lan-
guages and 500 utterances per language.

Approach ER [%] Cavg [%]

logistic regression + i-vectors 4.2 2.3
logistic regression + i-vectors + TDNN 3.9 2.1

Table 3
Results of various NN-based classifiers for FBCs and DNN-1l-
48ph bottleneck features (for the same data as in Table 2).

features FBCs DNN-1l-48ph BTNs

NN architecture ER [%] Cavg [%] ER [%] Cavg [%]

DNN 4.8 2.6 1.2 0.7
CNN 4.9 2.7 1.3 0.7
LSTM RNN 3.0 1.7 1.4 0.7
GRU RNN 2.5 1.4 1.2 0.7
BLSTM RNN 3.0 1.6 1.5 0.8
BGRU RNN 2.4 1.3 1.2 0.6
TDNN 2.0 1.1 1.0 0.5
FSMN 2.2 1.2 1.2 0.7
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The results are presented in rows 3�6 in Table 3. They indicate several key points. First, both the FBCs and bottleneck features
outperform the baseline i-vector system (i.e., the first time for FBCs) with the DNN-1l-48ph BTNs being supreme. Additionally,
the difference in performance between FBCs and DNN-1l-48ph BTNs becomes distinctly smaller. Recurrent neural networks can
thus extract more information about the target language from the standard acoustic features. Second, GRU-based RNNs yield
slightly better results than LSTMs (e.g., 1.4% vs. 1.2% ER). Last, the best results have so far been obtained by employing the BGRU
RNN (see row 6). However, the improvement from feed-forward fully connected DNN to BGRU RNN is only 0.1% in Cavg at the
cost of more complex architecture to train and evaluate (rows 1 and 6).

4.4.4. TDNN architecture
The next utilized architecture is represented by the time-delay neural networks. TDNNs using bottleneck features were suc-

cessfully used for SLI in, e.g., Garcia-Romero and McCree (2016). However, our approach differs in the configuration. Specifically,
our trained TDNN has been designed to match the fully connected feed-forward DNN. For this reason, it consists of five hidden
layers, each with 1024 neurons. The input context of each layer required to compute output at one time step includes three pre-
ceding inputs, the current input, and three following inputs (from the preceding layer). This setting matches the input context
window size of the feed-forward DNN (i.e., 0.3 s). As usual, the remaining hyper-parameters are unchanged, and FBCs and DNN-
1l-48ph BTNs are utilized as input features.

The seventh row of Table 3 shows the results. It is obvious that the DNN-1l-48ph BTNs outperform the FBCs, although the dif-
ference has been reduced to a mere 1% in ER. Finally, in our setting, the TDNN yields the best results throughout the evaluation. It
is evident that the long-term modeling capabilities of TDNNs (and RNNs) are exploitable in SLI.

4.4.5. FSMN architecture
The last topology used for classification is based on feed-forward sequential memory networks (see Section 3.2.2). To match

the previous settings, it has 5 hidden layers, each with 1024 neurons, and the context is the same as for the TDNN-based classi-
fier.

The results (see the last row of Table 3) are worse than for the similar TDNN-based architecture. On the other hand, we show
in the next sections that FSMNs yield better results as BTN extractors.

4.5. Investigated bottleneck features

In the preceding section, we showed and confirmed the general opinion expressed in the literature; namely, the bottleneck
features are more discriminating than the standard acoustic features (in this case, FBCs) for the task of SLI. This section thus
focuses on several different bottleneck features extracted using various techniques and different data. Note that we already cov-
ered our bottleneck extractors in detail in Section 3. Therefore, this section is mainly focused on experimental evaluation. For all
experiments, we employ a TDNN-based classifier (as described in Section 4.4.4) as it has yielded the best results so far (see
Table 3).

4.5.1. DNN-based bottleneck features
We first compare our monolingual DNN-1l-48ph BTNs (used extensively in Section 4.4) with the multilingual features of the

same architecture but trained using all 11 Slavic languages and four different phoneme sets (containing from 70 to 14 units).
The results are summarized in the first section of Table 4. They clearly show that the multilingual features are beneficial

(improvement of at least 0.5% in ER) and that the multilingual bottleneck extractors are capable of capturing more of the lan-
guage-specific information. Additionally, a fairly small phoneme set of 27 phonemes yields the best results as a compromise
between merging too few and too many similar phonemes of different Slavic languages.

Table 4
Results in the off-line mode for TDNN-based
classifier using various bottleneck features
(for the same data as in Tables 2 and 3).

BTN features ER [%] Cavg [%]

DNN-1l-48ph 0.98 0.54
DNN-11l-70ph 0.47 0.26
DNN-11l-36ph 0.44 0.24
DNN-11l-27ph 0.35 0.19
DNN-11l-14ph 0.40 0.22

TDNN-11l-27ph 0.31 0.17

FSMN-11l-27ph 0.20 0.11
FSMN-11l-BS+data 0.20 0.11
FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug 0.20 0.11
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4.5.2. Context modeling bottleneck features
In the next step, we first focus on the architecture of the extractors. We switch the architecture from DNN to TDNN and FSMN

(as described in Section 3.2). At first, we use the training data labeled using the 27-phoneme set to make a direct comparison pos-
sible. The results can be seen in the fourth, sixth and seventh row of Table 4. It is evident that the more complex TDNN and FSMN
architectures do further improve the results and that FSMN-based BTNs outperform the TDNN-based ones.

In the follow-up step, FSMN with a block soft-max output layer is employed, allowing us to not merge the phoneme sets of
individual languages. Additional data has also been added as well as a significant amount of augmented data (see Section 3.2.2
for details). The results can be seen in the last two rows of Table 4. They show that no further reduction in ER or Cavg has been
achieved. However, the benefits of these BTNs can be observed in the results for more difficult on-line task and the real-world
data in Section 8.

4.6. Error analysis and confusion matrices

Figs. 1 and 2 show more detailed results in the form of confusion matrices for the baseline i-vector system and the best per-
forming TDNN + FSMN-11l-27ph system, respectively. They show that most of the errors are the misclassification instances
between closely related languages. They are mostly caused by a common phonetic inventory but also because the languages
share common words in vocabulary and similar phonotactics, as a wider context is used for SLI.

For the baseline system, the most errors have been detected between Belorussian and Ukrainian (green highlights in Fig. 1).
These two languages are more similar to each other than to Russian (while all the three belong to the East Slavic branch) as they
phonetically differ only in a few phonemes, and they have similar vocabularies. A comparable case can be made between

Fig. 1. A confusion matrix produced by the baseline i-vector system.

Fig. 2. A confusion matrix produced by the best performing off-line system (TDNN + FSMN-11l-27ph BTNs).
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Croatian, Serbian, and Slovene (red cluster) since the first two have the same phonetic inventory, and Slovene differs only in a few
phonemes. They also share very similar vocabularies. The blue cluster highlights all West Slavic languages which get confused
with each other. However, their phonetic inventories are not so close, and the source of confusion may be their similar vocabular-
ies and phonotactics.

In some other cases, the confusions are harder to explain and may lay in the nature of the recordings (e.g., acoustic conditions,
source of recordings, speaker characteristics) rather than in the mutual closeness of the languages. These errors are highlighted in
yellow. Confusions between Polish and Russian are a good example. In this case, Russian is much closer to other East Slavic lan-
guages. Note that most of these errors (almost all) are eliminated by using the best TDNN + FSMN-11l-27ph system as depicted
in Fig. 2.

5. Proposed approach for on-line SLI

The proposed scheme closely follows an on-line speech activity detection approach we proposed in Mateju et al. (2017) and a
method we developed for on-line speaker change point detection in Mateju et al. (2019). It represents an extension of the off-
line processing pipeline and utilizes a language classier consuming the input stream of BTN features, whose output is smoothed
by a WFST-based decoder (see Fig. 3).

Note that this concept allows us to utilize some findings from the off-line evaluation. In other words, we assume that the opti-
mal NN architecture for off-line mode (i.e., the TDNN-based classifier) should yield very good results also for a limited amount of
input speech frames within a streamed environment. We performed several experiments confirming this assumption, and we
made the decision not to repeat all off-line experiments in the on-line mode. This allows us to keep the on-line evaluation in the
following sections much more concentrated just on the specific aspects of this mode.

The decoding scheme consists of two transducers. The first one models the input signal (see Fig. 4). The second one represents
the transduction model. Its basic example for two languages is depicted in Fig. 5. The number of states of the transduction model
corresponds to the number of languages (state 1 and 2 for the first and second language, respectively) plus one state 0 is used as
the initial one. The transition rules between states are denoted by symbols L1 and L2, each representing one language being rec-
ognized by the DNN classifier under the hood. In other words, the classifier in the example distinguishes, for each input frame,
between two languages L1 and L2 (i.e., it assigns to either of these languages a probability on the frame level). Note that in every
step of the decoding process, when one of the transition rules (L1 or L2) is applied (as the transducer moves to another state or
persists in the same state as in the previous frame), the same symbol (L1 or L2) is also generated on the output of the decoder.

The transducer is weighted so that the transitions between states 1 and 2 are penalized by factors P1 and P2, respectively,
whose values have to be determined on the development set. Note that, in practice, both these penalties (or even all penalty fac-

Fig. 3. The proposed scheme for on-line spoken language identification.

Fig. 4. The transducer representing the input signal.
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tors in the case of more than two languages) may be set to the same value. The sensitivity of the obtained results with respect to
the penalty factor values is analyzed in detail in Section 8.2.

Given the two transducers described above, the decoding process is performed using on-the-fly composition of the transduc-
tion and the input model of an unknown size. That method is applicable here because the input is considered to be a linear-topol-
ogy, unweighted, epsilon-free acceptor. After each composition step, the shortest-path (considering the tropical semi-ring)
determined in the resulting model is compared with all other alternative hypotheses. When a common path (i.e., with the same
output label) is found among these hypotheses, the corresponding concatenated output labels are marked as the resulting fixed
output. Since the remaining proportion of the best path is not known with certainty, it is denoted as a temporary output (i.e., it
can be further refined).

5.1. Context transduction model

The transduction model described so far represents just the basic possibility of the decoding scheme. In Mateju et al. (2017),
our final approach for speech activity detection (SAD) utilized a context-based transduction model instead of the basic one
depicted in Fig. 5. This improved the performance of SAD noticeably. For this reason, we also adopted this context-based trans-
duction model for SLI.

The context-based transducer is shown in Fig. 6 for two languages, but it can easily be extended to several more. In this case,
each of the two languages is represented as a sequence of three states, where the context is modeled by transitions. As previ-
ously, the penalty weights P1 and P2 are only defined for the transitions between the two languages, i.e., a) from the end state of
L1 (stop_L1) to the start state of L2 (start_L2), and b) from the end state of L2 (stop_L2) to the start state of L1 (start_L1).

Due to the fact that each language is now covered by three states, the training data must be relabeled accordingly. Whenever a
transition from L1 to L2 occurs, n frames before and n frames after the actual change point are labeled as stop_L1 and start_L2;
respectively. By analogy, if a change from L2 to L1 occurs, the transition frames are labeled end_L2 and start_L1. Except for these
transition frames, all remaining frames are labeled either L1 or L2 according to the corresponding language. The value of n is
explored in Section 8.3. Finally, each language has to be represented by three neurons (e.g., start_L1; L1, stop_L1) in the output
layer of the neural network. The other hyper-parameters remain unchanged.

6. Evaluation metrics for on-line SLI

For evaluation within the real-time SLI scenario, precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F) are employed. All these measures
can be expressed given the alignment between the detected and reference language change points (Rasanen et al., 2009). The
measure frame error rate (FER) determines the percentage of input speech frames marked with a wrong language label.

The measure named latency (L), has been employed to monitor the performance from a real-time processing point of view. It
represents an average time between the input frame occurrence and the moment the decoder outputs its language label. Note
that the presented latency values include the latency of the BTN extractor (around 500 ms), NN used for classification (around
187.5 ms for TDNN) and the decoding process itself.

Fig. 5. The transducer (acceptor) representing the basic transduction model for two languages.

Fig. 6. The transducer (acceptor) representing the context transduction model for two languages.
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7. Evaluation for artificial multilingual data

At first, the proposed on-line SLI scheme is evaluated on artificially prepared rather than real-world data, which has to be
annotated manually. Moreover, the evaluation is also simpler as the prepared data does not contain any cross-talks, non-speech
segments, etc. It is also true that if the system does not work well on this simpler type of the data, it will not work on real-world
data either.

7.1. Data used for training

For training purposes, the same Slavic dataset is used as for the off-line scenario. To simulate transitions between two differ-
ent languages, the training utterances were shuffled and joined in a random order. Given the fact that the average length of an
utterance is a few seconds, and there are 220 hours of training data available, a sufficient number of transitions between all possi-
ble language combinations is ensured. This also includes joined segments in which the language remains unchanged, but the
speaker or source differs.

7.2. Data used for testing

The evaluation data is treated in the same way as the training data. That means that all 5500 utterances (500 per language) of
the Slavic dataset (evaluation subset) were shuffled and joined in a random order. To ease manipulation of the data, the joined
recording was split into 100 evaluation files, each with a 5-min duration (i.e., each contains approximately 60 original utteran-
ces).

Note that the final data chunks also contain concatenated segments of the same language, where the speaker/source is differ-
ent. This setup is intentional to make sure the network is learning to discriminate between languages and not between speakers
or different acoustic channels.

7.3. Obtained results

Given the aforementioned datasets for training and testing, the experiments are conducted using the TDNN classifier, which
yields the best results in the off-line scenario. Its build-in latency is 5 (number of layers) x 3 (half of the context) x 10 (frame-
shift), i.e., 150 ms for DNN- and TDNN-based BTNs and 5 x 3 x 12.5 = 187.5 ms for FSMN-based BTNs.

At first, the TDNN classifier utilized FBCs and its output was not smoothed. The obtained results in the first row of Table 5
show that this approach does not work at all. The reached precision is just 0.8%, recall 100% and FER 90.1%, which means that the
system simple marks (wrongly) most frames as containing a language different from the previous frame. For a classifier employ-
ing DNN-11l-27ph BTNs, the result without any smoothing in terms of P, R and F-measure are similarly bad (see the second row
in Table 5). The only exception is FER of 29.3%, which shows much higher accuracy of BTNs against FBCs on the frame level � the
difference is much more evident than for the off-line scenario, where identification was performed over a whole recording (utter-
ance).

In the next experiment, the output from the TDNN-based classifier with DNN-11l-27ph BTNs was smoothed using a moving
average (MA) method with different contexts. The results can be seen in Table 6. They clearly show the necessity of smoothing as
all metrics have significantly improved (see the second row of Table 5 for comparison). It is also evident that the context window

Table 5
Performance of the TDNN-based classifier without smoothing and
with FBCs and DNN-11l-27ph BTNs.

features P [%] R [%] F [%] FER [%] L [s]

FBCs 0.8 100 1.5 90.1 0.4
DNN-11l-27ph BTNs 1.2 100 2.3 29.3 0.9

Table 6
Performance of the TDNN-based classifier with DNN-11l-
27ph BTNs and smoothing based on moving average.

Context [s] P [%] R [%] F [%] FER [%] L [s]

1 19.7 54.0 28.9 8.8 1.2
1.5 36.0 67.3 46.9 7.0 1.7
2 50.5 76.3 60.8 6.6 2.2
2.5 60.1 81.8 69.3 6.7 2.7
3 67.1 84.3 74.8 7.3 3.2
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size for MA smoothing influences the results noticeably. The best-performing variant of MA from the FER point of view utilized a
2-s context (i.e., for each frame, 1 second prior and 1 second after the current frame were used to compute the average).

In the last experiment for the artificial data-set, the WFST-based decoder was used. Its advantage is that it represents a gen-
eral smoothing concept and allows us to model various sorts of smoothing approaches by merely choosing a corresponding trans-
duction model and respective semi-ring (see also Section 5 for the description of two transduction models employed within this
work). In this experiment, the basic transduction model with one global penalty factor set to 140 was employed (the influence of
this factor for all important metrics including WER is discussed and analyzed in detail for real-world data in Section 8.2).

The obtained results in the second row of Table 7 clearly show that this approach has outperformed MA smoothing by a large
margin. For example, the absolute difference in FER against MA with 2-second context (see the third row of Table 6) is around
3%.

The last three rows of Table 7 show that BTNs extracted by using FSMNs yield the best results. These values, e.g., F-measure of
97.8%, are very high. However, the evaluation in the next section shows that real-world bilingual broadcast shows are much
more difficult for language identification.

From the latency point of view, it is evident that the better the features are (or the classifier is), the lower latency the system
has. In other words, the decoder is able to output the resulting label earlier if the classifier operates at a higher accuracy level
(the latency for FBCs is 4.5 s, while for the best FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug BTNs it is just 2.9 s.) Note that all latency values are mea-
sured by using processor Intel Core i7-3770K @ 3.50GHz.

8. Tuning and performance evaluation for bilingual real-world broadcast shows

The results presented so far have been obtained on artificially prepared mixtures of monolingual speech segments. In the next
phase, the evaluation progressed towards real-world data. The development set consisted of ten recordings of a talk-show from a
Slovak TV channel. Their total length was 3 hours and they contained 29,215 words. 12,288 of them belonged to a Slovak pre-
senter of the show, the remaining 16,927 words to 10 different Czech guests of the shows. Note that all the persons in this dataset
are native speakers and the presenter is fully proficient (this holds also for a test dataset used in Section 9).

A typical radio or TV stream contains long sections of music and many other non-speech events. Therefore, our broadcast
transcription platform uses a speech/non-speech detector at the input (Mateju et al., 2017), which filters the non-speech seg-
ments so that only the speech segments are then further processed. This speech detector therefore influences the results of all
other modules and the on-line language recognizer will also be deployed over this system. In order to eliminate the influence of
the accuracy of this module and, at the same time, simulate its existence, the evaluation of language identification and speech
transcription takes place over manually annotated speech segments of individual programs from the development set.

That means that the reference manual annotations of the development data include speech/non-speech and language change
points as well as text transcriptions in both languages. At first, these annotations are used to calculate the reference WER: all
speech segments belonging to one of the two languages are transcribed by the corresponding Czech or Slovak ASR system. Both
these ASR systems utilize the FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug architecture (without the BTN layer) for acoustic modeling and n-gram lan-
guage models. The Czech and Slovak lexicons contain 400k and 360k words, respectively. As a result of this process, the reference
WER of 21.9% has been reached.

In addition to the already mentioned ten recordings of the Slovak talk-show, the evaluation was also performed on monolin-
gual Czech and Slovak broadcast programs in terms of FERcz and FERsk, respectively. The reason is that the proposed scheme
must be capable of continuous deployment on the input data stream and must not degrade the results for monolingual programs.
The monolingual recordings used consist of news, debates and also the mentioned Slovak talk-show. Their total length is 7 h.

8.1. Training data for TDNN-based classifier

At first, the same setup as within the evaluation in Section 7.3 is used, i.e., the artificial dataset for all 11 Slavic languages are
applied to the training of the TDNN classifier, WFST decoder, and different BTNs.

The obtained results (see the first part of Table 8) are much worse for all architectures than in the previous case. It means that,
for real talk-shows, the transitions between languages are much more difficult to discriminate between than for mixtures pre-
pared artificially. This namely holds for the DNN-based BTNs, which are outperformed in all measures and with a large difference
by the TDNN-based as well as FSMN-based BTNs. For example, FERcz is 86.8% for DNN-11l-27ph BTNs, while much lower value of

Table 7
Performance of the TDNN-based classifier with smoothing using the WFST
decoder for various features.

Features P [%] R [%] F [%] FER [%] L [s]

FBCs 43.6 43.7 43.6 88.4 4.5
DNN-11l-27ph BTNs 97.2 97.1 97.1 3.8 2.7
TDNN-11l-27ph BTNs 96.9 95.8 96.4 3.8 3.0
FSMN-11l-27ph BTNs 97.1 96.3 96.7 3.1 2.9
FSMN-11l-BS+data BTNs 97.8 97.3 97.5 3.2 2.9
FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug BTNs 98.1 97.5 97.8 3.2 2.9
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11.3% is yielded by the best FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug BTNs. Similarly, the measure most important from a practical point of view,
theWER, is 72.5% for the first type of BTNs, but almost twice as low (37.2%) for the best FSMN-based BTNs. However, even the val-
ues for the best FSMN-based BTNs are still far from suitable.

Therefore, the set of languages is limited just to Czech and Slovak in the next experiment. The amount of the training data has
accordingly been decreased from 220 to 40 h.

This step brought an overall improvement for all architectures (see the second part of Table 8). The results have gotten worse
just in a few cases, e.g., WER for FSMN-11l-BS+data BTNs has been decreased from 38.3% to 43.4%. The most important improve-
ment is reached for the latency, which has been decreased below 3 seconds for all systems as not all 11 languages had to be eval-
uated during the decoding process.

To further improve the results, the training dataset is extended by incorporating 40 h of monolingual Czech and Slovak broad-
cast programs. This additional data does not include any recording of the target talk-show (i.e., the system is not trained for the
voice of the Slovak presenter).

The obtained results, shown in the third part of Table 8, provide high and important improvement in all measures. For exam-
ple, for the FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug system as compared with the previous experiment, the WER value has been decreased from
35.7% to 27.9%, and the FERcz and FERsk from 10.7% to 3.2% and from 14.7% to 1.0%, respectively. The best values are reached by
using FSMN-11l-BS+data BTNs, which somewhat outperform the FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug extractor.

A natural idea now is to further extend the training dataset. For this purpose, an additional 60 h of monolingual programs are
used, out of which 20 h are the recordings of the target talk-shows and interviews.

As a result, a slight additional improvement in almost all measures can be observed for the TDNN-based and FSMN-based
architectures in the fourth part of Table 8. This namely holds for the best FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug BTNs, where WER has been
decreased from 27.9% to 26.8%. Also FERcz and FERsk have both been reduced to very low values � smaller than 1%. On the con-
trary, the DNN-based extractor fails to learn anything new from the additional data and the results do not improve or even get
worse. For example, the WER value has remained the same at 31.6%, the F-measure value has been decreased from 54.2% to
45.1%, etc. The only exception is FERsk, which has coincidentally been decreased to 0.1%. As in most previous experiments, the
TDNN-based BTNs has been outperformed slightly by the FSMN-based extractor.

Finally, the recordings of the programs from the development set are used for the training within cross-validation. The reason
is that all the evaluated systems have so far seen no data with real transitions between languages. They could learn the transi-
tions just from the boundaries of randomly joined monolingual segments in the artificial dataset. Note that this experiment has
been performed just for the best FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug features.

Table 8
Results [%] for various BTN extractors on the development set depending on the data used for
training of the TDNN-based classifier. The reference WER is 21.9%.

Type of BTNs P R F FER WER FERcz FERsk L [s]

data: 11 lang., 220h artif.

DNN-11l-27ph 15.7 16.4 16.0 34.8 72.5 86.8 28.1 3.4
TDNN-11l-27ph 46.3 26.7 33.9 13.6 39.3 33.1 18.0 4.4
FSMN-11l-27ph 33.5 27.8 30.4 16.0 39.6 28.7 17.5 4.1
FSMN-11l-BS+data 35.2 37.2 36.2 15.8 38.3 12.9 18.9 3.1
FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug 37.2 36.4 36.8 15.3 37.2 11.3 18.9 3.3

data: 2 lang., 40h artif.

DNN-11l-27ph 18.9 31.6 23.7 29.5 67.5 66.3 5.4 2.1
TDNN-11l-27ph 29.2 45.8 35.7 14.5 44.9 33.0 4.4 2.1
FSMN-11l-27ph 30.7 42.8 35.7 15.6 40.2 33.7 8.4 2.6
FSMN-11l-BS+data 25.4 44.9 32.5 18.4 43.4 11.4 26.5 2.0
FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug 38.5 49.3 43.2 13.0 35.7 10.7 14.7 2.3

data: 2 lang., 40h artif. + 40h broadcast

DNN-11l-27ph 51.7 56.9 54.2 8.2 31.6 4.4 6.5 2.3
TDNN-11l-27ph 72.4 45.7 56.0 7.8 30.8 1.4 2.1 3.0
FSMN-11l-27ph 64.4 46.3 53.8 7.3 30.1 3.0 1.5 3.0
FSMN-11l-BS+data 63.3 65.0 64.1 5.8 27.7 2.8 1.7 2.2
FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug 68.2 61.9 64.9 5.8 27.9 3.2 1.0 2.3

data: 2 lang., 40h artif. + 80h broadcast + 20 talk-shows and interviews

DNN-11l-27ph 50.9 40.5 45.1 12.4 31.6 5.6 0.1 2.8
TDNN-11l-27ph 74.6 46.4 57.3 7.6 29.9 1.7 0.3 3.2
FSMN-11l-27ph 70.3 48.9 57.7 7.1 29.8 1.6 0.3 2.8
FSMN-11l-BS+data 69.1 62.1 65.4 5.5 27.1 0.8 0.6 2.2
FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug 74.4 62.2 67.8 5.0 26.8 0.9 0.2 2.2

data: 2 lang., 40h artif. + 80h brodcast + 20h talk-shows and interviews + cross-val.

FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug 83.3 64.2 72.5 4.4 26.3 0.4 0.8 2.5
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The results are summarized in the last row of Table 8. In this case, most measures have somewhat been improved, e.g., the
WER value has been decreased from 26.8% to 26.3%. This value is absolutely, by 4.4%, higher than the reference WER of 21.9%
based on the manually determined language change points. FERcz as well as FERsk has remained under 1% and the final average
latency is 2.5 s.

8.2. The influence of the penalty factor

As mentioned in Section 5, the penalty factor Pf of the decoder has been 140 in all experiments performed so far. Table 9 and
Fig. 7 present the results in terms of WER, FER and F-measure for Pf ranging from 1 to 400. The obtained values show that:

� from all measures evaluated, the F-measure changes in a most dynamic way with a changing value of Pf;
� the lowest value of WER is reached for Pf set to 120;
� the stable region is, for all measures, between 100 and 250;
� the differences inWER values are negligible in this area, i.e., the value of Pf should be somewhere in the stable area, but it need
not necessarily hit the optimum value.

Finally, Fig. 7 also documents the correspondence between all three measures used. Namely, very strong correlation between
FER andWER can be observed.

8.3. The context transduction model for decoding

In the follow-up experiment, we have replaced the basic transduction model in our decoding scheme with the context-based
one as described in Section 5.1, similar to speech/non-speech detection in Mateju et al. (2017). We set the number of the transi-
tion frames to 100 (i.e., 50 frames around the actual change point), 50, and 30 (this setting corresponds to the input feature con-
text size). For this experiment, we only trained TDNN using the FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug bottlenecks.

The results are shown in Table 10. They show that the context transduction model does not yield any additional improve-
ments in the SLI performance. The transduction models using 30 and 50 transitional frames perform in a way rather similar to
the basic model, and the results yielded by using 100 transitional frames are even worse. One thing to point out here is that the
transduction model has improved the performance of some of the recordings but has notably worsened other ones. Lastly, as
expected, the latency is increased with additional frames.

Table 9
The dependence of F-measure, WER and FER on decoder‘s penalty factor Pf.

Pf 1 10 50 100 120 140 160 180 200 250 300 400

F 5.1 16.4 50.4 67.6 68.0 67.8 67.1 66.8 66.0 63.0 59.9 57.0
FER 20.8 15.5 7.6 5.4 5.0 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.5 6.1 6.5
WER 53.3 46.0 29.5 26.9 26.7 26.8 26.9 27.0 27.1 27.6 28.5 29.1

Fig. 7. The dependence of F-measure, WER and FER on decoder‘s penalty factor Pf.
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9. Detailed evaluation on an independent test set

Finally, given the results on the development set, the performance of the proposed approach is evaluated on a test set. While
the development stage of the work used Slovak broadcast shows with Slovak hosts and Czech guests, the chosen test data repre-
sents an opposite situation. It contains ten recordings of interviews from a Czech TV channel. Their total length is 3.25 h and they
contain 30,089 words. 7617 of them belong to three different Czech presenters of the program, and the remaining 22,472 words
to ten different Slovak guests. The reference WER value on this dataset is 18.1%.

The evaluation is performed using the FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug architecture for BTN extraction, the WFST decoder employing
the basic transduction model with Pf set to 120, and the TDNN-based classifier trained on the data corresponding to the last row
of Table 8 (i.e., cross validation has been performed). In addition, the development bilingual data has also been used.

The results obtained for individual recordings as well as their average values are summarized in Table 11. They confirm the
results yielded on the development set and show that the scheme proposed for the on-line SLI has the following features:

1. it operates with a low average built-in latency around 2.6 s (the worst average delay observed is 3.3 s for the third and tenth
recording, and the lowest 2.1 s for the second recording);

2. it yields an average WER value by a mere few percent higher than the best possible reference value (the average WER is
21.0%, the reference one 18.1%, and their difference amounts to 2.9%).

These results also show that the variance of an increase in the WER value against the reference is 3.2%; the worst reached
increase is 7.1% for the fifth recording, and the smallest increase is a mere 1.3% for the eighth recording.

It should also be noted that from the latency point of view, our ASR system uses FSMN-based acoustic models with a build-in
latency of 550 ms. With this delay, it is possible to get the best current ASR hypothesis. However, the delay for obtaining a fixed
hypothesis that can no longer be changed is higher and depends on the type of input data. For broadcast streams, it is usually
around 1.5 s. This is still a lower number than the latency of the proposed on-line SLI method. In the case of a combination of
both systems on streamed data where low latency is required, it is possible to perform ASR in parallel for both (or all) languages
and to switch the already existing output from individual ASR streams according to the results of the SLI module. The resulting
latency is then given just by the SLI module, and it is not further increased by the ASR module.

10. Conclusions

In this work, a new approach suitable for on-line SLI is proposed in a series of consecutive experiments starting from an off-
line mode through tests on artificial data to on-line processing of real broadcast programs.

From evaluation in the first off-line scenario for 11 Slavic languages, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Bottleneck features are beneficial for all investigated DNN architectures, and yield the lowest error rates.
2. The best results are obtained by using the TDNN architecture for the classification.
3. The best bottleneck features are those derived from the FSMN topology and trained as multilingual on all available data with

various augmentations (the FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug extractor).
4. The evaluation set consists of recordings no longer than 5 s so that the resulting configuration may even be utilized for short

recordings.

The more detailed analysis of these results in the form of confusion matrices further shows that, according to our assump-
tions, the worst results have in most cases been reached for groups of languages that are closely related to each other and belong

Table 10
Results [%] of the context transduction model on the development set.

Transition frames P R F FER WER FERcz FERsk L [s]

none 74.4 62.2 67.8 5.0 26.8 0.9 0.2 2.2
30 65.1 59.2 62.0 6.8 29.0 1.6 0.3 2.3
50 75.9 56.0 64.5 5.2 27.0 0.2 0.8 2.7
100 37.8 24.4 29.7 19.7 49.2 7.7 0.1 3.7

Table 11
Detailed results [%] of the proposed on-line SLI approach on the test set.

Recording 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average

ref. WER 20.4 21.2 20.9 15.0 14.7 17.3 15.5 10.9 14.1 22.1 18.1
WER 24.6 23.6 23.0 18.9 21.8 23.5 16.8 12.8 18.7 26.0 21.0
FER 4.7 2.0 2.6 3.3 5.1 5.6 1.5 2.1 3.7 4.0 3.4
F 69.3 93.3 63.7 76.8 66.0 63.9 84.9 80.0 68.9 55.1 71.5
L [s] 2.3 2.1 3.3 2.2 3.0 2.8 2.3 2.2 2.4 3.3 2.6
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to the same branches of Slavic languages (i.e., they are also difficult to be distinguished from each other by humans). These most
challenging groups are Belorussian and Ukrainian (East branch), Czech, Slovak and Polish (West branch) and Serbian, Croatian
and Slovene (from the South branch). The best system with the TDNN classifier and the FSMN-11l-BS+data+aug BTNs is able to
reduce mistakes for groups of languages with low (as well as high) baseline error rates (i.e., throughout the whole confusion
matrix).

The on-line scenario has been proved to be much more challenging. First, the evaluation on the artificial data with the best off-
line system shows that, for frame-by-frame language identification, it is necessary to smooth the output from the classifier. For
this purpose, the WFST-based decoder has been introduced.

After that, the proposed SLI scheme is evaluated and tuned up on the bilingual development set consisting of recordings of
real Slovak TV talk-shows that contain Czech and Slovak utterances. The goal here is to find the data suitable for training, select
the proper transduction model for the decoder, and show the influence of the decoder‘s penalty factor.

Finally, given all the findings obtained so far, the best system with optimally set parameters has been evaluated on the test
data consisting of interview recordings (again containing a mixture of Czech and Slovak utterances, but this time from a Czech
TV station). The results obtained prove that the proposed SLI method is capable of operating in the frame-by-frame mode with
latency below three seconds and withWER just a few percent above the reference value established by Czech and Slovak ASR sys-
tems manually switched by a human supervisor.

These results allow the deployment of the proposed approach within our production environment to improve on-line tran-
scription of bilingual programs containing mixtures of utterances in Czech and Slovak languages, which allows for running reli-
able TV/R alert service mentioned in the introduction part. This should result in a gradual increase in the amount of available
data containing real transitions between these two languages, which can subsequently be corrected and used for further training
in order to increase the accuracy of the proposed method.

A concluding remark: The presented research has been done on spoken data representing Slavic languages, Czech and Slovak
in particular, because we have had large amounts of this data needed for the experiments from our previous projects. For Czech
and Slovak, moreover, we were able to prepare very detailed annotations that were necessary for the evaluation and error analy-
sis. Recently, we have been using the experience and the proposed approach in a project that includes also Scandinavian lan-
guages where a similar phenomenon of language mixing frequently occurs.
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6 Conclusions

This thesis deals with methods allowing ASR systems to adapt to selected real-world
deployment conditions. These conditions affect the functionality or recognition ac-
curacy of almost every ASR system and are related to the variability of input data.
The considered sources of this variability comprise in particular

• specific voice characteristics of individual speakers,

• occurrence of non-speech events in the audio signal,

• input utterances in multiple languages.

These three mentioned factors are not chosen at random. On the contrary, each
of them represents an important issue that must actually be solved when many ASR
systems are being deployed.

The previous statement is based on the experience I have gained over the last
decade as a member of the speech-processing group at TUL. In this period, our team
has created the core of several ASR systems that are deployed in practice and used
on a daily basis by many people. This for example holds for voice control tools for
motor-disabled persons or in the software for voice dictation, which is mainly used
by medical doctors, lawyers or judges.

6.1 An example of a practically deployed complex
ASR system

Currently, the most important and complex example of a deployed ASR application
is the platform for 24/7 monitoring of TV/R broadcasts. It is used by many me-
dia monitoring companies in various European countries because the transcription
process runs here in parallel for about a hundred TV/R channels in 15 languages.

The platform utilizes several of the methods that have been proposed within
the articles included in this thesis, e.g., for frame-wise SAD or language adaptation.
Other components, such as the LID module, are being integrated within the current
TAČR project DeepSpot, of which I am a co-investigator. The live-running demo
of a multilingual radio monitoring application (see also Fig. 6.1), which shows ASR
capabilities of this platform, is available on the web1.

1https://tul-speechlab.gitlab.io/
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Figure 6.1: A screenshot of a demo application for multilingual radio monitoring.

6.2 Impact on education activities
My efforts in recent years has also been to transfer the issues addressed within our
research to teaching. A few years ago I came up with the idea to create a new
specialization of Intelligent systems within the existing bachelor’s study program of
Information technology and I coordinated the preparation of its curriculum.

This specialization has been launched at our faculty in 2020 and has two main
directions. The first is theory in the field of signal processing and machine learning,
which is covered in several interrelated subjects including Signals and information,
Machine learning, Neural network applications, Introduction to image processing
and Text mining methods. I myself teach the course of Machine learning and con-
tribute to the teaching of Signals and information with several lectures. The second
direction is represented by software technologies, that allow students to utilize the
acquired theoretical knowledge in practice. It is represented by the following three
subjects: Database for BigData, Technologies for BigData and Cloud technologies.
Here, I am involved as their guarantor.

This specialization also forms the basis for the follow-up branch of Intelligent
systems within the master’s study program of Information technology. This branch
contains subjects more specialized in individual areas of machine learning, such as
Computer speech processing, Introduction to computational linguistics, etc. The
best graduates of this branch are encouraged to enroll in the doctoral study at the
faculty. Some of them have joined our research team where they have been working
on the tasks related to this thesis. For example, the topic of my former PhD student
Lukáš Matějů, who successfully defended his dissertation in 2020, was speech activity
and speaker change point detection for on-line streams. The results of his research
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have therefore also been applied in the development of the above-mentioned ASR
systems and he currently teaches some of the subjects within the specialization of
Intelligent systems. My recent PhD student focuses on methods for extraction of
x-vectors and utilization of these embeddings for frame-wise speaker diarization. In
this way, my experience gained during the 15-year research activities is transferred
to the younger generations of students.
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